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2 SUMMARY



Summary

In the year 2015, the summer of migration, or the so-called migration crisis, led to a high

increase in irregular migration from the Great Middle East and West Africa to Europe. This

tremendous change in immigration behaviour provoked a new urgency on the agendas of Euro-

pean governments. In a short amount of time, national governments and the European Union

advanced their immigration- and border-related policies and started to engage largely in remote

migration management, such as through information campaigns. The political idea behind a

policy of information campaigns about migration is to raise awareness, combat prevailing mis-

information, and influence migration behaviour in regions with high irregular immigration rates

to Europe but assigned as ‘safe origin’. However, little is known about whether and how this

mean of political communication works.

To explain the influence of migration information campaigns on migration behaviour among the

target audience, I connect and apply established theoretical concepts from related disciplines.

More specifically, I combine prospect theory as a migration decision making model with dual

process theories for information processing expectations. I argue that different moderating and

mediating factors may enhance the direct effect magnitude of the respective information and

strengthen its persistence. With the aim of revealing causality, I test these relations empir-

ically in a series of randomised field experiments and an online panel survey experiment in

Nigeria. Since young Nigerians are a typical case target group for this policy implementation,

the studies are implemented in schools and universities in the capital city Abuja and in Benin

City, a large city known for its migration hub.

In the first of three papers (Paper I) I uncover that these migration information campaigns

have a general influence on migration behaviour. Additionally, I generate first insights on one

mechanism enhancing the impact of information on migration decision making: the emotions,

such as anxiety, triggered in the audience. In Paper II, I investigate the mediating mechanisms

further by comparing the effect of emotions with a more ethically tolerable one, the credibility

of the sender of information. Both mediators show similar (positive) effects on awareness, but

for re-telling behaviour, sender credibility seems to be crucial. Emotions and credibility show

that they are not reinforcing each other’s effects, and hence one could compensate for the other.

Paper III dives deeper into the mediating effect of sender credibility for different sender types,

such as NGOs, governments, and social contacts, being either international or local. The direct

outcomes of irregular migration intentions and their effect persistence vary with sender type.

In conclusion, my dissertation makes at least two important contributions to the previous lit-

erature. First, I develop a theoretical model that connects approaches from related fields and
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applies them to the political science sub-field of migration. Second, I perform rigorous empirical

tests in a real-life setting. The experimental evidence gives causal insights on the general effect

of political migration information on migration behaviour and additionally reveals rare causal

knowledge on the mechanisms activated. This evidence is valuable for the continuance and the

advancement of the policy of migration information campaigns, but also for the broader liter-

ature applying the basic mechanism of attitude and behaviour change based on information.

Examples may be media literature, (electoral) information campaign literature, or the recently

increasing literature on combating misinformation.



Zusammenfassung

Der Sommer der Migration, beziehungsweise die sogenannte Migrationskrise im Jahr 2015,

führte zu einem starken Anstieg irregulärer Migration aus dem Großraum Mittlerer Osten

und Westafrika nach Europa. Diese enorme Veränderung im Immigrationsverhalten führte die

Dringlichkeit zur Anpassung europäischer Immigrationsagenden explizit vor Augen. In kurzer

Zeit verbesserten Nationalregierungen sowie die Europäische Union ihre Immigrationspolicies

sowie Grenzpolicies. Darüber hinaus began ein erweiterter Einsatz von
’
remote migration

magagement‘, welches unter anderem den verstärkten Einsatz von Informationskampagnen

umfasst. Der politische Gedanke hinter der Policy der Informationskampagnen zu Migration

ist: auf das Thema aufmerksam zu machen, bestehende Fehlinformationen zu bekämpfen und

Migrationsverhalten aus sogenannten sicheren Herkunftsländern mit hohen irregulären Immi-

grationszahlen nach Europa, zu beeinflussen. Wenig ist jedoch bekannt bezüglich ob und wie

diese Art der politischen Kommunikation funktioniert.

Um den Einfluss von Migrationsinformationskampagnen auf das Migrationsverhalten der Ziel-

gruppe zu untersuchen, verbinde ich etablierte theoretische Konzepte verwandter Forschungs-

disziplinen in Anwendung auf meine Forschungsfrage. Präzise ausgedrückt verbinde ich
’
Prospect

Theory‘ als Migrationsentscheidungsmodell mit
’
Dual Process Theories‘ um Erwartungen bezüglich

der Informationsverarbeitung abzuleiten. Ich argumentiere, dass verschiedene moderierende

und mediierende Faktoren den direkten Effekt der Information in Größe und Langlebigkeit

beeinflussen. Mit dem Ziel der Kausalität teste ich diese Beziehungen empirisch mit einer

Vielzahl randomisierter Feldexperimente und einem online Panel survey-Experiment in Nigeria.

Da junge Nigerianer*innen eine typische Zielgruppe in diesem Fall der Policyimplementierung

sind, implementiere ich die Studien in Schulen und Universitäten in der Hauptstadt Abuja und

Benin City, eine Großstadt bekannt als Zetrum für Migrationsbewegungen.

Im Ersten der drei Artikel (Paper I) zeige ich, dass diese Informationskampagnen zu Migra-

tion einen grundelegenden Einfluss auf das Migrationsverhalten haben. Zudem generiere ich

erste Einblicke zu einem der Mechanismen, welche den Einfluss von Information auf die Migra-

tionsentscheidung fördern, indem Emotionen wie Angst in der Zuhörerschaft geweckt werden.

Im zweiten Artikel (Paper II) erforsche ich die mediierenden Mechanismen tiefer, indem ich

den Effekt von Emotionen mit einem ethisch vertretbarerem Vorgehen vergleiche, nämlich der

Steigerung der Glaubwürdigkeit des Informationssenders. Beide Mediatoren zeigen ähnliche

Effekte auf die Erhöhung der themenbezogenen Aufmerksamkeit, wobei Glaubwürdigkeit auss-

chlaggebend für ein Weiterverbreiten der Information ist. Emotionen und Glaubwürdigkeit

weisen keine gegenseitige Effektverstärkung auf. Dies lässt den Schluss zu, dass sie einander

kompensieren. Der dritte Artikel (Paper III) vertieft den mediierenden Effekt der Sender-
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glaubwürdigkeit für unterschiedliche Sendertypen, wie NGOs, Regierungen und soziale Kon-

takte auf internationaler sowie lokaler Ebene. Die direkten Outcomes von Intentionen ir-

regulärer Migration und ihre Nachhaltigkeit variieren mit Sendertyp.

Zusammenfassend enthält meine Dissertation mindestens zwei wichtige Beiträge zur bish-

erigen Literatur: Erstens entwickle ich ein theoretisches Modell, welches Ansätze aus ver-

wandten Feldern verbindet, und wende dies auf Migrationsforschung, ein Subfeld der Politik-

wissenschaft, an. Zweitens setze ich rigoroses Testen in einem realen Umfeld ein. Die experi-

mentellen Resultate erlauben kausale Einblicke bezüglich des generellen Effekts von politicher

Migrationsinformation auf Migrationsverhalten und generiert zudem seltenes Kausalwissen

bezüglich aktivierter Mechanismen. Diese Ergebnisse sind wichtig bezüglich der Fortführung

und Verbesserung der Policy von Migrationsinformationskampagnen, aber ebenfalls für die er-

weiterte Literatur, welche die Grundmechanismen der Einstellungs- und Verhaltensänderung

aufgrund von Informationen anwendet. Beispiele hierfür bilden die Medienliteratur, (Wahl-)

Informationskampagnenliteratur, sowie die zuletzt wachsende Literatur im Kampf gegen Fehlin-

formationen.
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1.1. INITIUM 11

1.1 Initium

In Europe, the year 2015 is widely remembered as the long summer of migration, or as the

media framed it more drastically, the peak of the migration crisis. Speaking quantitatively,

the increase of refugees in Europe began in 2014 with a step from a total of around 10 million

refugees per year since the year 2000 to 14.4 million. In the following years the trend continues

towards 16.1 million residing refugees in 2015, reaching 17.2 million in 2016, until a stabilisa-

tion around 20 million in the years 2017–2019 (Migrationdataportal.org). Focusing on the most

dangerous route, across the Mediterranean Sea, an arrival of irregular migrants of around 200k

in 2014 escalated to 1 million in 2015, decreased again to 400k in 2016, and stagnated around

150k for 2017–2019, with a yearly count of 3–5k migrants reported as dead or missing in these

years. The lines are blurred regarding migrants fleeing for their lives or seeking a better life,

which prompts me to refer to refer to all migrants as ’irregular migrants’ in the absence of legal

documents.

This overwhelming change in immigration to Europe gave the topic new urgency on the agenda

of European governments, both national ones and those for the free movement area of the Eu-

ropean Union (EU), the Schengen area. National governments, and later the EU, shifted their

immigration and border policies - some countries for the tighter, others for the wider - and

began increasingly to engage in remote migration management. Within the latter, a newer

policy among the European standards is Migration Information Campaigns. The politically

stated idea behind this policy is to raise awareness, combat misinformation, change irregular

migration decision making, and potentially decrease irregular migration behaviour, particu-

larly regarding the dangerous refugee routes across the dessert and sea (European Commission

2015a,b; UNHCR 2011). Although this strategy is less costly compared to other migration

policies, such as border control and resettlement activities (Carling & Hernández-Carretero

2011), a nontrivial amount of tax money can be assumed.

Migration information campaigns inform audiences mainly about the risks of irregular migra-

tion, the journey itself, and potential smuggling and trafficking (Tjaden et al. 2018). Systematic

communication methods, such as workshops, leaflets, social media, and internet advertisements,

are used. The campaigns are implemented in places with high irregular immigration rates to

Europe from countries without an origin-based legal claim for asylum in Europe (European

Commission 2015a,b). Although no comprehensive information exists regarding who is imple-

menting migration information campaigns and where, Figure 1.1 visualises the results of an

EU ad-hoc query (European Commission 2017) intended to get a glimpse of European national

activities. The target group of these campaigns is primarily young adults, being the central

group of immigrants using the irregular paths. While the financial source of these campaigns

is most often governments, the implementation may be done by different organisations or local

and international social contacts, that is, the respective diaspora.
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Figure 1.1: Visualisation of EU Migration Information Campaigns

Note: Own visualisation based on content from European Commission (2017); content is not an exhaus-
tive representation of information campaigns, but based on voluntary reports from EU countries (GER,
FI, FR, HU, IE, IT, LU; NL; NO, PT, SE, UK, BEL); Geocodes are retrieved from Geodatos.net.

Inherent in the newness of this policy practice is the scarcity of literature. Theoretical ap-

proaches modelling the effect of information on awareness levels or migration decision making

in the interdisciplinary migration research literature and the psychological information process-

ing literature come up short on the type of information provision or the migration topic and

setting. Literature on migration information campaigns as such exists predominantly in ‘grey

literature’, but suggests the high potential of these campaigns (Dunsch et al. 2019). Academic

literature doubts the effect from non-empirical (Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007; Oeppen 2016)

and qualitative research perspectives (Bemmel 2020; Hernández-Carretero & Carling 2012). A

systematic literature review by Tjaden et al. (2018) highlights the lack of rigorous evidence on

these campaigns, indicating that multiple methodological aspects are needed to get a complete

picture. The questions of whether and how information provision through information cam-

paigns affects migration decisions remain unanswered.

Whether and how the basic mechanism of information provision on behaviour change works, es-

pecially in the realm of information campaigns with regard to migration, is the guiding question

of this dissertation. With the aim of learning about the mechanisms activated between the link

of information on behaviour, I identify and study two substantial mediators. As in the Art of

Rhetoric by Aristotle, building on the logic of the message (Logos), the focus lies on emotions in

the audience (Pathos) and the credibility of the sender (Ethos). As actual migration behaviour
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and in particular irregular migration behaviour is hard to measure reliably, I focus on aware-

ness raising and irregular migration intentions or hypothetical irregular migration behaviour.

Besides being a topic of interest by itself (Carling & Collins 2018), research literature shows a

high correlation between migration intentions and actual migration flows (Ortega & Peri 2013).

As a typical case for migration information campaign implementation I study students in

schools and universities in Nigeria. Nigeria is a key regional player in West Africa. Similar to

its neighbouring countries, Nigeria possesses notable natural resources, but the country faces

several developmental challenges, is fighting the terrorist actions of Boko Haram in its North

and perceives migration as part of its culture (Devillard et al. 2016). Within the increase of

irregular migration from Nigeria in the last decade, Abuja, the capital, and Benin City, a large

city in the South, became the epicentre. For West Africans, the ‘Mediterranean route’ via

Libya and the sea is the central route. Due to a lack of official statistics on emigration rates,

and in particular, regarding irregular migration, no clear characteristics of the typical irregular

emigrant exist. In-depth investigations suggest them to be primarily young adults (age 15–24)

without a substantial gender difference (Carling & Collins 2018), a group most reachable in

schools and universities.

In sum, my aim for this dissertation is to explore the influence of political information provision

in the form of migration information campaigns on migration decision making of the target

audience. I do so, first, by advancing the literature with a theoretical framework for the case

at hand. I argue that (1) this means of information provision fosters awareness and decreases

irregular migration intentions and (2) this effect is mediated and moderated by the emotions

triggered in the audience and the credibility of the sender. Second, I test these expectations

experimentally in the field to allow for causality claims within a realistic setting. Thereby, my

dissertation contributes to the understanding of not only whether political migration informa-

tion works on migration decision making, but also how it does so.

1.2 State of the Art of Research on Migration Infor-

mation Campaigns

Theoretical contributions or models of how migration information campaigns are hypothesised

to influence migration behaviour are missing in the literature. The rare examples addressing

this research link do rather build on multiple assumptions linked to general migration decision

making theories (Dunsch et al. 2019; Heller 2014; Optekamp 2016; Schans & Optekamp 2016).

The relevant assumptions can be categorised as assumptions on (1) the situation and (2), the

effect of information. Regarding (1), the situation, the crucial assumption is the existence of

a lack of information among the audience or the persistence of misinformation (Nieuwenhuys

& Pécoud 2007; Oeppen 2016; Schans & Optekamp 2016). Regarding (2), effect of migration

information, the named assumptions needed are the credibility of the information (Alpes &
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Sørensen 2015; Dekker et al. 2016; Kosnick 2014; Oeppen 2016), motivation for information re-

ception (Fiedler 2020; Hernández-Carretero & Carling 2012), and that information transforms

into attitudes and behaviour (Carling & Hernández-Carretero 2011; Hernández-Carretero &

Carling 2012; Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007).

Empirically, the evidence on the fulfillment of these assumptions is mixed. The data on existing

information is of poor quality or without external validity (Allen & Eaton 2005; Bemmel 2020;

Gilbert & Koser 2006; NOIPoll 2018; Schapendonk & Moppes 2007), resulting in disagreements

regarding the completion of this assumption (Belloni 2019; Carling & Talleraas 2016). For the

effect of migration information, qualitative evidence from focus groups with Syrian immigrants

in Europe suggests no effect of migration information campaigns as information provision, as

some immigrants report in retrospective (Hagen-Zanker & Mallett 2016). Qualitative evidence

from a village in Senegal suggests that information from migration information campaigns is

instead discredited by the individual (Hernández-Carretero & Carling 2012). This is supported

with qualitative evidence from Ghana. Albeit here, the interviewees judge the campaign infor-

mation as credible and trustworthy, they see it as not applicable to themselves (Bemmel 2020).

Quantitative empirical evidence is extremely rare. With co-authors, I show in a systematic

literature review on migration information campaign evaluations that rigorous evaluations are

scarce and only exist in the ‘grey literature’ (Tjaden et al. 2018). Grey literature suggests

a fulfillment of the assumptions in question, the assumption on the (1) situation and (2) the

effect of information (IOM 2016). Recent rigorous empirical evidence examined a reducing

effect on irregular migration after a migration information campaign in Senegal, West Africa

(Dunsch et al. 2019). The strength of the grey literature from NGOs and IGOs can be inter-

preted in opposing ways: invaluable on-the-ground insights or limited objectivity because of

self-evaluation. Manuscripts and pre-analysis-plans also suggest further rigorous peer-reviewed

evidence soon: Obi (2019) show with a small-sample-size experimental study in Nigeria that

a migration information campaign reduces people’s intentions of irregular migration. Beber

& Scacco (2018) study the effect with a large-scale experiment based on a fictive migration

information campaign.

In sum, the literature on the link between political migration information and migration be-

haviour appears to be scarce. First, this becomes evident with the absence of one theoretical

model that incorporates the qualitatively mapped out assumptions theoretically and linking it

with general migration theories. Second, the scarcity shows up empirically. An objective and

valid measurement of whether people have enough information is inherently difficult, partic-

ularly if the situation only permits a prior or post-migration measurement. However, causal

evidence for a larger audience and from an outside source would be beneficial to back up and

combine with current qualitative insights. Also, up to now, no causal evidence on the mecha-

nisms activated exists. Since literature on this specific topic is limited, I look in the following

into sub-aspects of the topic of interest to collect suggestive evidence from related literature.

First, I review the interdisciplinary migration literature on the link of any information on mi-
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gration behavior. Second, I present the state on the political psychology related literature

regarding the effect of information in form of campaigns on any behavioral change.

1.2.1 Information & Migration Behaviour

In classic theoretical migration models, such as the origins of push-pull models or historical-

structural approaches, the role of information is not included (Castles et al. 2014). Newer

models assume a level of agency and imperfect information within a construct of capabilities,

and thus shift the theoretical path increasingly to the micro and meso levels (Carling 2002;

Massey 1999; Massey et al. 1993). Rational choice (Borjas 1990), expected utility calculations

(Morgenstern 1979; Sjaastad 1962), or prospect theory approaches (Czaika 2015) include also

positive agentic migration decisions with regard to information lacks, uncertainties, poor as-

sessments and bounded rationality (Simon 1957), or misinformation with regard to different

push-pull factors. Like these models show on the micro level that information shapes migration

behaviour, the meso-level social network theory suggests the network as a migration behaviour

source based on financial and information support (Fawcett 1989; Taylor et al. 2001).

Also from an empirical approach the relevance of information is widely shown for micro-level

migration decision making, as well as for macro-level migration behaviour. Results reveal

that information disseminated through the mass media (King & Wood 2013; Piotrowski 2013),

through internet access (Braga 2007; Farré & Fasani 2013), and most notably through social

networks (McKenzie & Rapoport 2007; Schapendonk 2015) shapes migration. While this ev-

idence provides insights on different analytical levels, with qualitative depth and quantitative

generalisability, causality claims are only made based on quasi-experimental approaches, such

as instrumental and discontinuity designs. Bah & Batista (2017) indicate an effect in a lab

in the field experiment independent of information source. The results are mixed for the link

regarding migration information in brokerage studies sharing political information, meaning

information stemming from a state organisation or institution, such as in official migration

agencies (Beam et al. 2016; Shrestha 2017). Yet for both empirical approaches, macro and

micro level, the causal and generalisable evidence is limited.

Overall, the interdisciplinary migration research literature is highly supportive of the link be-

tween information and migration behaviour, from a theoretical and an empirical perspective.

Especially, newer theories, including agency and imperfections of information, attach value to

the topic of information on migration. However, these theories generally ‘start’ with differ-

ences in given information and fall short regarding the step before, the information in-taking.

Empirically, the theoretically hypothesised link is widely and consistently supported from a

wide variety of types of information. Yet, information campaigns are underrepresented as a

type of information. The multitude of methods applied leading to similar results is strong, but

some true causal experimental evidence is rare and would be valuable to round out the evidence.
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1.2.2 Information & Behaviour

While the interdisciplinary migration literature is limited on theoretical models regarding the

in-taking of information, political and social psychological research reveals a strong and lengthy

tradition. The general causal mechanism can be divided in three areas: (1) modelling how in-

formation is taken in and processed, (2) the transformation from information processed to

information saved as knowledge, and (3) how this information affects attitudes and behaviour.

In line with the widely accepted dual process theories, like the Elaboration Likelihood Model

(ELM) (Petty & Cacioppo 1986) and the Heuristics Systematic Model (HSM) (Chaiken &

Trope 1999), all three areas can be enhanced by moderators and mediators, such as personality

characteristics (Druckman & Leeper 2012), personal prior knowledge and experience (Leeper &

Slothuus 2014), topic relevance (Briñol & Petty 2009a), peripheral cues such as sender credibil-

ity (Wegener & Carlston 2005), or emotions as stated additionally in the Affective Intelligence

Theory (AIT) (Marcus et al. 2011, 2000).

What was limited in the literature on the influence of information on migration behaviour is

the most common approach in the setting of political information on behaviour in general:

delivering the information through information campaigns and experimental testing. Rigor-

ous evidence shows positive effects of the impact of common election-related campaigns on

knowledge, decision making behaviour, and voting behaviour in developing country settings

(Banerjee et al. 2010; Bidwell et al. 2020; Wantchekon 2012), while recent meta-analysis

evidence indicates no overall information effect on electoral behavior (Dunning et al. 2019).

Prevention and HIV campaigns, more similar to migration in the sense that the outcome oc-

curs on a individual-level basis, range from no or negative effects (Duflo & Saez 2003; Nyhan &

Reifler 2015) to positive effects on knowledge, attitude, and self-reported and actual behaviour

(Dupas 2011; Jalan 2008; Madajewicz 2007; Rink & Wong-Grünwald 2017). With regard to the

mechanisms activated, literature reveals an effect-enhancing impact of emotions (Brader 2005;

Marcus et al. 2011; Valentino & Neuner 2017; Vasilopoulos et al. 2018), as well as increasing

effects with sender credibility (Druckman et al. 2010; James & Van Ryzin 2017; Slothuus &

De Vreese 2010; Tobin & Raymundo 2009).

To sum up, evidence regarding political information on behaviour aside from migration be-

haviour is well-developed from a theory perspective and empirically. The theoretical research

literature from the school of psychology provides a model for how information is processed,

which then has implications on how it can be included in the decision making theories from

the interdisciplinary migration research literature, or any other subject area, such as media

or communications research. Empirically, the level of evaluation is of a high standard and

information campaigns are often evaluated experimentally. However, for now, no experimental

evidence regarding migration information campaigns exists, and the suggestive evidence from

related fields in similar contexts does, if anything, reveal the message that the effectiveness

is highly topic-dependent. The mediating and moderating evidence regarding credibility and

emotions, however, seem coherently supportive.
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1.3 Synopsis of the Three Papers

Figure gives a conceptional overview of of the political and social construct within which the

links this dissertation studies are placed according to a macro-level perspective. The first re-

search question of this overall dissertation project, as represented by the bold arrows, is: What

is the effect of political information about migration on irregular migration behaviour? The

extraordinary aspect of the link under study is that it refers to information from one govern-

ment, hence political information, towards the behaviour of people from a different country

and generally even a different continent. While this governmental channel is the direct path in

practise, the policy implementation happens with at least the same frequency through inter-

mediate actors, an aspect considered in paper II and III. These implementers, described from

the information receiver perspective, can be international organisations, local organisations,

the local government, or international social contacts such as the diaspora, or diffusion effects

via local social contacts.

Figure 1.2: Visualisation Link Under Study from a Macro-Level Perspective

Note: The bold black arrows indicate the link under study; dashed grey arrows show potential paths
through which migration information campaigns are implemented as well; boxes on the left represent
potential origin/implemented areas, in this study West Africa, boxes on the right represent the destina-
tion/implementing areas, here Central Europe.

Accurately measuring this relation of interest on a macro level is beyond the bounds of pos-

sibility. Reasons are threefold. First, the dependent variable, irregular migration behaviour,

suffers from a low quality of available data (Castles et al. 2014). The cause is inherent in

the variables’ definition: a movement from one country, hence data registry, to another, irreg-

fig.macro
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ularly. Second, full information regarding the independent variable is non-existent. Who is

implementing its migration information campaign and where is only roughly reported in the

only available source, the Ad-hoc Query of the European Commission in 2016, visualised in

Figure . Third, a macro-level estimation would not account for the various confounding factors

throughout the process. It is not observable whether the target group gets the information,

nor which other information from different sources is taken along for the decision making be-

fore it results in accumulated behavioural action (Optekamp 2016). Due to limited ability to

guard for at least a certain level of internal validity, I skip to study the macro-level link as such.

Figure 1.3: Visualisation Link Under Study from a Micro-Level Perspective

Note: The box on the lower left indicates the independent variable and the box in the lower right the
dependent variable; in the upper middle the mediating and moderating mechanisms are represented in
color: Emotion in turquoise and Credibility in orange; the paper are allocated in between, as Paper I
only focuses on Emotion, Paper II on both, Paper III only on Credibility.

Another shortcoming which would have been resulted from studying the link of interest merely

from a macro perspective is the difficulty of making claims about the underlying mechanisms.

Figure 1.3 represents the micro-level perspective, and the actual links I study in this disser-

tation, aiming to give insights on the second guiding question of this dissertation: What are

the mechanisms activated to reach the highest impact of political migration information on

migration behaviour? Switching from macro to micro evaluation level the dis-aggregation of

migration flows is individual migration behaviour. Since migration behaviour is difficult to cap-

ture, the preceding concept, migration decision making, is studied as a concept of interest and

is conceptualised through awareness raising, migration intentions, and hypothetical migration

behaviour. The micro level that follows from political migration information is one particu-

lar migration information campaign studied (Paper I, II), or the information thereof (Paper III).

To generate insights on the activated mechanisms between information provision and decision

making, I study two prominent mediators, as already described in Aristotle’s political texts:

the emotions in the audience and the credibility of the speaker. Paper I examines as a first

step the general effect of the migration information information campaign, before giving first

causal insights on the mediating role of emotions, such as anxiety versus calmness. Paper II

fig.EMNnetwork
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compares the effect of these emotions triggered with a morally more tolerable moderator, the

credibility of the sender. Lastly, Paper III dives deeper on the impact of sender credibility

by considering a wide variety of different sender types. The placement of the three different

papers in the theoretical construct of the variables of interest is presented in Figure 1.3. In the

following sub-chapter, each paper is introduced on its own and then discussed regarding the

comparability and generalisability of their overall results.

1.3.1 Summary Paper I:

Governmental Information Campaigns and the Migration

Decision: Evidence from Two Field Experiments

With the newness of European governments’ engagement in remote migration tactics such as

information campaigns about migration, the first guiding question of the first dissertation pa-

per is whether these campaigns have an effect. The second research question is, then, what

are the mechanisms activated, or more precisely, how do emotions triggered in the audience

influence the effect of the information on decision making? To build theoretical expectations,

I connect two established theoretical concepts from political psychology: a decision making

model based on prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky 1979) with an information processing

model stemming from dual process theories (Chaiken & Trope 1999; Petty & Cacioppo 1986)

and the emotion-related rendition called Affective Intelligence Theorie (AIT) (Marcus et al.

2000). I argue that the information transmitted decreases irregular migration behaviour, and

that the effect is stronger in case of an anxiety-triggering message compared to a calming one.

I test these expectations in two field studies in Nigeria. The first study evaluates the direct

effect of migration information campaigns with a quasi-experimental pre-post treatment panel

study in a university in Abuja, the capital. The results suggest a negative effect of the cam-

paign on irregular migration behaviour. In detail, this shows up through a negative effect on

migration intentions and hypothetical migration behaviour, but it does not come to light in the

irregular migration intention measurement. The second guiding question is investigated with

an experiment varying the information in an anxiety-inducing message, a calmness-triggering

message, and a control group, for 1,500 randomly assigned students at from the campaign

implementers selected secondary schools in Benin City. The results reveal a causal negative

effect of induced anxiety compared to induced calmness on irregular migration intentions and

hypothetical irregular migration behaviour.
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1.3.2 Summary Paper II:

Does Credibility Beat Anxiety when Influencing Irregular

Migration? Evidence from a Field Experiment

The second paper builds on the first by acknowledging the mediating effect of emotions trans-

mitted through the information of a migration information campaign and testing it against

another, potentially more ethical mediator, the credibility of the sender. The guiding aims of

this paper are to show the single effect of each mediator and to disentangle their interdependent

effects, learning whether one can compensate for the other. Building again on dual process

theories and AIT (Chaiken & Trope 1999; Marcus et al. 2000; Petty & Cacioppo 1986), I argue

that each mediator has a single information-effect-enhancing impact and develop expectations

for the four extreme states of their interdependence. I hypothesize that in either mediator

dominance the effects are similar in size, that no reinforcing effect exists, and thus that the

effects are the same for the presence of both mediators, and the impact is lowest in the absence

of both of them.

To test my hypotheses, I implement a 3x3 field experimental design in form of an Implicit Me-

diation Analysis among 2,500 school students in Benin City. Both mediators are manipulated

randomly and independent of each other, albeit the emotion-triggering is done trough an Au-

tobiographic Emotional Memory Task (AEMT) and the credibility is manipulated through a

variation beetween international government and local NGO as sender in the actual migration

information campaign. In contrast to my expectations, the results indicate that the NGO and

the government treatments score similarly in credibility levels and significantly higher than the

control group. With regard to the manipulation check, the single effect estimations of each me-

diator on awareness and information re-telling behaviour are as expected. In interdependence,

the effects are slightly larger for the dominance of credibility compared to the dominance of

anxiety but are similar in the presence of both, while the smallest impact is observed in the

absence of both mediators.

1.3.3 Summary Paper III:

Strong & Long Attitude and Intention Change? Causal

Evidence on the Mediating Role of the Information Sender’s

Credibility in a Migration Setting

As Paper II shows, exemplary of field research as such, challenges and shortcomings exist in

terms of manipulating different credibility levels with regard to different sender types. The

goal of Paper III is to get deeper insights on the mediating effect of sender credibility on the

information effect on awareness and irregular migration intentions in a setting where a huge

variety of migration information senders are competing for an audience. Besides investigat-

ing the mediating impact of sender credibility in size, the guiding question is: What is the
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mechanism by which this effect persists? Building on dual process theories, I expect the ef-

fects to be stronger with higher credibility levels and to be more persistent as expressed from

the multiple roles hypothesis (Luttrell 2018). Letting dual process theories be influenced by

classic communications literature, I argue for longer effects with repeated information exposure.

Aiming to keep external validity as high as possible while ensuring internal validity, in contrast

to the other two papers, this study is carried out as a 6x3 design online survey experiment

over three waves among around 600 university students in Benin City. Sender credibility is

manipulated through the proxy of three sender types—NGO, government, or social contact—

each varying in being international or local. To get insights on the durability of effects, a

sub-group is studied over time with the repeated exposure treatment manipulated in the sec-

ond wave. The results show an increase in topic awareness, similar for all sender types, but

without persistence over time. Migration intentions decrease persistently for all sender types,

but governments and international social contacts, the diaspora, have the strongest and most

persistent effects. The same sender types score high in direct effects on irregular migration, but

including effect persistence, local social contacts score best. Repeated information exposure

seems to foster effect persistence.

1.4 Central Contributions

With this dissertation, I contribute to several gaps and aspects of interest. However, two over-

arching aspects span the whole project and guide each paper’s contribution: (1) the theoretical

framework, and (2) causal mechanism evidence from the field. The latter can be structured

in two again. Within the empirical contribution, (a) causal insights from the field are one

improvement to the current state of the art, and (b) causal mechanism investigations another.

1.4.1 Theoretical Framework

The review of the state of the art within the literature on political migration information’s

influence on migration behaviour reveals that one theoretical model of migration persuasion

is missing. Instead of one theoretical model, a mismatch of assumptions are added to general

theoretical migration behaviour models. Assumptions stem from intuitive knowledge or the

well-known qualitative approach by Schans & Optekamp (2016) extracting underlying assump-

tions from evaluating existing migration information campaigns. The focus is either on (1) the

situation, assuming a lack or wrong information, or (2) the effect of information. The latter

category entails assumptions about the credibility of information, motivation for information

reception, and that information transforms into attitudes and behaviour.

I contribute to the current state of the literature with one theoretical model comprising the as-
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sumptions named and the migration theories added. To do so, I do not invent a new theory, but

rather I follow the plea of Helbling & Michalowski (2017) to re-connect migration research with

literature from neighbouring fields by connecting and applying established theoretical concepts

from related disciplines. On the one hand, I use the decision making model called prospect

theory, by Kahneman & Tversky (1979), which proposes a decision making model closer to real

human decision making and is until now rarely applied to the field of migration (Czaika 2015).

This decision making model is combined with a theoretical frame of information processing

borrowed from social psychology, which replaces the statement of the foregoing assumptions

(2) on the effect of information. Dual process theories (Evans 2008) propose two systems of

processing with distinct outcome effects.

1.4.2 Causal Mechanism Evidence

Empirical state-of-the-art evidence regarding the impact of political information on the topic

of migration is scarce and even contradictory within this scarcity. Insights from qualitative

research literature indicate that potential migrants see the information from migration in-

formation campaigns as credible and sympathetic, but the literature also suggests that the

information does not have an impact on prospective migrants’ behaviour (Bemmel 2020). At

the same time, quantitative and experimental evidence is only available from the grey litera-

ture, but it supports an effectiveness of this way of information provision (Dunsch et al. 2019;

Tjaden et al. 2018). Although grey literature is generally closer to realities on the ground,

it may be doomed by self-evaluation biases. In accordance with the scarcity of quantitative

and rigorous evidence as such comes the lack of causal mechanism investigations. Qualitative

research highlights the relevance of sender credibility as one mechanism for the influence of

information on migration behaviour (Hernández-Carretero & Carling 2012).

I fill this gap of rigorous quantitative evidence with regard to two aspects. I contribute causal

large-sample-size evidence with regard to the (a) overall causal effect of political information

about migration on migration behaviour, and (b) causal insights on the mechanism activated

by investigating moderator and mediator effects. To reach causality, experimental evidence is

needed. However, this need would also be satisfied in a laboratory experiment. As general-

isability is desired and highly necessary because of the current lack of rigorous quantitative

evidence, I implement all experiments from the three papers’ studies in a typical case setting

for information campaign implementations by European governments in recent years. All stud-

ies are implemented with or at least based on an actual migration information campaign in

universities and schools in Abuja and Benin City, Nigeria.

Although the aim is to reach (a) causal evidence on the overall effect, I do not provide evi-

dence from a randomised controlled trial on the political migration information effect as such.

Following ethical considerations, I decided to not implement one pure control group that re-

ceives no information at all. What comes closest to this ambition is the pure control group
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presented in Paper III given the second information exposure one week after the first one. Ad-

ditionally, each paper (I, II, and III) includes a study component which allows for a pre-post

treatment comparison of the same individuals before and after the political migration infor-

mation treatment. Assuming no confounding effects over time, this panel estimation allows

for individual-level effect estimations from the treatment exposure. Although the campaign

implementation settings are not randomly selected, a careful generalisability claim is feasible

based on the large number of participants (sum of panel participants in all three papers: 3,443)

and the relatively small deviation from representative data with regard to estimated covariates.

Besides the provision of causal evidence on the general effect, I provide causal evidence on (b)

the mechanisms at work. Causal mediator or moderator evidence is extremely seldom in field

research, as additional analyses induce new error components and the random manipulation of

each expected mechanism is rare (Gerber & Green 2012). In all three papers, (I, II, and III), I

allocate the expected moderator or mediator variable randomly and independently of the oth-

ers, on an individual-level basis. Emotions are manipulated in one paper through the campaign

itself (Paper I) and in the other through an Autobiographic Emotional Memory Task (AEMT)

(Paper II). Sender credibility is manipulated through the proxy of sender type (Paper II, III).

The mechanism analyses are powered with around 4,731 participants over all three papers.
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Chapter 2

Paper I

Governmental Information Campaigns

and the Migration Decision: Evidence

From Two Field Experiments

Abstract

One European policy response to the ”migration crisis” is an accelerated imple-
mentation of migration information campaigns in potential origin countries. Do
these campaigns actually influence migration decisions? If so, what mechanisms
are activated? Building on theories from political psychology, I expect that
information provision about the risks of migration has a negative influence
on irregular migration behavior and the effects to be stronger when using an
anxiety-triggering emotional message. Two field studies test these hypotheses
among young Nigerians: a pre-post-treatment panel study with 200 university
students and a randomized controlled trial (RCT) with 1,500 school students.
The studies reveal that the information campaign increases topic knowledge and
reduces irregular migration behavior. The RCT results show that triggering
emotions amplifies behavior-change based on information. These findings provide
evidence of an effective remote persuasion via governmental information campaigns
and insights into the mechanism. Policy implications and ethical considerations
are discussed.

The anonymized version of this paper is under review at the journal

Comparative Political Studies (CPS)
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2.1 Initium

In the years 2014 to 2017, more than 600 thousand irregular migrants1 reached Europe in Italy

via the sea; more than 13 thousand potential migrants were reported by Italy as dead or miss-

ing; over all EU-28 countries, almost 4 million migrants applied for asylum2. Media frame this

time period as an irregular migration crisis (De Haas et al. 2019). Consequently, migration

management assumed new urgency on the agendas of European governments. This develop-

ment led to increasing use of an immigration policy strategy that previously had been neglected:

remote migration management (European Commission 2015a; FitzGerald 2020). One strategic

tool within remote migration management is the information campaign directed toward regions

with high potential for irregular emigration but no origin-based legal claim for asylum. These

campaigns inform mainly about the risks of irregular migration, the journey itself, potential

smuggling and trafficking by using systematic communication methods (Tjaden et al. 2018).

The politically communicated aims of the campaign implementation are to increase knowledge

among potential migrants to foster informed decision making, and to reduce irregular migration

across the dangerous routes to Europe from origin countries with no geographically dependent

legal claim for asylum in Europe3 (European Commission 2015a; UNHCR 2016b). The exact

amount of European spending on this policy strategy is unknown. Although this strategy is less

costly than other immigration management strategies — for example, border control and reset-

tlement activities (Carling & Hernández-Carretero 2011) — one can assume that a nontrivial

amount of tax money is spent on migration information campaigns due to the high involvement

of almost all European nation states and the EU itself. Research literature investigating the

effectiveness or the impact of migration information campaigns as policy tool is scarce and

contradicting (Browne 2015; Tjaden et al. 2018). The questions remain unanswered whether

and how migration information campaigns actually work.

Inherent in the scarcity of migration information campaign literature, what is missing in its

study is a clear theoretical model of migration persuasion. Following the call for re-connecting

migration with general political science (Helbling & Michalowski 2017), I apply established

theoretical concepts from related disciplines in a migration persuasion model and test it. I

argue that a theoretical framework approximating real human decision making combined with

an information-processing theory is needed to study the influence of information campaigns on

the migration decision-making process. In order to do justice to that, prospect theory (Kah-

neman & Tversky 1979) from psychology is applied to the field of migration and combined

with the dual-process approach and affective intelligence theory as an underlying information-

1Overall definition of the term “irregular migration” in this paper: here, the exclusive focus is on irregular
entry, which is defined through immigration without the legal documents required for entry (e.g., a visa).
Irregular status through visa overstay or similar behavior is not covered. This paper intentionally does not label
potential migrants as refugees versus economic migrants or forced versus unforced migrants, since this would
add a judgmental component. The distinction is made based on practice and not on research categories. The
relevant practice here is the EU immigration policy definition.

2The values are own calculations based on the yearly data published by the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) and Eurostat.

3This should not mean that people with a legal claim for asylum, e.g. a form of individual persecution, are
deterred (UNHCR 2016b).
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processing mechanism (Evans 2008; Kahneman & Frederick 2005; Marcus et al. 2000). The

model is used to examine two facets of interest: first, to investigate whether the transmitted

migration information campaign increases knowledge and decreases irregular migration behav-

ior, and second, to understand which conditions foster the persuasion effect. I anticipate the

risk focused campaign information to have a negative influence on irregular migration given

the audience perceives themselves in a gain domain, e.g. in a safe locality, since new loss in-

formation enters the migration decision calculation. I expect effects to be stronger when using

an anxiety-triggering emotional message compared to a calmness-triggering message, due to

enhanced information processing in the presence of anxiety.

The expectations are tested in two field studies in Nigeria. A quasi-experimental pre-post

treatment panel study is implemented in the university context of Abuja, the capital. Around

200 students are part of the panel-structured survey. While the first study primarily inves-

tigates whether the campaign information on risks influences irregular migration, the second

study gives insights on how it does so. The second study splits the campaign information into

two treatment arms representing the two emotion-triggering messages and one control group.

The overall around 1,500 students are allocated randomly to the three groups per school. This

design is implemented in two secondary schools in Benin City, the main place of origin of irreg-

ular migrants from Nigeria. The main variable of interest is irregular migration behavior. This

outcome is of particular relevance since migration information campaigns are a policy strategy

with currently high implementation rates but a lack in knowledge regarding its effectiveness.

Actual irregular migration behavior, however, is difficult to capture. Irregular migration in-

tentions and hypothetical irregular migration behavior are the main variables to explain here.

Literature shows a high correlation between migration intentions and actual migration behav-

ior (Docquier et al. 2014). The level of knowledge is examined as a second-order dependent

variable.

The results are consistent for an increase in self-reported knowledge levels caused by the in-

formation transmitted. Regarding the level of migration intentions, the outcomes show a

significant effect of the information campaign on migration intentions in general, but not for

irregular migration intentions. A social desirability bias is highly plausible. The indirect mea-

surement, hypothetical irregular migration behavior, reveals a significant negative effect by the

campaign treatment. Transmitting two contrasting emotion-inducing treatment messages in

the RCT study shows results that are consistent with the theoretical expectations. The anxiety

treatment increases self-reported knowledge more than the calmness treatment. Anxiety leads

to a stronger decrease in migration intentions going the irregular path compared to calmness.

The same effect relation is mirrored regarding hypothetical migration behavior. The calmness

treatment group, or the group of no anxiety, shows great similarity to the control group, which

didn’t receive any additional emotional treatment.

The research design and pre-analysis plan were registered on the (EGAP/OSF registry) prior

to field implementation. The rare deviations from this pre-implementation claim are stated ex-

https://osf.io/uc6as/
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plicitly in the design description and result interpretations. First, however, I review the sparse

literature on migration information campaigns and show indications for their anticipated effec-

tiveness based on existing knowledge in related fields.

2.2 Research on Migration Information Campaigns

Research literature on the effectiveness of migration information campaigns is sparse. Most lit-

erature on this topic can be found in the “grey literature,” literature that is generally not peer

reviewed and is normally published by non-academic sources like NGOs and IGOs. Overall,

grey literature values the information strategy of information campaigns on migration (IOM

2016). This is supported by a recent rigorous evaluation of a campaign in Senegal (Dunsch et

al. 2019). However, the strength of the grey-literature claim of campaign effectiveness can be

interpreted in opposing ways. NGOs and IGOs, the main publishers of grey literature, are the

implementers of information campaigns on the ground. On the one hand, this experience may

give them an enhanced and invaluable knowledge of the situation. On the other hand, evalua-

tion in grey literature is generally deemed self-evaluation, which leads to questions about the

objectivity of the results. Academic literature focuses on theoretical aspects of migration infor-

mation campaign effectiveness and doubts the effectiveness of these campaigns (Nieuwenhuys

& Pécoud 2007; Oeppen 2016). The reason for this suspicion is that assumptions underlying

the potential effectiveness of these campaigns are not met in real-life circumstances. Most

notably the assumption regarding a need of information is questioned, postulating no effect

of new information without a need for information. This shows, the small amount of existing

literature is divided over the potential effectiveness of migration information campaigns.

The key assumption questioned in theoretical academic literature and continuously discussed in

political debates on the implementation of information campaigns, is the need for information.

A genuine need for information is crucial to justify the existence of information campaigns,

which is why I elaborate on that shortly. To fulfill a need the target audience must suffer either

from a lack of information or from widespread misinformation (Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007;

Oeppen 2016; Schans & Optekamp 2016). Whether or not this is the case for potential irregular

migrants to Europe in recent years is unclear. While some studies indicate that (potential) ir-

regular migrants are fully or sufficiently informed (Alpes & Sørensen 2015; Schapendonk 2015),

others reveal the opposite (Gilbert & Koser 2006; Gillespie et al. 2016; Schapendonk & Moppes

2007). For Nigeria, self-reports of potential Nigerian emigrants and Nigerians upon arrival indi-

cate that around one-third perceive themselves as having insufficient information (IOM 2016;

NOIPoll 2018). Since self-reports generally overestimate the level of information, especially

when asked in retrospect, these indicators can be interpreted as conservative measurements.

Although build on difficult measurements, the current data suggests some lack of information.

Assuming a potential lack in information builds the basis for a need of information campaigns

and thus allows for the potential effectiveness of new information on the topic of migration.
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Due to the scarcity of current literature on the effect of information campaigns on migration, re-

viewing related literature can give some indication. Elaborated literature exists on (1) the link

between information and migration, and (2) the relationship between information campaigns

on different topics with behaviour change intentions. The former (1) is the core mechanism

assumed for the effect of migration information campaigns. This empirical research literature

does speak to a potential effectiveness of this mechanism. Within social network theory one key

strength of the social capital lies in information transmission which fosters migration behavior

(Massey et al. 1993). This theoretical path is widely supported by empirical findings (Haug

2008; McKenzie & Rapoport 2007; Schapendonk 2015). Information provision through migra-

tion industries and brokerage shows mixed results regarding the effectiveness of information on

migration behavior (Beam et al. 2016; Shrestha 2017). Other channels of information provi-

sion, such as mass media (King & Wood 2013; Piotrowski 2013) or the internet (Braga 2007;

Farré & Fasani 2013), again confirm the relevance of information, even when disconnecting the

information from its source (Bah & Batista 2017).

Research literature on the effectiveness of information transmission in the form of information

campaigns on different topics with behaviour change intentions (2) is inconsistent regarding its

effectiveness. The most comprehensive literature exists in the field of election research, where

information campaigns regarding candidates and voter turnout are a common and widely ac-

cepted tool to persuade potential voters through information (Green et al. 2017). Restricting

the focus to election information campaigns in developing countries in the form of mass events,

the literature shows a positive effect on knowledge, decision-making behavior, and voting behav-

ior (Adida et al. 2020; Banerjee et al. 2010; Bidwell et al. 2020; Gottlieb 2016; Wantchekon

2012). Research on vaccination behavior and retirement intentions reveals that information

campaigns have either no effect or a negative effect (Duflo & Saez 2003; Nyhan & Reifler

2015). HIV information campaigns have been shown to have a positive effect on knowledge,

attitude, and self-reported behavior but not on actual behavior (Dupas 2011; Rink & Wong-

Grünwald 2017). Drinking water contamination information campaigns report a positive effect

on behavior (Jalan 2008; Madajewicz 2007). The single consistent results from reviewing the

effectiveness of information campaigns on other behaviour change areas is that the results are

highly dependent on the topic. This leaves us with a highly dispersed literature to build on,

suggesting some optimism about migration information campaign effectiveness based on the

migration information literature.

2.3 Migration Decision Making

Rational-choice theory (RC) is the dominant theory explaining decision making in the field of

migration (Castles et al. 2014; Massey 1999). The individual makes his/her migration deci-

sion based on a cost-benefit calculation of relevant factors, i.e. push- and pull factors, with

the goal of utility maximization, while weighting the factors by the expected probabilities of

occurrence (Harris & Todaro 1970; Sjaastad 1962). However, this theoretical model misses
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out on explaining behavioral anomalies like endowment effects, loss aversion, status quo bi-

ases and incomplete information (Czaika 2015; Simon 1957). To come closer to real-world

decision making I build on these works by adding insights from political psychology. In other

words, the heart of the model is still a cost-benefit calculation with uncertainties and the aim

of utility maximization, but added by psychological insights regarding human behavior. The

human decision making model described with prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky 1979)

is used as the guiding theoretical model and applied to decision making on migration in form

of a migration prospect theory model (Czaika 2015). The special focus on the role of new

information, i.e. risk information from information campaigns, and how it is expected to be

included in the migration decision making builds the theoretical model of migration persuasion.

The first adding to the model heart of an RC migration decision calculation is that individual

decision making on irregular migration behavior is made in dependence to the subjective situ-

ation. The subjective situation influences whether the new risk information (1) may actually

be absorbed, and second (2) how it is interpreted. The former (1), a first legitimization of

a contribution through new information and thus the foundation for campaign implementa-

tion, builds the justification of a need for information among the audience (Nieuwenhuys &

Pécoud 2007). A lack of information on the topic of irregular migration or the prevalence of

misinformation among the target audience are assumed (see detailed argument in the foregoing

chapter). This implies that the migration information campaign transmits new information.

Second (2), and this is a crucial contribution of prospect theory, information is interpreted

regarding a subjective reference point (Kahneman & Tversky 1979). Instead of the familiar

calculation of costs and benefits, a calculation of loss compared to gains in reference to the

status quo (or the expectation of a soon status quo) is conducted (McDermott 2011). The

evaluation in dependence to a subjective reference point softens the assumption of a researcher

regarding what a potential migrant should see as cost and which factor as benefit and intro-

duces flexibility in the theoretical model. Therefore, the model may encompass a larger group

of potential migrants. In the RC model risk information would generally be added as cost in the

RC migration decision calculation, here, the risk information is evaluated in dependence to the

situation and thereupon judged as loss or gain. Migration information campaigns which follow

the UNHCR guidelines are only implemented in places judged as ”safe locality”, i.e. places

which do not allow for geographic dependent claim for asylum (European Commission 2015a;

UNHCR 2016b). From this an overall gain domain can be assumed as reference point. This

assumption implies that it is expected that the risks communicated in the new information are

higher than the risks the individual is currently facing. The model still allows for individual

situations where the individual perceives him- / herself in a loss domain situation, e.g. in case

of individual persecution, a relevant real-life caveat. Thus, the risk focused campaign informa-

tion is expected to be interpreted as loss (i.e. cost in RC) in the overall audience, but may be

perceived as gain (i.e. benefit in RC) compared to the current reference situation for individual

exceptions perceiving themselves in a loss-domain.

How the new information is included in the migration decision making depends additionally
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on the expected utilities and probabilities associated by the individual, named “value” and

“weighting function” in prospect theory terms (Czaika 2015; Kahneman & Tversky 1979).

Both aspects are based on expectations since human decisions, and in particular migration de-

cisions, involve high uncertainties. Following the rationale of including the subjective situation

to learn how new information is expected to be counted, few sentences on the risk probability

assessment of individuals first. The risk utility and thus the relevance given to risk information

in the decision making can be expected to be high. This notion follows the finding of Kahneman

& Tversky (1979) regarding one behavioral anomaly suggesting that humans are loss averse.

Only if the individual finds himself/herself in a loss-domain situation does he/she become a

risk-taker. This means, people in a gain-domain put higher value, i.e. utilities, in loss informa-

tion, which results in a higher weight of these factors in the migration decision. This weight is

varied by the expected probability of the risk calculated. On this, prospect theory shows that

people generally underestimate high-probability risks and overestimate low-probability risks

(Kahneman & Frederick 2005). In the present case, with a fairly high probability of encounter-

ing risks on an illegal migration journey, the assumption that potential migrants underestimate

risks is supported. Recent literature argues that a misperception of risk probabilities is one of

the reasons people take the dangerous irregular migration journey across the Mediterranean

route or the sea (Allen & Eaton 2005; Piguet 2013). The data situation to validate or invalidate

this assumption is similarly modest to that for validating lacking information or misinformation

(Townsend & Oomen 2015). In a migration information campaign new information on risks,

being true in the statistical probabilities, is given to the individual. Following the assumption

that individuals are generally expected to underestimate the risk probabilities (being in a gain

domain, i.e. safe locality) this information leads to a upward revision of risk probability in the

calculation, while the expected utility is assumed to hold constant. Thus, the transmission of

risk information, including true risk probabilities is expected to have an additional negative

influence on the migration decision outcome.

Summarizing, the assumption of the situation and the expected handling of uncertainty in the

model of human migration decision making suggest that the risk information of the migration

information campaign will have a negative effect on migration behavior. In other words:

Hypothesis 1: Migration information on risks has a negative effect on irregular migration be-

havior among potential migrants in safe localities.

Following motivated reasoning and the avoidance of cognitive dissonance, the risk information

of the campaign may be interpreted in a pre-biased manner (Leeper & Slothuus 2014). Prior

influences regarding the topic of irregular migration may lead to a certain interpretation of

the new information given. Heterogenous effects based on the prior level of topic knowledge,

amount of information from media sources and the trust in the risk information of the migra-

tion information campaign are suggested.
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2.4 Information Processing & the Role of Emotions

Up to this point, the theoretical frame encompasses how new information from a migration

information campaign leads to a certain migration decision as an outcome. An assumption

implicitly made here is that new information is treated like older information. But the impact

of new information varies in how it is received and processed. This information-processing

variation has implications for the overall outcome of the migration decision making.

In short, information is assumed to be either primarily processed in an unconscious and fast

or conscious, slow, and deliberate manner. The former is known as system 1 in the framework

of dual system theory (Chaiken & Trope 1999; Evans 2008; Petty & Cacioppo 1986). System

1 information processing is highly dependent on subjective prior attitudes and knowledge. Its

primary processing leads to a limited increase in knowledge or improvement in expected prob-

abilities (Kahneman & Frederick 2005: dual-process theory of probability judgment). Thus,

a primarily system 1 processing is expected to have no particular effect on migration decision

making due to its limitation in processing of new information. System 2 processing, on the

contrary, is expected to receive the full information and process it accordingly. Therefore, a

primarily system 2 processing is expected to increase the level of knowledge through this infor-

mation and to improve the estimation of probabilities of irregular migration risks toward the

truth given in the information. Based on the assumptions of the situation and the reference

point of the target group of the present study, this leads to a decrease in irregular migration

behavior decisions.

Given the relevance of a primarily system 1 versus a system 2 information processing, it is

important to understand which factors are able to influence this mechanism of predominant

system choice. Following literature, the crucial point is the level of motivation in the migration

information campaign audience (Evans 2008). Individual motivation is determined by rele-

vance of the topic (Schans & Optekamp 2016), perceived relevance of the information (Carling

& Hernández-Carretero 2011; Townsend & Oomen 2015), credibility of information (Oeppen

2016), and the emotion triggered through the campaign (Schans & Optekamp 2016). Due to

the high controversy of the topic in campaign implementation, the present study focuses on

the last of these factors.

Standing in parallel to the general dual-process theory but focusing particularly on the role

of emotions, academic scholars developed the affective intelligence theory (AIT) (Marcus et

al. 2011, 2000). The core of AIT is also two systems. However, here the two systems are

inherently connected to the prevalence of a specific emotional dimension (Marcus et al. 2000).

The dispositional system is the one primarily at work (Marcus et al. 2011). It is guided by

the emotion of enthusiasm and leads to behavior based on experience like system 1 in the

dual-process approach. The second system, the surveillance system, is influenced through the

emotion of anxiety4. In the state of anxiety, the surveillance system kicks in, indicating an

4Anxiety is related to fear. They cannot be clearly distinguished from each other, either theoretically or
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alarming situation, which leads to focused attention, increased learning, reconsideration of new

information, and possibly novel behavioral practices (Albertson & Gadarian 2015; Brader &

Marcus 2013). In other words: “Anxious feelings awaken the attentive and open-minded cit-

izen” (Brader 2005). Thus, triggering anxiety in the target audience is expected to enhance

processing motivation and lead to increased absorption of the information. Additionally, AIT

suggests that an activated surveillance system leads to risk-averse behavior (Marcus et al.

2000).Applied to the migration information campaign situation, triggering anxiety in the tar-

get audience through the campaign is expected to increase the probability judgment of risks

and decrease irregular migration behavior. The triggering of anxiety is compared to the state

of calmness. It is assumed that these are two poles on a single axis (Brader & Marcus 2013).

Put more formally, I expect the following:

Hypothesis 2: Migration information with an anxiety-inducing message has a more negative

effect on migration behavior among potential migrants in safe localities than a message of

calmness.

2.5 Field Studies of Migration Information Campaigns

2.5.1 Research Setting: Emigration in Nigeria

For West Africans, the main route of irregular migration to Europe is through Niger and Libya

by sea to Italy. Counts of irregular emigration from Nigeria do not exist. When using irregular

immigration data to approximate irregular emigration statistics, one needs to be aware that

many people get lost on the irregular migration journey. The most notable reasons for this

are human trafficking, modern slavery in transit, and death in the desert or at sea. Thus,

the irregular immigration group is a particular sub-group of irregular emigrants. In number,

immigration data are a conservative estimate, however. From 2015 until the first half of 2018,

Nigerians were by far the largest West African national group arriving in Italy by sea (UNHCR

2016a, 2017, 2018a,b). The majority of arriving irregular migrants from Nigeria are from large

cities, and a particular high number appear to have departed for the irregular migration jour-

ney from Benin City (The World Bank Group 2018). The present research operates in Abuja,

the largest city and the capital of Nigeria, and in Benin City, due to its exceptional migration

history.

The majority of Nigerian emigrants taking the irregular migration path are adolescents and

young adults (see UNHCR Operational Portal). This over-proportion of young people can be

explained through the accumulation of several push factors for this age group. The positive

empirically (Kim & Cameron 2011; Valentino et al. 2008). For simplicity, they are treated as synonymous in
the present research.
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aspiration for migration in general results from the long future horizon of young people and

their low level of unmovable investments known as “sunk costs” (Clark & Lisowski 2017). This

is combined with a strong wish for “becoming adult” in the sense of living on one’s own and,

in the Nigerian context, financially supporting the family for the first time (Christiansen et al.

2006). At the same time, young adults have this moment of “opportunity” through a clear life

transition, finishing the educational stage (school or university) and entering the labor market.

Reasons for choosing the irregular path compared to the regular migration path are assumed

to be a lack of knowledge and experience as well as the circumstance of having little money and

insufficient documents (The World Bank Group 2018). The present research therefore focuses

on young adults. To reach this particular group, secondary schools and a university are the

setting for study implementation.

From a policy perspective, the Nigerian context represents a need for migration management

investigations. In this policy view, the relevant factors are an expected high irregular emigra-

tion rate (assumption based on the irregular immigration rate to Europe) and a low probability

of achieving legal refugee residence status in Europe based on nationality5 (European Com-

mission 2015a). Therefore, several information campaigns on migration are implemented in

Nigeria, financed by different European governments(European Commission 2017). One of

these campaigns is the campaign under study, which is financed by the German government

and implemented by a bi-national NGO.

2.5.2 Measuring Migration Behavior

Measuring migration behavior is highly difficult. An inherent aspect of migration is movement

and thus disappearance in one place and appearance in another place. This makes it difficult

to capture migration behavior while sticking to ethical methods. Irregular migration behav-

ior amplifies this general challenge with an increased topic sensitivity due to the discrepancy

with legal expectations accompanied by reluctant communication. The majority of research

circumvents this struggle by focusing on immigrants in their destination places. However, this

allows for generalizations only about the sub-population of people who migrated and reached

a destination, and leaves aside a potentially large number of people. Aiming to reduce this

potential bias, the variable of interest is operationalized in sending country perspective.

Three measurements are implemented to capture irregular migration behavior. First, migration

behavior is operationalized through the concept of intended migration behavior. Following the

relevant concept in migration literature regarding capabilities and aspirations (Carling 2002;

Carling & Collins 2018), migration intentions, i.e. aspirations, are of interest in itself, but

research also shows a high correlation between the amount and level of migration intentions

5It needs to be emphasized that not being eligible for legal refugee residence based on nationality implies
the absence of a live threatening push factor in the country of origin. People fleeing their country due to
an individual-level push factor or nationality-independent push factor like political persecution are eligible for
protection in Europe and receive legal refugee residence status.
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and actual migration flows (Docquier et al. 2014). Migration intentions are operationalized

through direct survey questioning. The students are asked to rate on a 10-point scale their

likelihood of migrating, in general and in the irregular way. However, self-reports have a high

probability of social desirability biases. Especially in a pre-post treatment design, participants

might answer in the way they assume is the one desired by the researcher. An RCT research

design is less affected, since social desirability answering behavior shifts are expected to occur

in all treatments and lead to a mere baseline shift. Second, migration behavior is therefore mea-

sured using an indirect question method. The students read hypothetical scenarios (vignettes)

and afterward they are asked to rate how much they would recommend that the protagonist

of the scenario migrates irregularly and what they themselves would do in the scenario situa-

tion. Concentrating on the different story lines is assumed to loosen participants’ self-control

and thus potential strategic answering behavior. The concept measured is called hypothetical

migration behavior. Third, the study aimed to capture actual migration behavior by staying

in touch with the participants over time. However, due to a fairly bad turnout rate in ability

to contact in a randomly selected sub-sample for pilot, this part of the study was not followed

through. This is a deviation from the pre-registration.

The concept of Knowledge is studied as a second order dependent variable. In an explicit

knowledge assessment, the students are asked to rank their knowledge regarding a respective

topic on a scale from 1 ”no knowledge” to 10 ”high knowledge”. Details on operationalization

of all variables under study, such as survey wording, are provided in the Appendix A.

2.5.3 The Migration Information Campaign as Treatment

The studied migration information campaign is one example of migration information cam-

paigns implemented by European governments. This campaign is funded by the German gov-

ernment and implemented by a German-Nigerian NGO. The NGO, Rarduja International, has

long experience in several West African countries (before 2016, based on nongovernmental

funding) with the mantra of “Re-educating Africans on the Risks and Dangers of Unplanned

Journey Abroad.” The campaign objective is to improve the knowledge of the target popula-

tion and influence their migration decisions. In the time of research cooperation, a clear focus

is set on adolescents and young Nigerians in the last years of their education. The campaign

is implemented through mass workshops in schools and universities reaching on average 1,000

students per locality. In the school context, the workshop is embedded in the student schedule,

which eliminates self-selection into participation practices. In contrast to the school setting,

in the university the event is extracurricular, which implies additional effort and self-selection.

To foster attendance, special guests are invited for university events. In the studied university,

the University of Abuja, a representative of the German embassy in Nigeria and a nationally

famous comedian attended as support. The information event takes around three hours and

proceeds as follows: After an thorough introduction of all event attendees besides the target

audience (in the university context the short speech of the special guests is included here),
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the core event starts with a 20-minute PowerPoint presentation by the head of the NGO in-

troducing facts about irregular migration from Africa to Europe and the lives of Africans in

Europe, with an emphasis on Nigeria and Germany as examples. As a second core element,

two different videos are shown. Both videos are about the overall topic of the risks and dan-

gers of irregular migration, but they differ in sub-topic and tone of communication. Following

these two core elements, the event includes an activity task where students are invited to hold

signs with the NGO’s slogan and repeat the slogan in the group. Then the National Agency

for the Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons (NAPTIP), a national government organization

focusing on trafficking as an inherent danger of irregular migration, informs participants about

their work and their phone hotline to report any trafficking issues. One workshop ends with a

mind-freeing activity, generally in a form of dancing. Additionally, soft drinks and snacks (one

of each, per person) are distributed.

The second core element of the workshop, the two videos shown to the students, are of special

relevance in the second study. The videos are the two treatments. One video (henceforth,

video 1) is assumed to trigger anxiety in the participants, and the other (henceforth, video

2) calmness or no particular emotion. Video 1 focuses on the risks and challenges during an

irregular migration journey. In particular, scenes regarding the conditions in Libya (food and

hygiene situation) and the sea (sinking ship and drowning) are shown. The video is produced

in a vivid way. This is realized through frequent switches in scenes, situations, and main char-

acters. Emotions in the audience are expected to be triggered in particular through the high

emotionality of the interviewed irregular migrants, shown screaming and crying. Video 2, on

the other hand, informs about circumstances in Europe after reaching the continent using the

irregular migration path. The main part of the video presents a West African irregular migrant

sitting on a chair in a simple room. The West African narrator reports about the situation

after irregular arrival and about his decision to go back to his country of origin after two years

as an irregular immigrant in Europe. The tone of his voice is calm and could be interpreted as

some form of closure with the regret of the former migration choice.

Overall, in the second (RCT) study, the treatment is based on the assumption that video 1

triggers anxiety and video 2 triggers calmness or no particular emotion. However, due to the

varying topic focus of the videos, it may be questionable whether the varying topic message

influences the outcome variable of the study or the varying emotion triggered. To validate

the treatment manipulation assumption, an additional study is conducted after the fieldwork

on MTurk (see Appendix B for detailed design description and analyses). The participants of

a psychological research study were asked to code the emotions from the field study partici-

pants’ facial expressions as an in-between classification task. For classification, the emotions

are categorized in the six basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise)

plus a neutral condition. The images used for classification are cut from the video records

during the treatment video presentation element of the information campaign workshop, in a

10-second rhythm. This validation relies on two assumptions that are proven to be reason-

able in the literature. First, it is assumed that people are able to recognize facial expressions
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across cultures (Elfenbein & Ambady 2002; Russell 1994). Second, it is assumed that facial

expressions of an emotion mirror the actual felt emotion (Brader & Marcus 2013; Rothstein

& Stolle 2008). Overall, 198 pictures were classified: 96 pictures from the anxiety video 1,

96 pictures from the calmness video 2, and 6 control pictures with a clear smile to check the

MTurk participants’ attentiveness. In the median, each MTurk participant rated 18 images.

The results reveal that the pictures from the anxiety video treatment are rated significantly

lower on the emotion happiness and significantly higher on the emotions fear and disgust. This

is in accordance with the assumptions made regarding the treatment manipulation. Although

it is still an open question whether the topic or the tone of the message induced the particular

emotion, it is of crucial relevance to the present study that the two videos trigger significantly

different emotions in the audience.

2.5.4 Research Designs & Ethical Considerations

I conducted two field studies in two relevant emigration cities in Nigeria and in two distinct ed-

ucation contexts — university and secondary schools. The reason for this non-random sample

selection is practical limitations due to the field cooperation with the NGO. The researcher had

no influence on the sample selection procedure. As noted by the NGO, they select the locations

(a) through direct inquiries by the locations (self-selection bias) and (b) by feasibility, cooper-

ation, and need. Thus, systematic differences between the selected places and young Nigerians

in general are highly plausible and thus limit the generalizability of the research studies. At

the same time, this warrants real-life circumstances. Maintaining real-world circumstances is

of particular relevance in a policy implementation effect learning frame. To allow for claims

regarding the degree of generalizability of the present samples, the data are set into relation

to the representative sample of the Afrobarometer wave 7 data (see detailed Appendix C for

the Abuja setting and Appendix D for the Benin City setting). Since the target population

are young Nigerians the Afrobarometer data is restricted to Nigerians equal or below the age

of 35 years. For both education contexts the samples under study reveal slightly less male

students, substantially higher rates of electricity at home and notable higher rates regarding

possession of internet on the phone, compared to the representative Afrobarometer sample of

young Nigerians. The samples seem to be slightly better of in comparison to the general society.

Additionally, the sample of the Secondary Schools in Benin City is as expected significantly

younger in age and has on average a higher amount of migration history, an indication of the

speciality of the city regarding migration behaviour.

Details of the research designs of the two field studies vary and are elaborated in the university

fieled study section and the secondary school fieled study section. In short, in the first study,

the campaign implementation is studied using a pre-post-measurement research design in a uni-

versity in Abuja. This study is primarily dedicated to providing insights on the pre-treatment

condition and to testing whether migration information campaigns have an effect on migration

behavior (first hypothesis). The second sub-study splits the video section of the information
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campaign and allocates the Benin City secondary school students on an individual-level ran-

dom basis to the three treatment arms (2 treatments, 1 control). With this second design, the

mechanism is unpacked in greater detail and primarily the second hypothesis is tested.

Both research designs are in all aspects designed to ensure ethical, cultural, and social norms as

adequately as possible. This is of special relevance due to the sensitivity of the studied topic.

Therefore the design is elaborated in regard to its ethical aspects in detail in the following

subsection.

Ethical Considerations within the Research Design

Before expanding on ethical concerns in the research designs as such, I want to take a step back

and elaborate shortly on the motivation of the study. Besides pure academic interest, this study

aims to improve knowledge on a subject that is relevant for real-world policy decision makers:

decisions that have influence on national as well as international societies. In my view, only

the real-world applicability of the studies’ results allows us to pursue this study from an ethical

perspective in the first place. Ethical considerations regarding the study design are structured

in three design components: (1) the field study design as such, (2) the survey design, and (3)

the presentation of the researcher in the field.

The field study design (1) comprises the treatment component and the research component.

The treatment is implemented by a local NGO without any influence of the researcher. The

messages used in the information campaign are real-world messages that are transmitted in-

dependent of the research component. No deception is taking place. Nigerian roots and the

local residence of the majority of the NGO’s staff ensure the cultural appropriateness of the

treatment. Within the research component, ethical consideration played a primary role in the

sample selection. The researcher followed the nationwide sample selection of the NGO of a uni-

versity in Abuja and two schools in Benin City. Within the units under study, ethical guidelines

were followed in the sense of not applying any sampling technique to extract a pure control

group, although being of high academic interest. All students in the samples under study had

the possibility to receive the information. In the university sample all attending students re-

ceived the complete treatment, and in the secondary school sample all students received a basic

treatment plus a variation in the second campaign component. Varying the video treatment

component in showing an anxiety-triggering video (video 1), an assumed calmness-triggering

video (video 2), and no video needs to be discussed from an ethical point of view, mostly due

to the anxiety creation. The videos are created by the NGO and their presentation in the cam-

paign is independent of the research component. To cope with anxiety, it is important that the

NGO leaves room for student questions after the workshop and that the students may contact

the NGO for further concerns after the event. Additionally, student participants undergo a

de-briefing through mind-freeing activities with the event moderator after the workshop and
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the survey implementation (before the incentive distribution in the form of refreshments in the

school context, or cash in the university context). In the school context, a potential harm could

be that during the workshop the students missed in-class education. Since in the university

context the workshop participation was extracurricular, potentially missed education is a minor

concern. The extra effort and time invested in the university context for the additional research

component around the event was valued through a small financial compensation6. Financial

incentives were not given to the students in any other moment or aspect of the study.

Paper surveys were used as the least invasive method for gathering research data. The sur-

vey design (2) was constructed with a strong emphasis on the principles of informed consent

and confidentiality. Informed consent is ensured by providing information about the research

project and the research institution, providing contact information for questions and concerns,

emphasizing voluntary participation, and guaranteeing data protection. Additionally, the sur-

vey questions were previewed by the NGO to ensure cultural appropriateness. In terms of

wording, for example, the term “migration through the backdoor” is used instead of “irregular

migration.” In addition, all survey questions include the option for a “don’t know” and/or

“refuse to answer” escape to reduce psychological pressure and respect personal autonomy.

Confidentiality is guaranteed though the high standards of the EU data protection law (Euro-

pean General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR). In accordance with this legal framework,

no data is collected that could identify the individual. Survey data from different waves can be

matched only by an identifier created by the students. The data collected for future contact

are name independent and cannot be matched to the survey answers. The survey data and

the contact data are stored in different places and only a restricted number of researchers have

access.

The third ethical consideration concerns the presentation of the researcher herself in the field

(3). Due to the nationality and the visual identity of the researcher, ethical implications can-

not be ruled out. The researcher’s teaming up with two local student assistants in the survey

implementation may diminish the problem of the “white researcher.” Regarding clothing and

behavior, the researcher relied on the expertise of members of the local NGO and the local

student assistant team to show cultural respect.

2.6 University Field Study - Investigating the “Whether”

The overall design setup in the university field study comprises a baseline survey (S1), the

treatment (T), and an endline survey (S2). S1 and S2 are panel surveys, matched through

an individual ID creation. Designed to compare pre- and post-treatment attitudes and inten-

tions, both surveys gather data regarding the explained variable. The treatment T is the full

6After finishing both surveys the students receive 1,500 Nigerian naira (NGN) per person. 1,500 NGN equals
around 3.50 EUR, approximately the value of an average meal in a local midrange restaurant.
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information treatment. This means no treatment splitting or sub-sampling is conducted in this

study. All students have the opportunity to receive the treatment and a volunteer sub-group

of around 200 students participates in the pre- and post-treatment surveys. The procedure

to select these survey participants is merely quasi random. Several professors are contacted

to participate with their students. The professors informed the students and communicated

the earlier start time of the event so the students could take part in the baseline survey. A

self-selection bias cannot be ruled out. However, a potential self selection is expected to be less

likely among variables directly relevant to the campaign topic7.

2.6.1 Descriptive Insights into the Status Quo

A key benefit of a pre-post-treatment panel study is the ability to gain insights on the treat-

ment unaffected condition before the information campaign in the pre-treatment or baseline

survey. It is a measure of the status quo and a validation of the assumptions made. As shown

in Figure 2.1 the present sample has a slightly better than medium level of knowledge not only

regarding the topic of migration in general (6.81, scale 1-10) but also on the topic of irregular

migration (6.51, scale 1-10). Both levels of knowledge are unexpected close, which suggests

absence of a knowledge difference by migration type. Comparing these values to other data

collections indicates a slightly lower level of knowledge of the present university sample com-

pared to other self-reports of (potential) migrants (Gilbert & Koser 2006; IOM 2016; NOIPoll

2018; Schapendonk & Moppes 2007). Having only a slightly above medium level of knowledge

supports the basic assumption of information campaigns, a lack of information and thus a need

for new information.

Focusing on irregular migration, students overestimate the probability of dying on the irregu-

lar migration journey (59.81%, real value unknown but expected to be around maximum 40%

when combining desert and sea death). With an average estimate of 25.54% probability to

get a residence permit, the student sample comes close to the true value (around 17.2% in

Europe, Eurostat updated 06/13/2018). The overestimation of risk probabilities on the jour-

ney (loss) and the correct estimation of arrival benefit (gain) probabilities stand in contrast to

the assumption made in the theoretical framework regarding mis-perception of risk. Thus, for

the group of participants who overestimated the risks of the journey, a risk correction should

lead to an increase in irregular migration behavior intentions. Whether this holds is tested in

additional analyses. In any case, the factual risk of death probability is only one of many types

of information presented. The overall treatment might still be perceived as loss and therefore

affect irregular migration. The relevance of journey risks (3.79, scale 1-10 with 1 being high),

a legal residence permit in destination (3.30, scale 1-10 with 1 being high), and job prospects

(3.25, scale 1-10 with 1 being high) in the home country are rated quite equally on a middle to

7Based on the information distributed prior to attendance reasonable variables influencing the selection
are divided into two: (a) the professor’s communication preferences, (b) students self-selection upon goodwill
to contribute to research, a hope for incentivisation or simple geographic proximity (e.g. students living on
campus).
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Figure 2.1: Summary Statistics Baseline - Mean, SD, Distribution
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Note: Descriptive statistics for selected variables based on the overall Baseline survey data of the field
study 1 sample: Mean, Standard Deviation (SD) and Distribution.

high relevance spectrum. Although only minimal, the risks on the irregular migration journey

are rated as less relevant compared to the other two risk rating factors. The students evaluate

their future job prospects as good (7.33, scale 1-10), which supports the assumption of an over-

all gain-domain reference point of the population under study. However, additional analyses

will check for effect differences of the information campaign based on the variation in reference

point.

Self-indicated migration intentions differ highly by type of migration. The intentions for mi-

gration in general are on average relatively high (7.64, scale 1-10), while irregular migration

intentions are almost nonexistent (1.89, scale 1-10). A strategic answering behavior, hiding any

illegal intentions, is highly plausible. The results from the hypothetical migration behaviour

measurement show on average a certain tendency to irregular migration recommendation (3.30,

scale 1-10) and a slightly lower value for hypothetical self migration behaviour (3.09, scale 1-

10). The university students perceive the difficulty of crossing international borders as quite

high (7.59, scale 1-10). A perception of high border-crossing difficulties can be interpreted

as an indication that the decision making is between irregular migration and no migration,

rather than between legal versus illegal migration. Additional insights reveal that the most
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popular migration destination is North America (0.51, scale 0-1, multiple answers possible),

followed by Europe (0.40, scale 0-1, multiple answers possible). Key reasons to move would

be a better democracy (0.45, scale 0-1, multiple answers possible), find work (0.55, scale 0-1,

multiple answers possible), or pursue an education (0.41, scale 0-1, multiple answers possible).

The students predict the costs of an irregular migration journey to be 6,265,557.00 Nigerian

naira on average, which equals around 15,000.00 EUR.

2.6.2 Sample Treatment Effects by the Information Campaign

Due to data availability before (baseline) and after (endline) the treatment for all individuals

under study, a comparison on the individual level is feasible. The difference is attributed to

the treatment and thus gives an indication of whether information campaigns have an effect

on migration (hypothesis 1). Assuming stability, which implies that the individual is not influ-

enced by the baseline survey and that no effect other than the treatment could have influenced

a change in attitudes between the two time points, the pre-post comparison would measure the

individual treatment effect (ITE).

Due to the high emphasis on data protection, no personally identifiable data is collected, and

the two survey waves can be matched only by an identifier8 created by the students on page 1

of the survey booklet. 60% of the 200 students were able to be matched based on this identifier.

Therefore, only a subset of the sample is analyzed in the individual treatment-effect calculation.

Applying a fuzzy matching technique increases the matched sample to 80% and reveals results

similar to those of the 60% sample. An average treatment-effect calculation with the complete

sample shows similar results. A foregoing balance test ensures comparability between the two

samples. Both analyses are presented in detail in the Appendix C.

Table 2.1 shows that the treatment-effect estimation reveals a significant negative effect of

the information campaign on general migration intentions. The intention to migrate decreases

around one point on the intention scale from 1 to 10, with 1 indicating “never thought of this”

and 10 “constantly on my mind.” Adding covariates does not change the effect. The covariates

selected are described in theAppendix A. No additional variables beside those stated in the

pre-analysis plan are included (see EGAP/OSF registry). Intuitively, a decrease in general mi-

gration intentions does not correspond to the theoretical expectations. Reasoning for this effect

on general migration can be structured in two points. First, the overall information campaign

treatment does not merely report on the risks on the irregular migration journey, but also on

circumstances in the destination, and the value of home and family plays a continuous role in a

sub-line. This sub-line or the corrections of information on the potential migration destination

may have an influence on the general aspiration to migrate. Second, the self-reporting intention

may be particularly influenced by strategic answering behavior. In that case, the indication

8The identifier consists of 4 fact-based questions that are assumed not to vary over time: First letter of the
father’s first name, Month of mother’s birthday (2-digit number), First letter of city / town born in, Number of
older brothers.

https://osf.io/uc6as/
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of a change in migration intentions in general might be the appropriate sign, when sticking to

social norms and the legal aspects. Although the survey is anonymous, students may still be

reluctant to communicate irregular behavior intentions. Another indication that the change in

irregular migration intentions is included in the measurement for general migration intentions

is the high value in perceived difficulties of border-crossing restrictions. A high perception of

border policies indicated that legal migration is not the counter-option to illegal migration.

In that case, the decision making is either among all three options (migrate legally, migrate

illegally, don’t migrate), or between the restricted options (migrate illegally and don’t migrate).

Regarding irregular migration intentions, no substantive change is observed. The reason for

this might be twofold. First, as indicated for the effect of migration in general, the effect may

result from social desirability and strategic answering behavior. Even though participating in

an anonymous survey, participants may be reluctant to report intentions regarding irregular

practices. Second, the mean value of irregular migration aspirations is quite low in the baseline,

1.89 on a scale of 1-10. The analysis may hit a ceiling since no substantive down variation is

feasible in this setting (ceiling effect).

Table 2.1: Individual Treatment Effect - Baseline, Endline

Irregular Irregular H. Irregular H. Irregular
Migration Migration Migration Migration Migration Migration
Intentions Intentions Intentions Intentions Recommend. Self behavior

Treatment −1.03∗∗∗ −1.12∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.02 −0.37∗∗∗ −0.35∗∗∗

(0.22) (0.26) (0.02) (0.02) (0.12) (0.12)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO NO
Pooled NO NO NO NO YES YES

Obs. 240 240 238 238 2,208 2,177
Adjust. R2 −0.74 −0.49 −1.05 −0.72 0.04 0.02

Note: Calculation based on the ID matching subset of the field study 1 sample: the variables are stan-
dardised, the standard errors are robust standard errors; Covariates included are only variables indicated
in the pre-analysis plan; Pooled implies a clustering by hypothetical scenario due to multiple scenarios
per person; ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

To come closer to actual irregular migration behavior and to reduce the highly plausible social

desirability bias, an indirect test through vignette stories is implemented. Hypothetical mi-

gration behavior is measured using a conjoint concept of six scenarios, presented in pairs with

three attributes each. The outcome is measured by recommendation of irregular migration

and hypothetical self-behavior on a 10-point scale. The former can be assumed to measure

the attitudes of the participant, suggesting what he/she thinks is the right thing to do. The

latter is expected to come close to actual behavior. The results reveal a significant difference
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between the two concepts. The number of recommendations to migrate irregularly is signif-

icantly higher than the behavior one would decide on oneself, being in that situation (see

figure Appendix C). However, both measurements are affected similarly through the treatment

information campaign. Comparing the overall hypothetical recommendation behavior and hy-

pothetical self-behavior before and after the treatment suggests a small but highly significant

negative change. This result speaks to hypothesis 1, suggesting that the treatment reduces

overall hypothetical irregular migration recommendation behavior as well as hypothetical self-

behavior (see detailed Appendix C). This measure is expected to achieve a high validity based

on the indirect measurement. The results have a lower probability of being based on social

desirability biases. For the vignettes the complete un-matched data is analyzed and thus the

average treatment effect is calculated. The data is pooled by story frame.

The individual treatment effects regarding the second-order dependent variable, knowledge,

confirm the expected direction. The self-indicated level of knowledge increases after the treat-

ment significantly by 0.38 points on the scale from 1-10. For self-indicated level of irregular

migration knowledge, no significant change is observed. These results match with the observa-

tions for general migration intentions and irregular migration intentions. Similar reasons may

be accountable for that, most notably, including “irregular migration” in “general migration”

in the mind while answering due to the predominant decision tree between irregular migration

versus no migration and the reluctance to admit knowledge of or aspirations for illegal behavior

practices.

Additional analyses are conducted to achieve insights on two points: theoretically assumed

heterogenous effects and the persistence of effects. In accordance with the pre-analysis plan

three variables are expected to reveal heterogenous effects: (1) trust in the information, (2) the

amount of media information about migration, and (3) the prior level of migration knowledge.

All variables are taken from the baseline survey. The results reveal no meaningful effects for

the first two variables, but moderately significant combined effects based on the level of prior

knowledge. The information campaign treatment has a rather small effect for those with high

prior knowledge and a rather stark effect for those with low prior knowledge on the intentions

to migrate. However, both groups show a negative effect of the treatment. Thus, a backlash

effect among the more knowledgeable is excluded and the need for information among the less

knowledgeable is once more justified. To learn about the effect endurance a follow-up survey

is conducted nine months after the information campaign event. Among those successfully

contacted the response rate is 52%, but a matching based on the created ID per student is

again difficult. Comparing the key dependent variables, migration intentions and hypothetical

migration behavior, from the wave 1 endline data with the wave 2 follow-up data shows no

significant differences and thus no significant change over time. The coefficient of general migra-

tion intentions is slightly higher, for irregular migration intentions slightly lower, and a slight

increase in hypothetical irregular migration behaviour is identifiable. The indicated level of

topic knowledge, however, decreased moderately but significant between the two measurements.
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Overall, the main purpose of the university study is to investigate whether migration informa-

tion campaigns have an effect. Following the theoretical framework, it is expected (hypothesis

1) that the migration information campaign under study, focusing on loss information, has a

negative effect on migration behavior. The results reveal a negative effect of the campaign on

migration intentions in general, but not on self-reported irregular migration intentions. How-

ever, the indirect measurement, capturing hypothetical migration behavior, supports the stated

expectations. The treatment information campaign has a negative effect on hypothetical mi-

gration behavior.

2.7 Secondary-School Field Experiment - Investigat-

ing the “How”

With the goal to further unpack the mechanism under study, in the secondary-school field

study the treatment is divided into the basic information presentation and the video informa-

tion event. The latter is subdivided into Information T1 and Information T2 and a control

group C, with T1 containing the anxiety-triggering risks of journey video, T2 showing the

calmness-triggering immigrant video, and C, no video presentation. For applicability reasons

these treatment groups are color coded. This allowed the students to indicate themselves as

belonging to the red, blue, or yellow workshop group after the random treatment allocation.

The workshop group assignment is allocated randomly on the individual level through a ran-

dom color bracelet distribution in the courtyard before class. By intention, no sample selection

is conducted within the schools under study; all students from the senior classes are defined

as units under study. The color allocation determines the subsequent treatment and time of

workshop participation. Only the time aspect is communicated to the students. Due to logis-

tical constraints, the workshops are implemented subsequently. The color-groups not treated

are kept busy by the teachers in separate classrooms to prevent any noncompliance or spillover

mechanisms. After each information campaign workshop group the survey is implemented,

followed by the de-briefing activity and incentive (refreshment) distribution. The design setup

is identical in both secondary schools under study.

2.7.1 Sample Average Treatment Effects by Information Cam-

paign Message

To extract the effect of the two different video messages following the second hypothesis, a

comparison of treatment group 1 and treatment group 2 is conducted. To recapitulate, treat-

ment 1 is the anxiety-inducing migration information and treatment 2 fosters calmness. The

randomization procedure allows us to assume that the two groups are not systematically dif-

ferent from each other. A balance test for the observable variables confirms this assumption.

This positive balance test indicates that the randomization has worked as expected; no sys-
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tematic selection into (or out of) treatment is observed. The overall secondary-school sample

differs in several aspects from the university student sample. First, the two samples differ on

over-time stable demographic variables (e.g., geographic, age, education level, migrant net-

work). Second, the current secondary-school sample reveals clear differences among migration

intentions. Aspirations for general migration are notably smaller and intentions for irregular

migration are higher. This goes along with the suspicion of strategic answering behavior in the

university student sample, a practice not yet prevalent among a younger, less educated group

like secondary-school students.

Regarding the treatment effect, interestingly, no significant difference on the dependent vari-

ables is identifiable between the calmness video treatment T2 and the control group. The video

did not have any additional influence on the outcome measurements (see detailed Appendix

D). The calmness treatment video has no additional effect beyond that of the fact-based Pow-

erPoint presentation, presented in all treatment/control groups.

Table 2.2: Average Treatment Effect - T1 versus T2

Irregular Irregular H. Irregular H. Irregular
Migration Migration Migration Migration Migration Migration
Intentions Intentions Intentions Intentions Recommend. Self behavior

Treatment 0.22 −0.03 −0.71∗∗∗ −0.60∗∗∗ 0.08 −0.22∗

(0.27) (0.27) (0.21) (0.22) (0.11) (0.12)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO NO
Pooled NO NO NO NO YES YES

Obs. 808 808 802 802 4,072 3,785
Adjust. R2 −0.0004 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.005 0.01

Note: The calculation is based on the subset of treatment 1 and treatment 2 of the field study 2 sample:
the variables are standardised, the standard errors are robust standard errors; Covariates included are
only variables indicated in the pre-analysis plan; Pooled implies a clustering by hypothetical scenario due
to multiple scenarios per person; ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Analyzing the average treatment effect of the anxiety-treatment T1 compared to the calmness-

treatment T2 on intended migration can be mainly confirmed with the expectations of hypoth-

esis 2. Table 2.2 illustrates no effect of T1 compared to T2 on general migration intentions.

Thus, triggering the emotion of anxiety through the campaign message does not have a sig-

nificantly different effect on general migration intentions than not triggering any particular

emotion. However, the anxiety-triggering message (T1) has a significant decreasing effect on

irregular migration intentions, compared to T2. Adding the covariates from the pre-analysis

plan do not change the effect coefficient notably. The covariates are imputed by median values,
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following the standard procedure of the Green lab (Lin et al. 2016). This procedure is reason-

able in the present case since the primary aim of the covariate inclusion in the analysis is to

sharpen the results, not to investigate their single effects on the dependent variables. However,

even after covariate imputation, the average treatment effect analysis reveals a drastic differ-

ence in number of participants (N). The number of observations decreases from around 1,400

participants in the sample to 800 participants in the analysis. A test regarding systematic

missingness reveals that age plays a significant role (for analysis, see Appendix D). For inter-

pretation reason, this shifts the sample under study slightly; however, no systematic relation

with treatment group belonging exists. The results of the hypothetical migration behavior

measurement support the existing aspiration results. Although no effect can be shown for

an attitudinal change in recommendation behavior, the effects are compelling for hypothetical

self-irregular migration behavior. The treatment group that received the anxiety-triggering

video message has significantly lower levels of overall hypothetical irregular migration behav-

ior, compared to the calmness treatment group. Although significant, the effect is rather small.

The hypothetical migration behavior data is pooled by vignette story frame.

Treatment T1, the anxiety-triggering video, has additionally a positive effect on self-knowledge

for both topics of interest. This implies that after the anxiety treatment the students per-

ceived themselves as more knowledgeable than after the calmness treatment. A higher level of

knowledge after the anxiety treatment is in accordance with the theoretical mechanism. The

emotion of anxiety is expected to foster primarily rational-analytic system 2 information pro-

cessing, which leads to an increase in knowledge.

Analyses on potential heterogenous effects are not conducted for the secondary-school sam-

ple. For a valid analysis the interaction variable inspected should be either measured before

treatment implementation or not be affectable by the treatment. Due to logistical constrains

no baseline survey could be conducted for this sample. The indicated potential heterogenous

effect inducing variables in the pre-analysis plan can be expected to be influenced through the

treatment. Therefore, we do not conduct heterogenous effect analyses with this sample. A

follow-up study was not implemented either. Reasoning for this is the low ability to reach the

students based on the contact data they provided on set.

The central goal of the secondary-school experiments is to learn how migration information

campaigns may affect migration behavior. The effect of triggering anxiety through the mes-

sage is compared to triggering calmness or no particular emotion. The results affirm the

theoretical expectations (hypothesis 2). An anxiety-triggering message has a significantly neg-

ative effect on irregular migration intentions and hypothetical migration behavior, compared

to a calmness-triggering treatment. The calmness-triggering treatment video does not reveal

results significantly different from no video treatment, the control group.
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2.8 Conclusion

The present research investigates whether and how risk information of governmental infor-

mation campaigns is able to manage migration behavior. A theoretical model of migration

persuasion combining prospect theory, the cognitive dual-system approach for information

processing, and the affective intelligence theory (AIT) regarding the effect of emotions intro-

duces insights into the mechanism behind the relation under study. I argue for a negative effect

of risk information on migration behavior based on the introduction of additional loss infor-

mation. The relational effect is expected to be strengthened in case the information message

triggers anxiety in the audience due to improved information processing. Two field studies are

conducted assessing the effect of a specific campaign. The first study is a pre-post treatment

evaluation and investigates primarily whether migration information campaigns work. In the

second study, a RCT, the interest lies in how migration information campaigns influence the

migration decision. The treatment is split in an anxiety-inducing and a calmness-inducing

message plus a control group to investigate the moderating effect of emotions on the migration

information campaign impact.

The results from the first study, the university sample, show a high probability of strategic

socially desirable answering behavior. In the pre-post measurement of the complete infor-

mation campaign as treatment, a significant change is observable for migration intentions in

general and not for irregular migration intentions in particular. The indirect measurement of

hypothetical migration behavior through vignettes, however, reveals a significant influence of

the information campaign on hypothetical irregular migration behavior. The results support

the theoretical expectations. Irregular migration behavior is lower after the treatment of risk

information from a governmental migration information campaign. Additionally, a higher level

of topic knowledge is observed after the campaign treatment. Studying how risk information

in the form of migration information campaigns affects migration behavior the second study

reveals a moderating role of the emotion anxiety. Irregular migration intentions and hypothet-

ical irregular migration behavior are significantly lower in the experimental condition of an

anxiety-triggering information campaign message compared to a calmness-triggering message

and no particular emotion trigger. The strengthening of the negative effect of the information

campaign through anxiety supports the expectations from the theoretical frame of dual-process

and AIT. This result is underpinned with the significant results of self-perceived knowledge.

Anxiety seems to foster rational information processing and leads to a higher self-perceived

knowledge level, compared to a treatment condition of calmness.

Since this is first rigor empirical evidence on the effectiveness of European remote migration

policy in form of information campaigns, few words on implications and ethical concerns.

The present results suggest an effect of the policy of information campaigns in the politically

intended direction. Although the effect of migration information campaigns on migration mea-

surements are rather small in magnitude, they are high in relation to the treatment, a one-time

information (Mesquita & Tyson 2020). Thus, the continuance of campaign implementation is
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attractive for governments due to their cost effectiveness compared to other migration man-

agement tools (Carling & Hernández-Carretero 2011). For a policy continuation it is relevant

to keep ethical considerations in mind. I claim that two aspects are of particular relevance: (1)

the intention behind the campaign implementation and the (2) unbiasedness of campaign infor-

mation. The intention behind the campaign implementation (1) should be to foster informed

decision making by the target audience. The potential migrant keeps the agency. Moreover

(2), the information distributed through the information campaign needs to be unbiased. It is

a balancing act between communicating risk information and scaring-off or deterring. Trans-

mitting reliable information is especially needed to hold the claim of fighting misinformation

by smugglers (UNHCR 2016b). Whether the campaign is in the right place concerning these

two aspects is the task to control in line with a policy continuance. Now, how to proceed

with the learning on the enhancing effect of anxiety? The reason this moderator is studied

is twofold. On the one hand because of the academic interest of testing a theoretical model,

on the other, the practical interest. Anxiety creation is highly discussed among funding agen-

cies and at the same time prevalent among implementation (Heller 2014; Schans & Optekamp

2016). Anxiety creation with the intention to foster attention and processing motivation can

be morally acceptable. Still, this is not to say that all migration information campaigns shall

be implemented with the creation of anxiety. The results of this study come with non trivial

uncertainties and behavior implications need to be made made carefully and in good faith.

First of all, the study is limited in generalisability among migration information campaigns by

European governments. There is not just one migration information campaign. Information

campaigns may vary in several factors, most notably the campaign message and the campaigns’

target audience (Tjaden et al. 2018). This limits the adaptability of the present results. In

the present study, one campaign is studied for a specific campaign audience. Future research

would contribute to this knowledge through experimentation with audience geographic, demo-

graphic, and message topic variations. Second, this study focuses on the moderating effect

of an anxiety triggering message. Although supported with an additional study, the causal

relation between the message and the emotion triggering in the audience is not sufficiently dis-

entangled for a strong suggestion. Besides, a higher variance and experimentation of emotion-

triggering treatments would be of great interest. Emotions are theorized to have a large impact

on decision-making behavior, and political science has neglected the topic in earlier literature.

The triggering of anxiety might not be the ultimate. Another valuable path for further research

is examination of the relevance of credibility. Following the theoretical model of dual-process,

credibility is assumed to have deviating effects on the relation under study similar to emo-

tions. Third, the present study contributes to the current knowledge with rigor, but mainly

short-term insights. The follow-up results nine month later suggest an effect persistence, but

lack in certainty due to attrition. A long-term observation of migration information campaign

effectiveness would be a relevant contribution by future research.

That said, the insights from this study contribute to several parts within academia and its

current state of the art. Speaking to theoretical research literature this paper provides a model
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of migration persuasion. In accordance with the plea in Helbling & Michalowski (2017) the

model connects theory approaches from related fields and applies them to the political science

sub-field of migration. A shift from the economic rational-choice paradigm toward the approx-

imation of real human decision-making is supported (Czaika 2015). The insights from political

psychology literature highlight that the role of emotions leaves room for future political science

research. Empirically, the study provides evidence that persuasion through information can

work. Focusing on a field different from election information campaigns and health information

campaigns, the study reveals these insights in an understudied research field from a political

science perspective - migration. More broadly speaking, the study results support the notion

of a behavior-change based on information. Especially the results studying the mechanism of

the campaigns is of relevance to the broader literature.
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A Operationalisation - Survey Questions

Table A.1: Original text from Survey Questions

Survey Questions

Dependent Variables

Level Knowledge of migra-

tion

How much do you know

about the topic of migra-

tion? Please rate your an-

swer on a scale from 1

”Nothing at all” to 10 ”A

lot”. A. About migration

in general, B. About mi-

gration through the back-

door

Scale 1-10 from 1 ”Nothing

at all” to 10 ”A lot”; Don’t

know

Migration Intention How much, if at all, do you

consider moving to another

country to live? Please

rate your answer on a scale

from 1 ”never considered”

to 10 ”it is constantly on

my mind”.

Scale 1-10 from 1 ”never

considered” to 10 ”it is

constantly on my mind”;

Don’t know

Irregular Migration Inten-

tion

How much, if at all, do you

consider moving to another

country to live through

the backdoor (”illegally”)?

Please rate your answer on

a scale from 1 ”never con-

sidered” to 10 ”it is con-

stantly on my mind”.

Scale 1-10 from 1 ”never

considered” to 10 ”it is

constantly on my mind”;

Don’t know

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Hypothetical Migration

Behaviour

Now, let’s think about a couple of hypothetical situa-

tions. In the following 3 tables, you will see descrip-

tions of 2 Nigerians in your age group. Please read

the descriptions in the table carefully. Then, please

answer the corresponding questions. Reading Exam-

ple for the table: In the first column you have the

categories of information you have of the situation, in

the second column you have Person A with the indi-

vidual situation description in the rows below, same

holds for Person B in the third column.

In this table you see a description of the hypothetical

situations of Person A and Person B. Please read the

descriptions in the table carefully. Person [A,B,C, D]

has a [low / high] chance of dying on the route. Person

[A,B,C, D] has a [low / high] chance of obtaining a

residence permit in Europe. Person [A,B,C, D] has a

[low / high] chance of obtaining good employment in

Nigeria.

Now, please indicate what you would recommend each

of them regarding their decision to migrate through

the backdoor. How would you rate your recommenda-

tion? Please rate your answer on a scale from 1 ”you

would recommend definitely not to migrate through

the backdoor” to 10 ”you would recommend definitely

to migrate through the backdoor”. [scale 1-10 from

1 ”you would recommend definitely not to migrate

through the backdoor” to 10 ”you would recommend

definitely to migrate through the backdoor”; Don’t

know]

As you know, things that apply to others do not always

apply to oneself. In a next step, please imagine your-

self being in the situation of the described persons.

What would you do being in each situation? Please

rate your answer on a scale from 1 ”you would rec-

ommend definitely not to migrate through the back-

door” to 10 ”you would recommend definitely to mi-

grate through the backdoor”. [scale 1-10 from 1 ”you

would recommend definitely not to migrate through

the backdoor” to 10 ”you would recommend definitely

to migrate through the backdoor”; Don’t know]

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Covariates

Gender Are you ... Female, Male

Age How old are you? [open]

Place of living How would you describe

the place you live in?

City center, city surround-

ings, city suburbs, village

outside the city, village in

a rural area

Ethnicity What is the name of your

ethnic group?

Hausa; Igbo; Yoruba;

Efik; Ebira; Fulani; Isoko;

Ibibio; Kanuri; Tiv; Nupe;

Ijaw; Edo; Igala; Urhobo;

Idoma; Itsekiri; Ikwere;

Awori; Tapa; Kalabari;

Birom; Shuwa-Arab;

Jukun; Gwari; Nigerian

only, or “doesn’t think

of self in those terms”;

Refuse to answer; Don’t

know

Technology Ownership Which of these things do

you personally or some-

body else in your house-

hold own? A. Radio, B.

Television , C. Motor ve-

hicle or motorcycle, D. A

Computer, E. Bank Ac-

count, F. Mobile phone

(without internet access),

G. Mobile phone (with in-

ternet access)

Personally own; Someone

else in household owns;

No one in household owns;

Don’t know

House Standards 2 Do you have an electric

connection to your home

from the mains?

yes; no; don’t know

Household Remittances Does your household re-

ceive remittances, such as

money sent from abroad to

support your household?

yes; no; Don’t know

Religion What is your religion, if

any?

[open]

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Difficulty to move across

borders

In your opinion, how easy

or difficult is it for people

in West Africa to cross in-

ternational borders in or-

der to work or trade in

other countries? Please

rate your answer on a scale

from 1 ”Very easy” to 10

”Very difficult”.

Scale 1-10 from 1 ”Very

easy” to 10 ”Very diffi-

cult”; Don’t know

International migration

history

During the past three

years, have you or anyone

in your household gone

to live in another country

outside Nigeria for more

than three months?

No; Yes, only me; Yes,

someone in my household;

Yes, me and someone in my

household; Don’t know

Additional Variables

Technology Usage How often do you use; A.

A mobile phone? B. The

internet?

Every day; A few times a

week; A few times a month;

Less than once a month;

Never; Don’t know

House Standards 1 Please tell me whether

each of the following are

available inside your house,

inside your compound, or

outside your compound:

A. Your main source of wa-

ter for household use , B. A

toilet or latrine

Inside the house; Inside

the compound; Outside the

compound; Don’t know

Most likely country for em-

igration

If you were to move to an-

other country, where would

you be most likely to go?

Ghana; Another country

in West Africa; Elsewhere

in Africa; Europe; North

America (ie, USA or

Canada); Central/South

America; Middle East;

Asia; Australia; Out-

side of Africa (place not

specified); Don’t know

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Most important reason for

emigrating

There are several reasons

why people leave their

home to live in another

country. What about

you. What is the sin-

gle most important rea-

son why you would con-

sider moving from Nigeria?

Please select only one rea-

son over all.

Economic Find work/ bet-

ter job/ better work oppor-

tunities; Economic hard-

ship; Lower taxes at des-

tination; Poverty/ destitu-

tion; Poor infrastructure/

services; Better business

prospects; Natural Dis-

asters, including drought,

disease outbreaks, flood-

ing etc, Political Better

democratic environment/

personal freedom/ human

rights/ civil liberties; Polit-

ical persecution; Religious

persecution; Civil war /

threat of civil war/ vio-

lent conflicts; Crime, or

personal/ family insecu-

rity, Social Factors Better

schools for children; Better

medical services for fam-

ily; To pursue an educa-

tion; To accompany family

members who are moving

for work; To join spouse/

family members who have

already migrated; Travel/

tourism/ adventure/ ex-

perience other cultures;

Don’t know

Knowledge Risks What do you think, how

likely are people to die

when migrating through

the backdoor (”irregular”)

to Europe? Out of 100

people, how many die on

the journey? (A rough es-

timate is sufficient.)

[open question]; don’t

know

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Knowledge Costs What do you think are

the average costs to mi-

grate from Nigeria to Eu-

rope through the back-

door? (A rough estimate is

sufficient.)

[open question]; Don’t

know

Knowledge Legal Resi-

dence

What do you think are the

probabilities of getting a

legal residence permit af-

ter migrating to Europe

through the backdoor (”ir-

regular”)? Out of 100, how

many get a residence per-

mit? (A rough estimate is

sufficient.)

[open question]; don’t

know

Relevance of migration at-

tributes

Looking at the decision to

migrate through the back-

door different aspects come

to mind. How important

is each aspect from your

point of view? Please rate

your answer on a scale

from 1 ”Very important”

to 10 ”Not important at

all”; A. Probability of dy-

ing on the migration route

through the backdoor, B.

Probability of obtaining le-

gal residence permit in des-

tination after migrating,

C. Probability of obtaining

good employment at home.

Scale 1-10 from 1 ”Very im-

portant” to 10 ”Not impor-

tant at all”; Don’t know
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B Treatment Manipulation check Topic versus Emo-

tion

One central assumption of the present field study, especially relevant for the ’school field study’,

is that the videos in the treatment trigger different emotions. Like described in the treatment

description the videos are not just framed and designed to trigger different emotions, they also

are about different topics. To recap, video 1 focuses on the risk of the journey by showing

drastically what might happen on the path of irregular migration and video 2 refers to the

circumstances in a potential destination country with a primary focus on the narratives of a

Nigerian returnee. The relevant question at stake is now: Can I ensure that the treatment effect

is due to the assumed triggering of emotion or merely due to the topic variation in the messages?

Figure B.1: Example MTurk Implementation Screenshot

Note: In the original MTurk study the eyes are not black-boxed.

To test this, an additional study is conducted with a convenient sample of MTurk participants.

It is irrational to assume that the convenient sample of generally western MTurk-participants

would experience the same feelings like Nigerian students when seeing the videos. Therefore,

the facial expressions from the video recordings of the information events is shown to the

MTurk-participants and they are expected to code the emotion expressed. This speaks to the

’outside in’ approach in emotion research, where emotions are inferred from observations of

expression and behaviour (Brader & Marcus 2013). However, also in this path of literature

the universality of emotion inferences from facial expressions across cultures is discussed con-

troversially (Russell 1994). Elfenbein & Ambady (2002) show in a meta-analysis that emotion

recognition diminishes across cultures compared to within cultures, but is still valid, especially

in the case of basic emotions.

The classification task is implemented as part of a larger psychological research study on

MTurk. During a waiting time in which groups are matched for the actual study task, the

MTurk participants are asked to classify the emotional expressions from pictures. Therefore,
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each participant rated a varying number of pictures. The pictures are cut in a 10 second

rhythm from the videos during the treatment videos. Exclusions where made if no clear stu-

dent participant is on the picture (this implies that once the camera shifts for a moment to

the teacher/NGO-audience the first picture once a student appears again is taken and then

the 10 second rhythm starts from the beginning) or the picture quality was particularly worse

compared to the others (this happened generally when the 10second shot happened to be in

a transition moment of the camera from one student to another). In a next step the pictures

with more than one full shown face of a student on it where duplicated and cut to focus only

one single person per picture. Additionally, the background of the pictures was blurred to have

only one face per picture for evaluation and reduce any ambiguities. The pictures are rated

on (1) ”Which emotion term best matches the feeling the person is showing in this photo?”

with the six basic emotions - anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise - plus a neutral

option to choose from. (2) the students are asked as how strong they indicate that emotion

(see example in figure below).

Figure B.2: Coefficients of each Emotion being in the Anxiety-video group compared to the
calmness video group

−0.8 −0.4 0.0 0.4
Coefficient Estimate
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The results show a significant higher effect if the emotions fear and disgust expressed in faces

from the anxiety treatment group (video 1), as well as a significant lower expression of the emo-

tion happiness (see figure below for coefficients). While the significant effect on fear expressions

goes along with expectations, the significant and high coefficient on disgust is somewhat sur-

prising. The emotion literature regarding disgust is relatively scarce compared to the highly

researched emotions of anger, sad and happiness (Brader & Marcus 2013). Literature suggests,
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however, a certain relationship between the emotions anger and disgust (ibid.), but also anx-

iety and disgust (Aarøe et al. 2017). Following Aarøe et al. (Ibid.) disgust as well as anxiety

arise both due to a threat and in accordance with a certain protective instinct. The validation

checks for attention with the clear smile pictures showed significant results as well.

C University field study

Research Design Setup

Figure C.3: Overview Design Setup Field Study 1 - University

All surveys are printed on a six-pager Din-A5 booklet and are distributed and collected among

the students by the researcher and a research team of two Nigerian university students, plus

the support of professors on-site.

Baseline Insights

Only in the Baseline Data from Field Study 1 we can get Information on the state of the art

of relevant variables. Literature suggests a lack of knowledge and missinformation.
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Table C.2: Summary Statistics Baseline - Variables of Interest

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Knowledge Migration 6.81 2.47 1.00 10.00
Knowledge Irregular Migration 6.51 2.74 1.00 10.00
Probability Risk 59.81 23.50 10.00 100.00
Probability Residence 25.54 24.22 0.00 100.00
Perceived Costs 6,265,557.00 40,478,739.00 10.00 300,000,000.00
Future Job prospects 7.33 2.28 1.00 10.00
Relevance Risk 3.79 3.56 1.00 10.00
Relevance Residence 3.30 3.02 1.00 10.00
Relevance Job prospects 3.25 3.04 1.00 10.00
Perceived Borders 7.59 2.32 1.00 10.00
Intended Migration 7.64 2.58 1.00 10.00
Intended Irregular Migration 1.89 2.03 1.00 10.00

Table C.3: Summary Statistics Dependent Variables Field Study 1 - Baseline-Endline
Comparison

Statistic Mean Baseline Mean Endline

Knowledge

Self Knowledge Migration 6.81 7.35

Self Knowledge Irregular Migration 6.51 6.94

Intend Migration

Intended Migration 7.64 6.39

Intended Irregular Migration 1.89 2.06

Hypothetical Migration Behaviour

Recommendation 3.30 0.xx

Self decision 3.09 0.xx
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Treatment Effect Calculations

Average Treatment Effect Calculation

Balance Test. The balance test shows no significant results. Thus, the two waves are assumed

to be similar and can therefore be used for pre- post comparison applying an average treatment

effect calculation.

Table C.4: Migration intentions; Average Treatment Effect Calculation ; Robust standard
errors

Dependent variable: Migration Intention

Irregular Irregular

Treatment −0.14∗∗∗ −0.11∗∗∗ 0.02 0.01

(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 396 396 395 395

Adjusted R2 0.04 0.17 −0.001 0.15

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Individual Treatment Effect Calculation - Exact

To warranty the anonymity of the students the two survey waves -baseline and endline- can

only be matched by the identifier created by the students. Unfortunately only 120 out of the

200 students managed to use the same identifier in both waves.
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Table C.5: Migration intentions; Individual Treatment Effect Calculation - Exact; Robust
standard errors and exact match fixed

Dependent variable: Migration Intention

Irregular Irregular

Treatment −0.11∗∗∗ −0.12∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.02

(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 240 240 238 238

Adjusted R2 −0.74 −0.49 −1.05 −0.72

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Figure C.4: Coefficient Plot Migration Intentions & Hypothetical Behavior

−1.5 −1.0 −0.5 0.0
Coefficient Estimate
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Individual Treatment Effect - Fuzzy

Due to the rapid decrease of number of participants when matching the two waves based on

the exact overlap of the identifiers a fuzzy matching is created in the sense that additionally

two the exact matches, matches with one differing identifier component where still defined as

match. The only restriction was that the gender has to match exactly in that case. It is

assumed that students are able to identify their gender in the same way in the two waves and

that no change happened in between.

Table C.6: Migration intentions; Individual Treatment Effect Calculation - Fuzzy; Robust
standard errors and fuzzy match fixed

Dependent variable: Migration Intention

Irregular Irregular

Treatment −0.11∗∗∗ −0.11∗∗∗ 0.005 −0.0004

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 322 322 320 320

Adjusted R2 −0.76 −0.42 −1.06 −0.56

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Hypothetical Migration Behaviour

Figure C.5: Plotted estimands by Attributes: A1 probability to die on the journey, A2
probability of receiving a legal residence permit, A3 probability of getting a good job in the

home country
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Besides the effect of the treatment the conjoint study gives insights on the effect of different

attributes on hypothetical recommendation and self- behaviour. The analysis reveals a signif-

icant negative effect of a high probability to die on the irregular migration journey (A1 high)

and a significant positive effect of a high probability of receiving a legal residence permit (A2

high). However, no significant effect could be revealed for a high probability of getting a good

job in the home country (A3 high).

Heterogeneous Effects

Following the pre-analysis plan, three variables are expected to have heterogenous effects: (1)

Trust in the Information, (2) Information about migration from different media sources, and

(3) Level of knowledge regarding the topic of migration before the treatment. The variables

are taken from the baseline survey.
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Figure C.6: Heterogenous effects by Amount of prior Information of the Migration
Campaign
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The coefficient plots from the interaction analyses reveal no significant combined effect for the

variables (1) Trust in the Information, (2) Information about migration from different media

sources. Significant heterogeneous effects can be shown for the (3) Level of knowledge regarding

the topic of migration before the treatment. The treatment has a rather small negative effect

for those with high prior knowledge and a rather stark negative effect for those with low prior

knowledge regarding the intentions to migrate. The effects are similar for migration in general

an irregular migration behavior. In other words, people with lower prior knowledge are easier

to persuade. However, it is relevant to highlight that both groups still show a negative effect

of the treatment. Thus, no backlash effect among the more knowledgeable is indicated.
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Additional analyses on underlying theoretical mechanism as-

sumptions

In the theoretical construct of this study it is assumed that the psychological processes expected

happen based on a gain domain state of the audience under study. Following prospect theory

individuals become risk-takers in the state of a loss domain and would then be more willing

to pursue an irregular migration journey. The data reveals a small number of participants in

a loss domain which does not allow for statistical analyses, but justify the assumption of an

overall gain state in the present group. Comparing medium future job prospect expectations

with high expectations among the students reveals a negative effect for both, but an even a

more negative effect for the sub-group with medium expected job prospects.

Another aspect worth for further investigation is an a priori overestimation of risks and un-

derestimation of gains. Following the theoretical construct, the correction of the estimates on

risks (loss) and gains is expected to lead to an reverse effect of the information campaign to

the anticipated one. Analyses for the sub-groups with an overestimation of risks and the group

with an underestimation of risks are operationalized on the expected probability to die on the

irregular migration journey. The results reveal a negative effect for both groups. Although

not significantly different from one another the effect on irregular migration intentions is even

slightly smaller for the overestimating sub-group. However, the communication of risk of death

is only one small part of the overall information campaign. The overall treatment might still

be perceived as loss. Similar results are shown for the underestimation of gain probabilities

measured through residence permit probability.

Generalisation

For interpretation reasons it is of high relevance to be able to make claims about the sample

selected. Since no randomizes sample selection could be implemented, the present samples are

compared to the generalisable sample of the Afrobarometer Round 7 data for Nigeria from

2017.

Since the aim of the intervention under study is to make claims about young Nigerians, the

Afrobarometer data is restricted to an age group equal or younger than 35 years.

The variables chosen for comparison base one the one hand on theoretically expected relevance

for the migration decision and on the other hand on availability.

The comparison of the University sample from the city Abuja to Nigeria in general reveals

significant differences on several variables. This is not surprising, since it is common knowl-

edge among Nigerians that Abuja, the capital, is different from the rest of the country. Most

notably are the variables ”HH phoneinternet” and ”Electricity”. The former suggests a higher

amount of ownership of mobile phones with internet access among the university students from

the capital compared to the rest of the country. The latter means that a higher level of direct
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access to electricity exists among the sample of the study compared to Nigerians in general.

However, when restricting the Afrobarometer data to the state Abuja, no significant differences

between the sample of the study and the representative data for Abuja from the Afrobarom-

eter exists. But the restriction brings the analysis into small N problems, which might bias

the results. Therefore, the Nigeria-comparison seems more plausible in this case than the geo-

graphically more specific Abuja-comparison.

Figure C.7: Coefficients of relevant variables, comparing the University sample and the
Afrobarometer wave 7 data for Nigeria (STD)
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Follow-up Survey

For the university sample an online follow-up survey was implemented in July 2019, nine months

after the on-set survey. The allowance to contact the students again was given by the students

in the first survey wave including a WhatsApp contact number and the Facebook name. Out of

the 218 contact sheets, 21 had to be excluded because of missing data (no WhatsApp contact

number and no Facebook name), 53 because of wrong phone number, in 56 cases the WhatsApp

message was not delivered and only 4 out of these who could not be contacted via WhatsApp
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where reachable via Facebook. Out of the resulting 92 contacted students 48 participated in

the follow-up survey. This results in a response rate of around 52%, but a sample of 23%.

Like in the Basline-Endline comparison of the wave 1 sample, the ability to match the waves

based on the created identifier by the students is difficult. 21% (N=10) of the wave 2 sample

could be connected to the endline data and 17% (N=8) of this sample to baseline and endline

data of wave 1. Comparing covariates of the overall wave 2 sample with the overall wave 1

sample reveals no significant differences between the two samples, except on two covariates.

The age of the students is significantly higher, which is reasonable based on the time lag of nine

months, and the expected job prospects are slightly but significantly lower. An explanation for

the latter would be pure guesswork. The distributions for the matchable sub-sample are similar.

Figure C.8: Comparison Dependent Variables - Wave 1 Endline and Wave 2 (the follow-up
survey) - values not standardized

−1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
Coefficient Estimate
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Comparing the key dependent variables from the wave 1 endline data with the wave 2 data

shows no significant differences. The coefficient of general migration intentions is slightly higher,

for irregular migration intentions slightly lower, for recommendation behaviour the difference

is almost zero and a slight increase in hypothetical irregular migration behaviour is identifiable,

although not significant. The level of knowledge, however, decreased on the topic of migration

in general and irregular migration slightly but significant. Interestingly the loss and gain ex-

pectations regarding irregular migration changed also substantively (i.e. is significant on the

five percent level). The expected probabilities to die on the migration journey (loss) decreased,

the expected costs of the migration journey decreased and the expected probabilities of getting

a legal residence permit (gain) decreased as well. A decrease in the expected loss and gain are
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likely to lead to a similar migration decision making calculation.

D School field study

Research Design Setup

Figure D.9: Overview Design Setup Field Study 2

All surveys are printed on a six-pager Din-A5 booklet and are distributed and collected among

the students by the researcher and a research team of two Nigerian university students, plus

the support of teachers on-site.
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Descriptive Insights Dependent Variables

The descriptive statistics show a medium level of knowledge for all three treatment groups

and for both categories: Knowledge regarding migration in general and regarding irregular

migration. The self communicated level of knowledge is for both topics highest in treatment

group T1, second highest for treatment group 2 and smallest for treatment group 3, the control

group.

The descriptive statistics for intended migration are somewhat surprising. The level of in-

tended migration is smallest for the control group T3 and highest for the treatment 1 group.

Following the theoretical argument the treatment variation is expected to have an effect on

irregular migration intentions and not migration intentions in general. One potential reasoning

of the positive effect of T1 and T2 compared to T3 might be dosage. Since T1 and T2 are

longer exposed to the topic of migration than T3 (no video) the dosage might has primed the

general aspiration of migration. Another explanation might be due to potential self-selection

behaviour by prior migration intentions in the three treatment groups. Although not exclud-

able this seems implausible since during the treatment allocation students did not know the

color group time-order. Additionally, the balance test (see extended appendix) shows no sig-

nificant difference between the three treatment groups based on potentially predictive variables

for migration intentions, like migration history and migration networks.

Also somewhat surprising are the average values regarding irregular migration intentions. In-

tended migration on the irregular migration route is highest in the second treatment group

(T2), in median for the control group (T3) and smallest for T1. Following the expectations the

value of T2, receiving a calmness treatment, would be lower than the value of T3, receiving no

additional video treatment.

Due to the absence of a pure control group and the difficult justification that combining the

results of treatment 1 and treatment two would be similar to receiving the full treatment, a

clear focus is set on the comparison between the two treatment messages. For completeness

reasons the analyses are still conducted and presented in the extended appendix. It need to

be emphasized that the results are not comparable to the results of field study one. Reasons

for non-comparability are: the different treatments, the different research designs (panel versus

random allocation), the inherently different sample groups (e.g. geographic, education level,

migrant network), the endorsement effect through special guests in the university sample.

Comparing the treatment groups separately to the control group, reveals a significant positive

effect of T1 compared to the control group T3 and no effect of T2 compared to the control

group on knowledge regarding migration in general and irregular migration in particular. Re-

garding migration intentions the analyses show a small but significant positive effect of T1 on

migration intentions compared to the control group and no effect of T2. On migration inten-

tions using the irregular path the treatment campaign T1 has a significant negative effect and

the treatment T2 has no effect compared to the control group T3.
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Table D.7: Summary Statistics Dependent Variables Field Study 2

Statistic Mean T1 Mean T2 Mean T3

Knowledge

Self Knowledge Migration 6.38 5.81 5.56

Self Knowledge Irregular Migration 5.81 5.30 5.03

Intend Migration

Intended Migration 5.93 5.71 5.28

Intended Irregular Migration 2.24 2.95 2.77

Recommendation 3.93 3.85 3.81

Self decision 3.68 3.70 3.92

Treatment versus ’Control’ - T1 vs. T3 & T2 vs. T3

Table D.8: Migration intentions

Dependent variable: Mig. Intentions

T1 T1 T2 T2

vs T3 vs T3 vs T3 vs T3

Treatment T1 0.07∗∗ 0.04

(0.03) (0.03)

Treatment T2 0.05 0.05

(0.03) (0.03)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 731 731 741 741

Adjusted R2 0.01 0.09 0.002 0.06

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table D.9: Migration intentions - Irregular Migration

Dependent variable: I. Mig. Intentions

T1 T1 T2 T2

vs T3 vs T3 vs T3 vs T3

Treatment T1 −0.06∗∗ −0.05∗∗

(0.02) (0.02)

Treatment T2 0.02 0.02

(0.03) (0.03)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 731 731 745 745

Adjusted R2 0.01 0.08 −0.0004 0.09

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Test regarding systematic missigness in FE2

The reduction in N in the analysis of the second field study raises suspicion for a systematic

missingness. This needs to be tested, especially regarding the dependent variables under study.

The Variable ‘Migration Intentions’ reveals a value of 344 missings out of 1484 observations,

around 100 per treatment group. A similar missing distribution can be found for the variable

‘Migration Knowledge’. The test shows no significant missingness for knowledge, but signifi-

cant regarding migration intention missingness on the variables gender and general migration

history. Both values are relatively small and in a negative direction. This means Women and

students without any migration experience, internal or international, have a slightly higher

tendency to not answer the question regarding migration intentions.
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Treatment Effect (ATE): Anxiety Treatment versus Calmness

Treatment - T1 vs. T2

Table D.10: Migration intentions - T1 versus T2

Dependent variable: Mig. Intentions

Irregular Irregular

Treatment T1 0.02 0.01 −0.08∗∗∗ −0.09∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 808 808 802 802

Adjusted R2 −0.0004 0.02 0.01 0.02

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Figure D.10: Coefficient Plot Migration Intentions & Hypothetical Behavior
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Hypothetical Migration Behaviour

Figure D.11: Plotted estimands by Attributes
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The advantage of the conjoint data are the insights regarding the relevance of the different

attributes in the person descriptions. The results of the present school sample are here distinct

from the university sample. A high residence probability (A2 high) has a positive effect on

both hypothetical variables. Good future job perspectives (A3 high), the variable which had

no significant effect in the university sample, has a negative effect on hypothetical recommen-

dation and hypothetical self-behaviour. The probability to die on the migration journey (A1

high) has no relevant impact.

Heterogeneous Effects

Following the pre-analysis plan, three variables are expected to have heterogenous effects: (1)

Trust in the Information, (2) Information about migration from different media sources, and

(3) Level of knowledge regarding the topic of migration before the treatment. However, it is

relevant to use only the baseline data, prior to treatment or variables which can be assumed

not to be influenced through the treatment. In the present case no baseline data is available

and it is highly plausible that the treatment might have influenced the potentially heterogenous
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variables.

Generalisation

For interpretation reasons it is of high relevance to be able to make claims about the sample

selected. Since no randomizes sample selection could be implemented, the present samples are

compared to the generalisable sample of the Afrobarometer Round 7 data for Nigeria from

2017.

Since the aim of the intervention under study is to make claims about young Nigerians, the

Afrobarometer data is restricted to an age group equal or younger than 35 years.

The variables chosen for comparison base one the one hand on theoretically expected relevance

for the migration decision and on the other hand on availability.

Figure D.12: Coefficients of relevant variables, comparing the Secondary School sample and
the Afrobarometer wave 7 data for Nigeria
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Comparing the sample from the Secondary Schools in Benin City to the overall data from

Nigeria shows several smaller differences and one strong peak difference. The strongest differ-

ence is shown in the category age. Not surprising, the Secondary School students are overall
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significantly younger than the Afrobarometer data sample below 35 years. Additionally, in the

sample under study a slightly more Women than in the general population, they have a higher

amount of people with internet access on their phone and a slightly higher share of migration

history. Latter fits to the high amount of migrants arriving in Europe with Benin City as origin

place.

Similar to the generalisation analysis for the university sample, restricting the Afrobarometer

data to the exact geographic state district, small N issues appear. Believing the analytical

results, reveals no meaningful difference between the sample under study and the general pop-

ulation of young Nigerians living in Benin City.
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Chapter 3

Paper II

Does Credibility Beat Anxiety When

Influencing Irregular Migration? Ev-

idence From a Field Experiment

Abstract

A novel popular setting to influence irregular migration are information campaigns.
Recent literature supports common practices by revealing that the triggering
of anxiety in the audience enhances the information’s impact. I challenge this
practice by emphasising the role of a more moral mediator, the credibility of the
sender. Political psychology theory suggests an increasing impact of information
with growing sender credibility and for anxiety creation, albeit based on distinct
mechanisms. Disentangling the independent and interdependent effects of the two
information mediators I argue for a similar strength on the audience’s attitudes
towards the topic and their re-telling intentions, without additive power. I argue
for a similar mediator strength without additive power. For a causal test, I
implement an implicit mediation analysis as a 3x3 field experiment of an actual
migration information campaign with around 2,500 secondary school students.
The results support the expectations regarding an attitude change. To foster
re-telling behaviour sender credibility is crucial. Since the joint effect is in line
with the single effects, the overall superior credibility mediator can compensate
for anxiety creation. This causal field evidence contributes to the general under-
standing of information processing, and particularly for shaping irregular migration.
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3.1 Initium

With the long summer of migration, migration management became a newly relevant topic on

the agenda of European governments. One strategic tool which suddenly gained popularity is

information campaigns (European Commission 2015a). These information campaigns inform

audiences about the topic of irregular migration1 in regions with a high irregular emigration

rate, but a low probability of receiving asylum in a European destination country based on their

country of origin (UNHCR 2016b). Literature on migration information campaigns is scarce

(Browne 2015; Tjaden et al. 2018). Recent experimental evidence suggests a certain effective-

ness of migration information campaigns (Dunsch et al. 2019; Morgenstern mimeo[b]). The

effects seem to be stronger in case emotions, such as anxiety, are triggered in the audience. To

evoke anxiety is a common practice in migration information campaigns (Tjaden et al. 2018),

although its ethical justifiability is questioned. I advance this battle between scoring the high-

est influence on people and being moral, by examining the strength of another, well-researched

mediator in the setting of information campaigns: the credibility of the sender. To do so, I first

investigate the independent effect of both mediating variables, emotion and credibility, and

second, disentangle their interdependent behaviour. In particular, I advance the literature by

testing whether sender credibility can compensate the effect of anxiety creation in information

campaigns.

The politically communicated aim of these migration information campaigns is to increase

the awareness on the issue of irregular migration, change attitudes, foster a self-distributing

mechanism of the information within the society, and potentially reduce irregular migration

behaviour of the target group. In this study I focus on micro level processes such as awareness

raising and attitude formation, the precursors of intention formation and actual behaviour.

The concepts are highly interdependent and one may give predictions for the other. Docquier

et al. (2014) show a high predictability of migration aspirations on actual migration behaviour.

In accordance with the concept of Carling & Collins (2018), that describes the migration out-

come dependent on aspirations and capabilities, the resulting macro level behaviour is smaller

in magnitude compared to the aspiring society. Due to the high policy interest I additionally

focus exploratory on whether and how these campaigns achieve a re-telling intention in the

audience, to achieve the aim of a society wide information change. This understudied aspect in

research literature is crucial from an implementing perspective, not least because of the higher

trust involved (Morgenstern mimeo[c]).

Literature in political psychology gives insights on the impact of information on attitudes and

behaviour and how mediators foster this relation. Building on dual process models, I argue that

1This article’s definition of the term ‘irregular migration’ is identical with Paper I. For completeness reasons:
In this paper the exclusive focus is on the irregular entry, which is defined as immigration without the legal
documents required for entry (e.g. visa). Irregular status through visa overstay or similar behaviour is not
covered. By intention, this paper does not define potential migrants as refugees versus economic migrants or
forced versus unforced migrants, since this would add a judgmental component. The distinction is made based
on applied practice and not on research categories. This is the EU immigration policy definition in the present
case.
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each mediator has a single effect resulting in similar mediating effects, but based on different

underlying mechanisms. In the prevalence of anxiety, the relation is mediated in such a way that

rational analytic information processing is enhanced, which leads to a stronger impact of the

information on awareness and attitudes of the audience. The theoretical models also suggest a

particular mediator effect of peripheral cues, like the credibility of the sender, in case of super-

ficial information processing. To get at the interdependence of the two mediators, I model all

four possible mediator combinations as Anxiety Dominance, Credibility Dominance, their joint

presence (Joint-Mediator Dominance), and the absence of both (No-Mediator Dominance). I

argue that Anxiety Dominance and Credibility Dominance effects are similar in magnitude

and that they do not add up or mutually reinforce in the Joint-Mediator Dominance state.

No-Mediator Dominance, the absence of both mediators fostering the relationship, is supposed

to have the smallest effect. In case a higher sender credibility and the creation of anxiety have

similar and not mutually reinforcing effects, one can compensate for the other.

To study the single effect and the interacting effect of both mediating variables—emotion and

credibility—causally, I apply a 3x3 field experimental design in form of an Implicit Mediation

Analysis (Gerber & Green 2012). I manipulate both mediators randomly and independently of

each other within an actual migration information campaign of a European government and a

bi-national NGO. Each mediator-treatment has two treatment arms and one control arm. The

emotion treatment is manipulated using an Autobiographic Emotional Memory Task (AEMT).

The participants are randomly put in the state of anxiety, calmness, or they are not triggered

by a particular emotion. The information’s credibility is manipulated through different sender

types assumed to receive different levels of credibility from the target audience. The focus is

varied between a local NGO, a foreign government, and a control group with no particular

sender focus. As a typical case setting, the study is implemented in three secondary schools in

Benin City, Nigeria. Nigeria, and in particular Benin City, is a hot-spot for irregular emigra-

tion and thus a straightforward place for campaign implementation, while young adults are the

target group. With a balanced number of students per school, overall over (N) 2,500 students

participate.

The results for the single effect of emotion show that anxiety reduces the subjects’ attitudes

regarding irregular migration compared to the state of calmness, or the control group in line

with the expectation. Regarding the single effect of sender credibility, the results indicate a

higher awareness of the issue in society, and a lower self attitude for both, the NGO and the

government treatment compared to the control group. In contrast to the expected higher cred-

ibility for a local NGO compared to an international government, the treatment manipulation

check reveals that the credibility level scores for the NGO and the government treatment group

are alike, but significantly higher than for the control group. Comparing the mediator effects

in interdependence shows that the effects score in the same direction but are overall slightly

larger in size for the condition of high credibility and no anxiety. Combining anxiety with high

credibility does not reinforce the single effects, nor do they cancel each other out. The smallest

information impact is displayed for the absence of both mediators. These results suggest that
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high sender credibility may compensate anxiety creation in the audience.

The insights from this study are substantively important for several reasons. First, the rigorous

empirical test of the two mediators, independently and in interdependence, give causal insights

on the longstanding research puzzle of how information influences attitudes. The independent

3x3 design treatment manipulation allows the researcher to disentangle the effect of each single

mediator and learn about their interplay. Core theories of information processing suggest, im-

plicitly or explicitly, an interplay of emotional mediation and peripheral cues (Chaiken & Trope

1999; Petty & Cacioppo 1986). Still, this is rarely tested empirically. Empirical evaluations

generally stick to one of these mediators (Beber & Scacco 2018; Brader 2008; Briñol & Petty

2009b; Druckman 2001; Morgenstern mimeo[b]; Valentino et al. 2008), are limited to a lab

environment (Bond Jr & DePaulo 2008; George et al. 2014; Levine et al. 2011), or fail to

manipulate the mediators directly and independently, which implies strong if not implausible

assumptions (Gerber & Green 2012). I am not aware of another study that addresses this

puzzle by causally identifying the single effects of a credibility and emotion mediator as well

as their interdependence in a real-life setting. The estimates suggest that the peripheral cue

of sender credibility may work on two distinct intersections of the theoretical model: on the

peripheral route or enhancing deliberative information processing. This provides an important

understanding for the multiple roles hypothesis for specific mediators (Luttrell 2018; Wagner

& Petty 2011), as well as for the ‘reigning confusion’ debate regarding mixed empirical results

(Hovland et al. 1953; Sherifl 1977). Knowledge on this central path of information processing

is not limited to a contribution on (social or cognitive) psychological literature. The insights

are valuable for all researchers, applying these mechanisms, such as in media literature, busi-

ness administration research, information campaigns as such, or the increasing literature on

combating misinformation and fake news—especially in ongoing times of anxiety.

Second, studying an actual migration information campaign in an experimental setting ad-

vances the debate on political remote migration management. The shift from national and

border migration management to increasing remote migration management is discussed in the

literature—from a moral standpoint and a feasibility standpoint (Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007).

Secondary schools in Benin City, Nigeria serve as a typical case. One the one hand, secondary

schools are a central place to reach adolescents and young adults shortly before their transmis-

sion point between school and working life, a particular moment of high irregular emigration

probability (The World Bank Group 2018) and hence a place often used for campaign imple-

mentation (Tjaden et al. 2018). Benin City, Nigeria, on the other hand, is a common setting

because of its hot-spot role for irregular migration to Europe in recent years (UNHCR 2016a,

2017, 2018a,b). The present results contribute to policy literature by revealing an effective in-

fluence of a foreign policy of remote migration management. This speaks to foregoing results on

different policies as information campaigns initiated by countries from the global North, imple-

mented in the global South (Banerjee et al. 2019), and particularly on migration information

campaigns (Morgenstern mimeo[b]). At the same time, present results add to the doubts of

non-empirically testing literature (Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007; Oeppen 2016) by supporting
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the decisive importance of credibility. The study results reveal solid credibility levels for a lo-

cal NGO and an international government, the current main implementers of theses campaigns.

Lastly, the results have practical political real-world impact. Due to the novelty of migration

information campaign implementations among European governments, state-of-the-art knowl-

edge is highly demanded. This study contributes with a rigorous evaluation of an ethically

questionable technique, anxiety creation, and compares its effectiveness to a promising sub-

stitution, the credibility of the sender. The supporting insights for credibility, will influence

political decision making on the continuance of this policy and will advance implementer strate-

gies in the field.

3.2 Information Processing in Migration Informa-

tion Campaigns

The basic concept of migration information campaigns is that information about migration is

disseminated among a target audience. The idealised outcome of this practice would be that

the provided information leads to an increase in knowledge, changes the attitudes, and the

behaviour of the audience and brings about a further distribution of the information to achieve

a societal change—and all this to the highest degree possible (Lupia & Matsusaka 2004). While

it is desired, an exact bayesian updating with the provision of new or correcting information

is unlikely (Krishnaratne et al. 2016; Tjaden et al. 2018). The ability of information to shape

attitudes and subsequent behaviour depends on how the information is processed. In contrast

to general information in-taking processes, the information in information campaigns is given

externally with no need for prior interest or investment on behalf of the receiver. The absence

of agency entails that the level of motivation to process the information is not enhanced qua

causa. Exceptions may exist, i.e., people in the audience with intrinsic prior interest in the

topic may exist. Yet, the general setting of migration information campaigns is a target audi-

ence residing in the unaffected normal state of information processing motivation.

Information processing works through two systems, with either one being predominantly in

charge (Dual-process theories) (Chaiken & Trope 1999; Evans 2008; Petty & Cacioppo 1986).

Being in the state of low or normal levels of motivation, the state humans generally operate in,

the dominant processing system is the unconscious and rapid one. This superficial information

processing leads to a less perfect in-taking of information and hence to lower levels of knowledge

on the provided information and subsequently smaller effects on attitudes towards migration

and behavioural impact. Within this processing system, the level of information processing is

highly influenced by peripheral cues and heuristics, like aspects of the information sender. The

switch in system dominance to the conscious and deliberate processing takes place with en-

hanced processing motivation. Unless the information is somehow questionable as known from

Aristotle’s Logos, this processing leads to a higher impact of the information provided through
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the campaign. The pivotal aspect, processing motivation, can be influenced through different

factors. An externally applicable and often applied way in migration information campaigns is

to foster processing motivation in the campaign environment through the creation of emotions

(Tjaden et al. 2018). A minor theoretical strand, suggests that this may also work for sender

credibility, generally dismissed as a purely peripheral cue (Luttrell 2018).

Thus, information can be processed through two systems; which one is predominantly acti-

vated is influenced through the level of processing motivation, but even in the low processing

state, peripheral cues shape the impact of information. Two mediators inherent in the infor-

mation provided through the migration information campaign influence the mechanism paths

in different ways: emotions, and in particular the emotion of anxiety, and the credibility of

the sender. Table 3.1 represents all four potential scenarios of the mediators in its extremes.

Credibility Dominance and Anxiety Dominance indicate the single effect of each moderator.

Credibility Dominance describes the state of a high credibility level attributed to the sender

and the absence of anxiety, also defined as calmness (Brader & Marcus 2013). Anxiety Dom-

inance expresses the state of low credibility but a prevalence of anxiety as emotion. The

presence of both mediators is described as Joint-Mediator dominance and the absence of both

as No-Mediator Dominance. The dual process model does imply a time-ordered decision tree

structure. The sequential process does not fit to the circular repeating real-world mediator

behaviour in a migration information campaign. The two mediators are interpreted as overall

being campaign-prevalent. Yet, for clarity and understanding, the ordered description is ap-

plied in this paper’s phrasing.

Table 3.1: Fourfold table visualisation of the interdependence of the two mediators shaping
information processing and subsequent attitudes/behaviour

Emotion

Anxiety Calmness

Credibility High Joint-Mediator Credibility

Dominance Dominance

Low Anxiety No-Mediator

Dominance Dominance

Anxiety Dominance

In migration information campaigns, anxiety creation is an often-used practice (Tjaden et al.

2018). Its moral correctness is discussed in Morgenstern (mimeo[b]). From a theoretical dual

process argument view, anxiety creation is used to enhance the motivation of processing the

campaign information. This take is supported by ‘Affective Intelligence Theory’ (AIT) (Mar-

cus et al. 2011, 2000), standing in parallel to dual process theories with a particular focus

on emotions. One basic model dimension is the continuum ranging from calm to anxious,

which has implications for superficial versus deliberate information processing (MacKuen et
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al. 2010; Panksepp 1998). Thus, in the state of anxiety, the level of processing motivation is

enhanced, which results in a higher impact of the information on attitude formation. Studies

about divergent campaign topics have shown that anxiety leads to high attention, increased

learning, reconsideration of new information and innovative behavioural practices (Albertson

& Gadarian 2015; Brader 2005; Brader & Marcus 2013; Valentino et al. 2008; Zarinpoush et

al. 2000). The results are supported for migration information campaigns regarding migration

intentions and migration behaviour (Morgenstern mimeo[b]).

Credibility Dominance

The sender cue ‘credibility’ consists of three aspects: expertise, trustworthiness, and good-

will (McCroskey & Teven 1999). Expertise implies the ability to provide valid information,

trustworthiness the motivation to provide accurate information, and goodwill the intention to

provide accurate information towards the receiver in a certain context. In recent literature,

the concepts are most often taken as one category, generally under the name ‘trust’. For the

present study, the threefold definition of the more detailed credibility definition is applied.

The credibility of a sender is a well-researched attribute in information campaign literature

(Hovland et al. 1953). In fact, skepticism regarding the credibility of the campaign informa-

tion’s sender is the central argument in doubts of migration information campaign effectiveness

(Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007; Oeppen 2016). Within the frame of dual process theories, the

role of sender credibility is discussed as mediating two distinct mechanism paths (Luttrell

2018). The majority of authors in the literature define sender credibility as a classic peripheral

cue in the sense of enhancing the information impact in the state of low motivation, i.e., the

general state of processing. The role of a classic peripheral cue stands in line with the basic

social psychological models of ‘information shortcuts’, ‘heuristics’ or ‘signaling’ (Briñol & Petty

2009b; Kahneman & Tversky 1979; Lauderdale 2016; Lodge & Taber 2013; Lupia & Matsusaka

2004; Tormala et al. 2006; Wegener & Carlston 2005). Another literature strand sees the role

of sender credibility as potentially twofold—the multiple roles hypothesis (Wagner & Petty

2011)—by adding a potential to foster processing motivation and hence trigger a switch to

the deliberate information processing system. Irrespective of mechanism path, it is expected

that a high sender credibility leads to a higher attitude change. The processing path taken

influences the level of topic knowledge, and supposedly, the persistence of outcomes. Several

studies reveal an effect of different forms of sender credibility on the campaign’s effectiveness in

election information campaigns (Bechtel et al. 2015; Brader et al. 2010; Druckman et al. 2010;

Lauderdale 2016; Malhotra & Kuo 2008), other campaigns (DeBono & Harnish 1988; Dewan et

al. 2014; Herrmann et al. 2018; James & Van Ryzin 2017; Slothuus & De Vreese 2010; Tobin

& Raymundo 2009), and in the context of migration information campaigns (Beber & Scacco

2018).

Joint-Mediator dominance

The theorised causal chains for Anxiety Dominance and Credibility Dominance each suggest

an enhanced impact of information from migration information campaigns, in its presence. A
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naive calculation would thus be to observe the double effect in case of a joint implementation

of both mediators. However, the core of dual process theories implies an interdependence of

the two, based on the predominant system paths. The deliberate processing path is amplified

with the level of processing motivation being triggered, through the emotion of anxiety, for

instance. Once the deliberate processing is in dominant action, peripheral cues or heuristics,

aspects powerful in a low-motivation setting, become irrelevant. In that case, the level of sender

credibility does not influence the outcome, except when working through the same motivation

path as described in the multiple roles hypothesis. Hence, no outcome difference based on the

credibility mediator is expected once the emotion mediator is prevalent through Anxiety Dom-

inance. Effect estimates of Joint-Mediator Dominance and Anxiety Dominance are expected

to be similar in size and strength. I stick to this expectation in the basic model, besides single

suggestions of reinforcing effects in the interaction, through an adding up of the two systems

mutually at work (Deutsch & Strack 2006), or additionally within mechanisms such as effects

of anxious emotions on credibility judgement (Albertson & Gadarian 2016). This implies that

no mutually reinforcing nor cancelling out effect is expected.

No-Mediator Dominance

A migration information campaign setting is one in which the target audience is not intrinsi-

cally motivated due to the limited agency in information in-taking. Thus, the normal state,

the superficial information processing mechanism, is the dominant one in place (Marcus et al.

2000). Unless a peripheral cue mediation, such as sender credibility, kicks in, a rather small

impact of the information campaign’s information is expected. Low credibility of the informa-

tion’s sender in the state of calmness, the absence of the two mediators, is expected to result

in a small attitude and behavioural change.

To summarise, the two mediators, emotion and credibility, are theorised on two distinct mech-

anism paths. Both paths are expected to enhance the effect of information on attitude change.

There is no theoretical argument why one outcome should be stronger than the other. This is

particularly true in case both mediators work through the same theoretical path, by mediating

the processing motivation. The mere distinction deduced from dual process theories is that

the outcomes may feature a lower in the level of knowledge after peripheral processing and

are said to be less persistent over time. This comes back to the motivation of this study, to

learn whether it is necessary to trigger the emotion of anxiety or whether a sender with a high

credibility could reach a similar effect in the context of migration information campaigns. In

case of a similar effect size and no mutually reinforcing effect of the two mediators, the more

moral mediator may ‘beat’ the other.

I form specific hypotheses to test quantitatively by applying this view of sender credibility

and anxiety creation to the study of information impact on attitudes. The hypotheses were

pre-registered with the (EGAP/OLS) registry2:

2The pre-registered hypotheses were regarding the concepts ‘attitudes’ and ‘diffusion behavior’. In light of
clarity of the paper, the results of the diffusion behaviour estimation are reported in one paragraph of the results

https://osf.io/kc2pg/
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1.: Negative emotional arousal in the form of anxiety has a higher effect on attitudes

compared to an emotional state of calmness.

2.: A higher sender credibility leads to stronger effects on attitude change.

3.: The impact on attitudes is similar in the case of low sender credibility in the state

of anxiety and a high sender credibility in the state of calmness.

3.3 Setting

Nigeria is a key regional player in West Africa. Literature assigns Nigeria a pioneering role for

new implementations in West Africa (Devillard et al. 2016), albeit it is debated whether this

is outcome to a role model effect or regional hegemonic power (Ogunnubi & Okeke-Uzodike

2016; Ojakorotu & Adeleke 2018). One aspect may be that Nigeria accounts for around half of

the West African population. Similar to its neighbouring countries, Nigeria is a country high

in natural resources but facing several developmental challenges. Muhammadu Buhari, in 2019

elected president, names corruption, criminality, unemployment, and a widening diversification

of living standards of Nigerians as the most pressing issues to fight(Worldbank - country data).

Migration is said to be a part of West Africa’s history, everyday life, and its culture (Devillard

et al. 2016). The majority of migration flows (in 2015 about 80 percent) take place within the

West African community.

A noteworthy issue is the increasing number of international migrants with destination aims

outside West Africa using irregular migration routes (Carling 2006; Obi 2019). The ‘Mediter-

ranean route’ via Libya is the central route for West African irregular migration. Benin City,

a large city in the south of Nigeria, became the national key point of departure, providing all

necessities (The World Bank Group 2018). Due to a lack of official statistics on emigration

rates, and in particular, irregular emigration rates, no clear characteristics of the typical irreg-

ular emigrant exist. In-depth investigations suggest this demographic to be primarily young

adults (age 15–24) (Obi 2019) with no particular gender difference in number. The majority of

women are anticipated to migrate irregularly through trafficking channels and men primarily

by smuggling pathways (Carling 2006).

From a European perspective, irregular immigration increased rapidly with the ‘long summer

of migration’ or ‘the migration crisis’ in 2015. Between 2015 and 2018 Nigerians were by far

the largest West African group arriving through irregular means to Italy, the European entry

point in the ‘Mediterranean route’ (UNHCR 2016a, 2017, 2018a,b). The majority of these

migrants are young adults, and generally, men. The low number of women in comparison to

section and extensively in Appendix C and Appendix D.
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the equally distributed emigration perspective can be explained by the different channels of

irregular migration used. Besides the high number of missing people on both routes, smuggling

has a higher probability of resulting in a legal registration in the destination, i.e., counted in

statistics, as compared to trafficking.

Yet, similarly to other West African countries, irregular migrants with a Nigerian citizenship

do not qualify for a geographically dependent asylum claim to Europe acceptance. Following

the high numbers of irregular immigration paired with low probabilities for a positive asylum

decision, European governments as well as the European Union came up with new migration

management strategies (UNHCR 2016b). Combating misinformation and the lack of informa-

tion in origin countries like Nigeria, one policy is the implementation of migration information

campaigns. Although no official numbers exist, indicators like funding calls (AMIF call) and

the partial overview of the European Migration Network(European Commission 2017) report-

ing numbers of migration information campaigns suggest a high amount of campaigns in places

with high irregular immigrants in Europe but no geographically dependent legal claim for asy-

lum (European Commission 2015a). A key target group of these campaigns is young adults, and

the majority of campaigns are either implemented in mass media or via workshops in schools

or town hall meetings (Schans & Optekamp 2016; Tjaden et al. 2018). Workshop formats are

particularly needed due to the uneven distribution of mass media access in Nigeria.

This study was carried out in secondary schools in Benin City, Nigeria. The setting resembles

a typical case, for the country and city selection as well as the target group of young adults.

The study is implemented around an actual migration information campaign delivered by a

bi-national NGO in cooperation with an European government. For workshop-type campaigns,

this role distribution is common, with a government mostly in charge of funding and an NGO

having a focus on implementation.

3.4 Research Design

The purpose of this study is to investigate the single and interdependent effects of the two

mediators, emotion and credibility, on the impact of migration information on attitude change

among the target group. To measure the effect of each mediator in a causal way, an implicit

mediation analysis is applied. The design-based approach of an implicit mediation analysis

copes with the shortcomings of other causal mediation analyses (Gerber & Green 2012), doing

so by manipulating both treatments, emotion and credibility, randomly and independently of

each other. Each treatment consists of three treatment arms, where two arms are the treatment

variables (emotion: anxiety/calmness, sender credibility: high/low) and the third is the control

condition. This results in a 3x3 field experiment design. A 2x2 version of the design, focusing

on the treatments is visualized in Figure 3.1 The design is implemented in three secondary

schools in Benin City, Nigeria.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the Treatments in the Research Design

3.4.1 Treatments: Emotion & Credibility

Emotion Treatment

A widely approved technique to manipulate emotions is given by Autobiographic Emotional

Memory Tasks (AEMT) (Strack et al. 1985). In these tasks, the participants are asked to

remember and describe a past situation in which a particular emotion was predominant. The

expected mechanism is that the detailed re-telling of the emotionally charged situation sets

the participant again in that emotional state. Studies reported collateral effects on non-target

emotions through AEMT; however, the additionally triggered emotions remained within the

same positive or negative valence spectrum (DeSteno et al. 2004; Mills & D’Mello 2014; Myers

& Tingley 2016). Besides laboratory settings, the technique is applied successfully in field

studies in violence-affected populations in Zimbabwe (Young 2019) and Colombia (Bogliacino

et al. 2017).

Following the suggestions of Lerner & Keltner (2001), the students are asked to report three

things that make them anxious, calm, and in the control group, to simply name three things

before the actual AEMT. These spontaneously reported topics are generally picked up in the

following AEMT task, describing a situation so that a reader would feel that emotion from

learning about the situation. The three treatment arms are ‘anxiety’, ‘calmness’, or to write

about any situation which comes to mind. The topics of the students varied widely between

situations in the school setting, such as calmness while reading or anxiety related to bullying,
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to situations at home or in Church, like calmness when dancing or the anxiety of violence. I de-

cided for a non-topic-related AEMT as a clean and conservative test of the effect (Young 2019).

To allow the students to feel safe in expressing themselves, the task is assigned in a paper-

and-pencil method within the baseline survey. Anonymity is guaranteed to the students. The

setting of the situation may have contradicting effects on the students’ ability to express them-

selves. On the one hand, the ‘safe and familiar’ school setting may enhance the ability to allow

oneself to feel the emotion. On the other hand, this particular school setting may prevent

students from engaging deeply with negative emotions, like anxiety. As suggested in the litera-

ture, a treatment manipulation check is crucial in emotional manipulations (Lerner & Keltner

2001; Myers & Tingley 2016). The students are asked to report in the main survey the emotion

they felt most during the workshop, allowing for the six basic emotions and a neutral category

(Harmon-Jones et al. 2016).

Credibility Treatment

The credibility of the sender is manipulated with a proxy. I manipulate the type of sender

to create a variation in the associated credibility. Besides allowing for the treatment need, a

variation in sender type gives new insights on the ongoing debate around the best implementer

for the policy tool of migration information campaigns. Yet I need to make clear that the proxy

for credibility variation through different sender types works in the form of the prominent en-

couragement design. I assume that different sender types manipulate the level of credibility.

Additional aspects, unknown and untested, may be manipulated as well. In literature, different

proxies for credibility are used in different settings, such as partisanship (Brader et al. 2010;

Druckman et al. 2010), different sponsors (Slothuus & De Vreese 2010), or institutions (James

& Van Ryzin 2017).

The sender type variation in this study is between a local NGO, an international government,

and no particular sender focus. To work as a proxy for credibility manipulation, different levels

of credibility need to be associated with each sender type. The level of credibility is subjective

to the target group and may vary by culture (Putnam 2000; Uslaner 2002). To build a justified

assumption on the respective credibility level associated with each sender type for young adults

in Benin City, Nigeria, I collected and compared several articles and data sources (see detailed

Appendix A). The qualitative examination suggests a higher credibility level for a local NGO

as the sender compared to an international government.

To manipulate the sender type of the migration information campaign, I exploit the fact that

in a Nigerian mass workshop presentation, the presenter introduces herself/himself extensively

at the beginning of the presentation with 1–3 presentation slides. The treatment is thus a

variation in the sender presentation. To avoid any deception, only the main focus of the sender

presentation is switched. In one treatment arm, the focus is set on the foreign government as
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the implementing organisation and in the other treatment condition the focus is set on the local

NGO. The third treatment arm is the control condition with no particular source focus. The

students are randomly allocated to three workshop groups through the random distribution of

colored bracelets before the workshop events (blue, yellow, and red). The color allocation de-

termines the subsequent treatment and time of the workshop. Only the latter is communicated

to the students and only after the distribution of bracelets to reduce potential self-selection

due to time preferences.

A potential challenge for the manipulation of the credibility by sender type is the school set-

ting. It might be that all sender types are judged as credible by the target audience because

the campaign sender is allowed to speak in the protected school setting. This scenario would

result in no effect variation between all three treatment groups. Another potential scenario

is that the school setting credibility does not rule out any effect difference through a ceiling

effect, but it systematically shifts the level of sender credibility to be more positive. To gain

insights regarding the treatment manipulation, the level of sender credibility is measured in the

main survey through a ten-item scale adapted from the well-established and -tested credibility

scale of McCroskey & Teven (1999). The scale accounts for three sub-categories: expertise,

trustworthiness, and goodwill. The latter scenario of a systematic shift can not be tested em-

pirically with the present design, but they should be taken into account when making claims

about the credibility each sender type.

3.4.2 Ethical Considerations

Ethical considerations are essential in experimental studies (Duflo & Banerjee 2017; Humphreys

2015) and worthwhile to discuss within the presentation of a research design. All aspects of

the study were deliberated about extensively regarding its potential ethical harm before study

implementation and approved by the university’s institutional ethics committee. An extensive

description of ethical considerations before, during, and after the study is reported in the Ap-

pendix A. For now, a brief outline of the key aspects follows.

Regarding the field study design as such, the most central aspects are the treatments and the

sample or target group. The emotion treatment is of particular relevance in this context. Emo-

tions are manipulated through an AEMT task. I used this tool due to its long implementation

tradition and high approval in psychological research literature (Lerner & Keltner 2001). An

additional aspect which reduced the potential expectation of harm is the fact that AEMT tasks

are used—under the name ‘exposure therapy’—in therapy sessions to cope with traumatic ex-

periences (Abramowitz et al. 2019). Nevertheless, I took care that the students received a

relieving debriefing after the workshop and ascertained that they could contact either their

teachers, the NGO, or the research team with any issues. Another aspect to discuss is the

sample studied. Since young adults are the key target group of migration information cam-

paigns, the study is implemented among adolescents, a particularly vulnerable group worthy of
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protection. To reduce the researcher interventionism, the sample selection is done by the NGO.

I decided to build no clear control group, not receiving any information. All students on site at

the school day of implementation had the chance to receive the information; merely the time

point of receiving information plus the sender focus is varied. Additionally, the students were

informed about relevant aspects of the study and asked to give their consent for participation.

Confidentially is guaranteed by abiding by the high standards of the EU data protection law.

No financial incentives are distributed, and the students receive a snack and a drink to value

their time investment independent of survey completion.

3.4.3 Study Sample

Three secondary schools in Benin City, Nigeria are selected by the cooperating NGO. Sys-

tematic differences of the selected places and their overall education institutions are plausible,

which limits the generalisability. To test this assumption and to potentially prove it wrong,

demographic covariates of the sample are compared with the demographic values of the rep-

resentative Afrobarometer wave 7, year 2017 data. The results reveal themselves to be signif-

icantly different, but small in magnitude in some aspects: the sample is slightly more female,

are younger, slightly more educated, and in possession of slightly more general migration in-

tentions than the overall 13–35 year-old Nigerian population following the Afrobarometer data.

The advantage of the non-interference of the researcher in the sample selection is the higher

degree of real-world conditions of migration information campaign implementation.

Table 3.2: Overview Treatment Group Distribution

Credibility Treatment Emotion Treatment

NGO Government C Anxiety Calmness C Total N

School 1 312 278 272 301 264 297 862

School 2 314 319 266 246 306 347 899

School 3 211 328 312 283 295 273 851

Total N 837 925 850 830 865 917 2612

Within schools, no sample selection is conducted by intention. Due to the capacity of the

event halls, in some schools the sample had to be restricted to around 350 students per event,

which leads to around 1,000 student participants per school. The restriction was applied by

restricting the number of bracelets in the workshop group allocation. There were bracelets left

over for all color groups in all schools. Table 3.2 gives an overview of the number of students

per school, per treatment group. The treatment groups are relatively equal in size for both

treatments, the emotion treatment and the credibility treatment.
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Overall, 2,657 students participated in the baseline survey, 2,787 in the main survey directly

after treatment implementation, and 1,709 in the endline survey few days later. The panel

waves are matched through an individual identifier by student. Because the first treatment

is implemented in the baseline survey, only participants for whom the baseline and the main

survey panel could be matched properly are included in the analyses, which results in a sample

size (N) of 2,612 students per wave as represented in table 3.2.

The treatment groups are fairly balanced among pre-registered covariates. Only the ratio of

female students varies in the credibility treatment groups: the ratio is highest in the control

group, medium in the first treatment group, and smallest in the second treatment group. To

minimise potential survey question spillover effects, two survey types are randomly distributed

per wave3 and reveal themselves to be balanced among covariates (see Appendix B).

The overall study population is slightly more female than male, has an average age of around 15

years, and is in the beginning of the senior portion of secondary school. The students perceive

their future job prospects as slightly above medium (4.6 on a 1–7 scale). The baseline migration

intentions are around medium but are relatively low on irregular migration intentions. The

students perceive irregular migration as relatively common in the general population (4.7 on

a 1–7 scale) but generally less common for themselves (3.8 on a 1–7 scale; Average difference

between general estimation and for oneself: 0.85).

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Overall Impact of the Campaign

In this study I am primarily interested in the change in attitudes regarding irregular migration.

The attitudes estimation is operationalised through (a) awareness, by asking how common the

participant perceives irregular migration in the society to be, and (b) self-attitude, focusing on

how the situation is for oneself. Comparing attitudes in the audience prior and after the cam-

paign implementation - independent of treatment group allocation - supports the expectation

that migration information campaigns have an impact on the target audience. The endline es-

timation, few days later, reveals a slight weakening of the effects over time. From a theoretical

perspective awareness and attitudes are seen as precursors of other politically communicated

aims of migration information campaigns, such as re-telling and migration intention formation

and actual migration behaviour. Empirically, the concepts are moderately correlated in the

present data. General awareness and re-telling intentions or the confidence to do so reveal a

pearson correlation estimation of 0.21/0.24. Awareness or re-telling intentions are correlated

negatively with irregular migration intentions (pearson correlation estimate: -0.13/-0.16).

3In wave 1 the types are distinguished by the inclusion and exclusion of particular questions regarding
attitudes, and in the second wave the order of question items per topic is varied in regard to the ‘knowledge’
items.
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Comparing the mean estimates across waves indicates an increase in topic-specific awareness

after the campaign with a certain persistence. Unexpectedly, the estimates of topic attitudes

of oneself also increase after the treatment by mean for the overall group of participants. Still,

a positive effect exists on the difference perceiving it more common for the general than for

oneself, which is expected to be a more indirect measurement of one’s own attitudes. The esti-

mates on irregular migration intentions are not in particular focus of the present study. These

estimates are of particular policy interest since migration intentions are shown to give insights

on actual migration movements (Docquier et al. 2014). Graphical wave comparisons and panel

estimations support (see Appendix B): General migration intentions do not change because of

the campaign treatment but are also not fully persistent over time (increase significantly in 0.5

scale points, scale 1–7). Irregular migration intentions to Europe decrease significantly with

the campaign and stay on this level over time. This is in accordance with prior research (Mor-

genstern mimeo[b]). A general overall effect of this policy tool provides an additional reason

for pursuing insight on how these campaigns work by disentangling the single and combined

effects of different mediations.

3.5.2 Independent Mediator Effects

Emotion Mediator

This section presents findings on whether the emotion mediator influences the effect of the

campaign information on irregular migration attitudes among the target group. In a first step,

this effect is studied independent of any other mediator, termed single effect in the following.

I first test this expectation by comparing each treatment arm, anxiety and calmness, with the

control group which did not receive an emotion treatment (see Appendix C). The results tend

in the expected direction. A treatment manipulation check supports the expectation that the

emotion of anxiety is significantly more prevalent in the anxiety treatment group than any

other emotion and that no particular emotion is triggered in a meaningful size in the calmness

treatment group. Therefore, in accordance with the theoretical expectations and the manipula-

tion check results, I dichotomize the treatment for interpretability in the following. The anxiety

treatment arm is compared to a pooling of the calmness treatment group and the control group.

Figure 3.2 presents the effect of the anxiety treatment arm compared to the calmness and

control arm, with no particular emotion triggered. Due to two-sided non-compliance the in-

tended to treat effects (ITT) are reported in the first two estimates, and the sample average

treatment effects (ATE) as the last two estimates. Each estimate is visualised as an OLS point

estimation, indicating its uncertainty through confidence interval whisker (95 per cent; bold:

90 per cent). The ATE is calculated using a 2-stage-least-square model, modelling the variation

of the treatment assignment on treatment taking in the first stage and treatment taking on
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the outcome in the second4. The respective uncertainty indications in form of Randomization

Inference (RI) measurements are reported the Appendix C. RI gives an indication how usual

the present results are by considering all possible random assignments5 (Gerber & Green 2012).

Figure 3.2: Anxiety versus Calmness on Attitudes towards irregular migration

Note: The coefficient estimates show the effect of Anxiety (1) to Calmness (0) on Awareness and Self
Attitudes; the Intended to Treat Effect (ITT) results from an OLS estimation, the Average Treatment
Effect (ATE) is based on an 2-Stage OLS regression; the dependent variables are not standardized but
on the original 1-7 scale; the point estimate resembles the effect coefficient, the bold whisker the 90 per
cent confidence interval and the thin whisker the 95 per cent confidence interval.

The estimates indicate a decrease in irregular migration attitudes for oneself being in the anx-

iety treatment group. The estimates are smaller in magnitude than anticipated, and only the

named estimates are significant on a relevant level. Following the results of Young (2019)

using the same treatment manipulation method in a similar setting but on a different topic,

and Morgenstern (mimeo[b]) investigating the same topic in the same setting but employing

another way to manipulate anxiety, stronger effects on attitude change would be expected. The

RI p-value supports (Awareness: 0.698, Self Attitude: 0.968) this notion by implying that the

majority of estimates are less usual. The ITT and ATE effect estimates do not differ much.

No noteworthy impact on the two variables of interest is revealed for the calmness treatment

arm compared to the control group (see Appendix C). The effect estimates remain stable when

including the PAP-registered covariates in the regression (see Appendix C).

4An estimation on systematic non-compliance shows non complying students are more often male and younger
in age. This has no major consequences for the ATE estimation as such, merely shifts the sample group under
study systematically.

5RI estimations are recommended in case the sample is rather small or the outcome measurements are not
normal distributed. Fort this study the latter applies. The outcome measurements reveal a high accumulation
among either one of the extremes.
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Following the theoretical model of information processing, the triggering of anxiety in the audi-

ence is expected to work to promote a motivation-enhancing mechanism. Expected side effects

of this mechanism are a higher level of detailed topic knowledge and persistence of the outcome

changes over time—both are given in the present analyses reported in Appendix C. The test

results of a six-question quiz6 reveal noisy but an overall more correct answering behaviour for

the anxiety treatment group, with the last and most detailed question being significantly more

often correct. Regarding the level of persistence, in accordance with expectations, a comparison

of the present results with the endline estimates a few days later shows no significant change

in estimates for the anxiety treatment group and the calmness group. For the control group,

the topic awareness decreases significantly over time (-0.24 scale points, scale 1–7).

Credibility Mediator

Switching from the emotion mediator to the credibility mediator, I now present whether the

level of credibility has an impact on topic awareness and own irregular migration attitudes.

The level of credibility is manipulated through a variation in sender type. This builds on the

assumption that a local NGO (treatment arm T1) experiences a higher credibility level from

the audience than an international government. Each treatment arm, NGO and government

sender, is compared to a control group with no particular sender indication (see Appendix C).

Unexpectedly, the results reveal a similar effect for the NGO and the government sender type,

but significantly different to the control group. The treatment manipulation check tests the re-

lation between sender type and credibility scale. The results reveal similar credibility estimates

for the NGO and the government treatment group in overall, and on all credibility sub-scales

- competence, trustworthiness, goodwill. Therefore, I present the dichotomised treatment ef-

fect calculations in the following result presentation. The NGO and government sender type

are pooled as ‘high credibility’ treatment and compared to the control group, resembling low

credibility.

Figure 3.3 is the equivalent to Figure 3.2 analysing the emotion mediator. The graph shows

the effect estimates high versus low credibility on the attitude change. The point estimate

indicates the OLS computed mean difference, while the whisker indiacte the uncertainty of

the estimation. The bold whisker defines a 90 percent confidence interval, and the other a

95 percent confidence interval. Due to the treatment distribution based on workshops, full

compliance is assumed. Therefore, the ITT estimand is expected to equal the ATE estimand.

6The knowledge quiz consists of six questions with stepwise increasing testing on detail and thus difficulty of
the questions.
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Figure 3.3: High Credibility versus Low Credibility on Attitudes towards irregular migration

Note: The coefficient estimates show the effect of High Credibility (1) to Low Credibility (0) on Aware-
ness and Self Attitudes; the Intended to Treat Effect (ITT) equals the Average Treatment Effect (ATE)
since full compliance is assumed; the calculation is based on an OLS regression; the dependent variables
are not standardized but on the original 1-7 scale; the point estimate resembles the effect coefficient, the
bold whisker the 90 per cent confidence interval and the thin whisker the 95 per cent confidence interval.

The results (see Figure 3.3) show a positive effect on general awareness of the topic in signifi-

cant size. While the direct measurement of self attitudes does not reveal significant results, the

indirect estimate in form of the individual difference between society and oneself is significant

and indicates a higher difference between the two, self-attitudes being the smaller value. The

RI values support the estimates part wise (Awareness: 0.001, Self-Attitudes: 0.866). The low

p-value indicates that the same estimate would be expected for a large amount of possible

random assignments. A comparison between per sender type with the control group (see Ap-

pendix C) supports the results with similar estimates. Merely the effect magnitude of topic

awareness is slightly higher for the government sender type compared to the NGO. Including

covariates in the OLS estimation does not change the estimates significantly (see Appendix C).

From that, the hypothesis suggesting an effect of credibility is supported, while the assumption

about credibility level per sender type is proven wrong.

In extant literature the theoretical mechanism of credibility is discussed. While the majority

proposes a mediating effect based on peripheral cues, some scholars predict the effect through

both paths, a motivation and a peripheral mechanism. The present study design does not

allow the researcher to test these expectations in detail. The knowledge quiz test results and

the insights from the endline data give some indication. Overall, both treatment groups (with

higher credibility levels) show more correct answers than the control group (with lower credi-

bility level). A higher level of knowledge is an indicator of deliberate processing, supporting the

motivation path. Additionally, all attitude estimates are persistent over time for all treatment
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groups. The present results go in the direction of the multiple roles hypothesis (Wagner &

Petty 2011).

3.5.3 Interdependent Mediator Effects: Anxiety, Credibility,

Joint-Mediator, & No-Mediator Dominance

The single effect estimations provide an indication that both mediators, emotion and credibility,

have an impact with regard to the effect of the information campaign on attitudes among the

target audience. This section focuses on the interdependence of the two mediators. Thereby,

the analyses give insights on whether and how one mediator works in the absence of the other

(Anxiety and Credibility Dominance), their potentially joint effect (Joint-Mediator Dominance)

and effect estimations in the absence of both mediators (No-Mediator Dominance). In accor-

dance with the foregoing results, I dichotomise the treatments for the sake of interpretation.

The emotion treatment is divided in anxiety and no anxiety, i.e., anxiety versus calmness and

control group, and the credibility treatment is split in high and low credibility, i.e., NGO and

government sender type versus control group. The 3x3 interaction is reported in the Appendix

D.

Figure 3.4 presents the interaction effect of the two mediators for the outcomes (a) ‘general

awareness’ and (b) ‘Self Attitudes’. Each line is colored based on the treatment arm belong-

ing of the credibility mediator: high credibility and low credibility. The x-axes indicate the

treatment arms of the emotion mediator: anxiety and calmness. The y-axes of the graphs give

an indication on the average mean value for each of the four group variations. While the bold

lines define the exact connection between the point estimates of all four groups of interest,

the surrounding ribbons indicate the uncertainty in form of the standard error. Following the

fourfold table of table 3.1, the present graphs describe each cell like this: left-red the state of

Joint-Mediator Dominance, left-turquoise the the state of Anxiety Dominance, right-red Cred-

ibility Dominance, and right-turquoise No-Mediator Dominance.

Figure 3.4 (a) shows that the effect of the information campaign on attitudes is strongest, i.e.

high on awareness, in the state of Credibility Dominance. The joint effect in the presence of

both mediators, Joint-Mediator Dominance, is only slightly smaller, but at the same time it is

hardly distinguishable from the average mean of the state of Anxiety Dominance. The lowest

effect on awareness exists in No-Mediator Dominance, in the absence of both mediators. For

self attitudes, see Figure 3.4 (b), the effects are similar in overall. The strongest effect is,

however, presented for Anxiety Dominance, although almost the same value as for Credibility

Dominance and Joint-Mediator Dominance. Again, the smallest effect, i.e. high on self at-

titudes, is perceived in the No-Mediator Dominance group. Also graphically similar, for the

general awareness outcome the interaction is significant, while it is not for the level of own

topic attitudes.
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Figure 3.4: Interaction Emotion & Credibility

(a) Awareness (b) Self Attitude

Note: The interaction graph shows the average mean for each of the four subgroups identified in the
fourfold table in Table 3.1; the Y-Axis indicates the coefficient estimate based on the original survey
scale (1-7) of each dependent variable; the X-Axis indicates the emotion-treatment and the colors the
credibility treatment, with orange as high and turquoise as low credibility; the ribbon per line reveals the
uncertainty in form of the standard error per estimate.

The theoretical model of dual process information processing suggests the effect of one mediator

in the absence of the other, since each is working through a different mechanism. Regarding to

the information’s impact on attitudes, the interdependence analysis shows similar effects in the

presence of only one of the mediators and in their joint presence. Adding to the debate on mu-

tually reinforcing or diminishing effects (Albertson & Gadarian 2016; Deutsch & Strack 2006),

these results support the idea of no mutual maximising or minimising. However, it cannot

be ignored that a potential alternative would be a reinforcing plus cancelling-out mechanism

invisible from the overall presented here. The level of knowledge and the persistence of the

outcome estimations, reported in the foregoing chapter, suggest that the credibility mediator

might work through the motivation mechanism. The usage of the same mechanism by the

mediators would suggest a reinforcing effect. With the present evidence, the absence of a joint

effect might either indicate the usage of different mechanisms, or reveal a ceiling or saturation

of the motivation level, hindering the addition of another mediator.

Re-telling behaviour is a crucial estimate for politics, but generally overlooked in research.

In the present study I look at this in form of the intention to talk about the topic, the self-

perceived confidence to do so, and the retrospective behaviour declaration. The single effects of

the anxiety mediator and the credibility mediator are similar in direction to the general aware-

ness measurement: re-telling is fostered through anxiety triggering and higher credibility. The

interdependent mediator evaluation, on the contrary, presents a highest Re-telling behaviour
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estimate in the presence of the credibility mediator, almost independent of the anxiety media-

tor. This is graphically shown through parallelism ((Joint-Mediator Dominance = Credibility

Dominance) > (Anxiety Dominance = No-Mediator Dominance)). The average re-telling be-

haviour is still smallest in No-Mediator Dominance, but very similar to the estimate of Anxiety

Dominance. No significant interaction effect exists between the two mediator treatments for

any outcome variable of the concept of re-telling behaviour. Reasoning for the distinct interde-

pendence behaviour of re-telling intentions in comparison to the attitude estimation could be

an additional mechanism that becomes activated in case more people than oneself are affected,

similar to an responsibility increase.

Coming back to the question of whether credibility can beat anxiety, the results of the present

study would lead to a positive answer. While for the attitudes outcome the estimands of the

two mediators score similarly, the credibility mediator is stronger when it comes to re-telling

behaviour. Even a stronger manipulation of anxiety in the emotion mediator is assumed not to

change these ratios substantially. The absence of a mutually reinforcing effect, plus the gener-

ally higher morality of the credibility mediator compared to the manipulation of the emotion

mediator anxiety, give support for the credibility mediator even in a stalemate situation, as for

the impact on attitude change.

3.6 Conclusion

Information campaigns about the topic of migration became highly rushed a highly popular

policy tool among European governments. While it is common that these campaigns evoke

emotions like anxiety in the audience, its moral adequacy may be questioned. I introduce an-

other mediator variable, the credibility of the sender, and test its superiority compared to the

emotion mediator. I contribute to this practical debate and the theoretical literature dispute

behind it by causally identifying the independent effect of an emotion mediator and a credibility

mediator and their interdependence in a real-life setting of an actual information campaign us-

ing implicit mediation analysis. The study shows that each mediator has a significant influence

on the effect of the campaign information on attitudes regarding irregular migration among the

target audience. In joint occurrence, the two mediators do not mutually reinforce nor do they

cancel each other out. The absence of an additional effect speaks to the expectation of two

different mechanisms in place, which challenges the interpretation of the levels of knowledge

and the similar persistence over time for both mediator effects as occurring through the moti-

vational mechanism. The study highlights the priority of high sender credibility, but also shows

its subjectivity with regard to the target audience by revealing similar credibility scores for an

NGO and a government sender type in the present campaign. Although lower in comparison

to the credibility mediator, the strength of anxiety is once again demonstrated—even in the

absence of credibility.
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The manipulation of the emotion of anxiety in the present study is a double-edged sword. On

the one hand, the fact that the manipulation happens alongside the campaign workshop allows

to disentangle the single effect of each mediator. The results show that even an anxiety cre-

ation independent from both, the workshop information and the campaign topic, can influence

the campaign’s impact. These results provide a conservative measurement, since it is known

from prior literature that emotion manipulation administered through a direct workshop and

topic-related emotion manipulation have a higher impact (Morgenstern mimeo[b]; Myers &

Tingley 2016; Young 2019). On the other hand, this advantage in internal validity comes with

a loss in reality. In migration information campaigns, credibility and emotion mediators work

at once. A similar trade-off deal had to be made for the manipulation of credibility. I ma-

nipulated the sender types, as a proxy for credibility, by varying sufficiently while still holding

the sender comparable. This challenge in a real-world field setting needs to be backed up with

laboratory-based, more internally valid results in future research to make far-reaching claims.

The results provide new insights for the longstanding social and cognitive psychological research

puzzle on the impact of information provision on attitudes and behaviour change. Although

debated strongly in theoretical circles (Chaiken & Trope 1999; Petty & Cacioppo 1986) and

tested empirically in different settings (Beber & Scacco 2018; Brader 2008; Briñol & Petty

2009b), I am not aware of another study that manipulates both mediators in an field setting of

similar scale with the ability to reach causal conclusions. The results support the dual process

theoretical expectation of no mutually reinforcing effect in the presence of both moderators.

Whether this outcome is guided by actual absence or an interplay of increase and decrease is

up to more fine-grained investigations to gradually clarify that. The present results on effect

persistence and knowledge differences, while showing the absence of a joint effect, provide new

evidence for a justified debate of multiple roles by the peripheral cue often assumed at play,

sender credibility. Yet these insights disentangling the single and joint effects of the two me-

diators are not only of interest to psychological literature, but also all neighbouring research

disciplines applying this core mechanism.

Insights about how information has an impact on attitudes and subsequent behaviour change

are of interest in many settings. Examples are business administration, management, and

information campaign literature as such, but also the currently increasing literature on mis-

information. The present study results imply a stronger impact of the credibility mediator

compared to the triggering of anxiety in the audience, which seems to support the ‘good’, i.e.,

the moral, against the ‘bad’, i.e., the immoral. Still, it also shows the strength of anxiety

creation, even in the absence of sender credibility. Druckman et al. (2010) reveal that in a

setting of competing information, the more recent information will be remembered. Whether

this result holds for information processing enhanced by a credibility mediator in the same

way as a emotion mediator is up for future research. Settings of competing information exist

aplenty. One currently prominent competing context is the political and media sphere, includ-

ing the dissemination of misinformation (Gentzkow et al. 2015), conspiracy theories (Olmsted

2019), or the declaration of fake news, as recently observable in the US context (Allcott &
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Gentzkow 2017; Lazer et al. 2018). In the setting of migration information campaigns, the

competing information is misinformation by smugglers and trafficking organisations. Future re-

search comparing the effects from these competing sources—including a variation in processing

mechanisms—would be of great interest, especially when studied in an externally valid setting.

In addition to the literature attached to the core mechanism of information on attitude and

behaviour change, this article makes a contribution to European migration politics. While the

new shift from national and border migration management to enhanced remote migration man-

agement bears a smaller financial cost for the state, it is discussed controversially in literature

and public discourse (Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007). The campaign under study, as well as the

setting of implementation, represent a usual case for migration information campaigns. The

results support the effectiveness of the policy tool with regard to increasing awareness, foster-

ing re-telling behaviour, and decreasing irregular migration intentions. However, I acknowledge

that although the present case is a usual case, campaigns may vary widely in different aspects

(Tjaden et al. 2018). Further research in different geographic settings, among different tar-

get groups, and with varying campaign implementers as well as changing message types will

contribute to justifying the robustness of the present results and to making valid generalisable

claims. Ethical considerations underlying the campaign implementation should be considered

by all actors involved, in particular the intentions behind information provision and the unbi-

ased truth of the information.

Finally, these findings have direct practical real-world policy impact. Along with the newness

of this policy implementation for European governments comes a pressing need of rigorous

evaluation and knowledge generation. The results of this study suggest that the more ethical

mediator, sender credibility, compensates for the triggering of anxiety in the target audience.

Besides, the study supports the political expectation of a re-telling behaviour of the audience—

until now rarely tested, but a necessary pre-condition to achieve wide societal impact.
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A Research Design (Setup, Ethical Considerations,

Operationalisations, PAP, Power Calculation)

Setup

Figure A.1 represents the study set up in a chronological order. First, the studentship is ran-

domly allocated to the treatment groups based on a bracelet distribution (detailed in treatment

specification). The bracelets are distributed by the NGO indicating the time-slot of workshop

participation for the student. In each workshop group a baseline survey (S1) is distributed by

the research group before the migration information campaign starts. Within this survey the

emotion treatment (T1) is manipulated. Afterwards, the information event by the NGO starts.

The manipulation of the credibility treatment (T2) ‘sender’ takes place at the beginning of the

event through a variation in the introduction of the workshop campaign speaker (detailed in

treatment specification). The outcome variables are measured in the main survey (S2) after the

treatment implementation, a situation in which no spillover could have happened yet. Merely

retrospective diffusion behavior is measured in a follow up survey implemented by the teachers

in charge few days after the treatment event day. Due to practical circumstances the time

between the treatment implementation and the endline (S3) implementation varies. In school

1 three days are between the treatment event and the endline survey, in school 2 two days are

in-between and in school 3, the endline survey is implemented the next day after the treatment.

Figure A.1: Overview design setup

Note: T1=Emotion Treatment, T2=Credibility Treatment; S1=Baseline Survey, S2=Main Survey,
S3=Endline Survey; Circle shape=NGO implementer, Square shape=Research Team implementer, Tri-
angle=Teacher Implementer; Dashed square=Workshop, 3 per school one after another.
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Ethical Considerations

Ethical considerations about the topic at hand, migration information campaigns, can be

twofold. On the one hand, the ethical considerations may focus on ethical aspects of the

implementation of migration information campaigns as such. On the other hand, ethical con-

sideration may be regarding the research of these campaigns. In the following I will focus

briefly on the morality of migration information campaigns as such and go into depth describ-

ing ethical considerations in my research. Reasoning for this distribution is not an implicit

relevance weighting, it is simply the level of information and influence I have on each.

In literature the morality of migration information campaigns is discussed. The common ground

is here the immorality of the assumptions made by the (European) governments when imple-

menting these campaigns, particularly the assumption of a lack of knowledge and the underlying

intention of scaring-off people. Yet, the actual level of knowledge is uncertain and the intentions

of governments implementing theses campaigns are unknown. Additionally, another component

plays a crucial role: governments are most often funding these campaigns but generally second

parties are implementing them. This implies, there is not just one, but many migration infor-

mation campaigns and little knowledge or control on how they look like at the end. Overall,

from my point of view there are two crucial points to make migration information campaigns

ethically acceptable: the (a) unbiasedness and truthfulness of the information transmitted and

the (b) intention behind of enhancing an informed decision making.

In any case of the uncertainties named, I think it is important to study migration information

campaigns. At the end, these campaigns are techniques implemented among humans. The

level of knowledge on whether and how they work is scarce and political decision makers do

make real world relevant decisions based on the knowledge they have. Thus, I see it as crucial

for research, and that gives the core reason for me on the morality of studying these campaigns,

to generate knowledge. As it is a new and highly sensitive topic, I guided my research along a

wide range of ethical considerations. The ethical considerations made, can be structured in (1)

the field study design, (2) the survey design, and (3) the presentation of the researcher, myself,

in the field.

Central parts of the (1) field study design are either decided by the cooperating local NGO

or the decisions where made in agreement with the NGO. Reasoning to do so, is the aim of

a research intervention to the smallest degree possible. No deception takes place and all mes-

sages are the messages by the local NGO, agreed on with the funding government. Albeit

limiting the generalisability of the research outcomes I followed the decision of the NGO and

the governmental funding organisation in where the campaigns are implemented. Also, within

the non-randomly selected schools no true control group, not receiving any information, is

formed. The influence of the research in the setting is merely with regard to the timing, when

an individual received the information, regarding a focus shift in the presentation of the head

of the NGO, and the fulfilment of the questionnaires. One questionnaire, the baseline survey

before the actual migration information campaign, includes a treatment on emotion triggering
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in the audience. The treatment varies in triggering the emotion of anxiety, calmness, and no

particular emotion. This treatment implementation needs to be discussed from an ethical point

of view. The treatment is implemented through a AEMT task, a common and well tested ap-

proach regarding its harm and appropriateness in psychological research. What is relevant for

understanding the level of harm is that the same task is used in psychotherapy to cope and heal

from high emotional situations, under a different name. Yet, the treatment causes emotions in

the moment for the young audience. I tried to minimize this potential harm by making sure

that the local NGO gives a room for questions of the audience and that the students are in

the well-known care of their teachers after the migration information campaign. No financial

incentives are distributed. After the migration information campaign and the research ques-

tionnaires the students receive a snack and a drink as a thank-you for their time.

For the (2) survey design I aimed for a least invasive method. With a paper and pencil sur-

vey design I used a survey design with high anonymity and relatively low psychological peer

pressure or interviewer effects. On the first page of the first survey the students are informed

about the study and receive contact information of the research team for further questions.

Additionally, all questions have either the option of a ‘don’t know’ or ‘refuse to answer’ escape,

to reduce any pressure. The wording of the items is checked by local informants regarding cul-

tural suitability. Confidentiality is guaranteed by following the high standards of the EU data

protection law. The surveys are stored safely and can not be re-connected to the individual,

the multiple waves are connected based on an identifier.

Final point for consideration is the (3) presentation of the researcher in the field. Because of

the visually notable cultural identity of the researcher a potential issue of the ‘white researcher’

problem is not negligible. I tried to stay in the background as much as possible and followed

the recommendations of the local NGO regarding behavioral and clothing appropriateness.

Operationalisations

Detailed Treatment Description Treatment 1 - Emotion

The treatment is allocated in the survey and ”hidden” within the Baseline survey. Following

the advise of Lerner & Keltner (2001) before the treatment as such, an introducing ice-breaking

question in the direction of the treatment is implemented. The wording of the question is:

Let’s think about yourself. Name the 3 things that XXXX.

With XXXX being replaced by make you most fearful or anxious in the anxiety treatment arm,

make you most calm or relaxed in the calmness treatment arm and with XXXX as describe

your current emotional state in the control group arm. Afterwords the actual treatment is

implemented by asking the students to write about this situation. The psychological concept

behind is, that the students re-emotionalize the feeling of the situation while writing about it.

The wording of the task is as follows:

Now, describe in detail the situation that has made you most XXXX. If you can, please write
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your description so that someone reading this might even feel XXXX just from learning about

the situation. WHAT is the thing that makes you the most XXXX? WHY does it make you so

XXXX?

with XXXX being replaced by fearful, relaxed or for the control group with the wording Now,

describe in detail any situation you want. If you can, please write your description so that

someone reading this might even feel that he/she has had the same situation, just from learning

about the situation. WHAT is the thing that is most relevant in the situation? WHY is it

relevant?. Following the suggestion by Strack et al. (1985) around 20 lines are given to write

about the situation.

Treatment Allocation. The treatment is implemented through the random survey distribution

of the ”Baseline” survey. Six variations of the survey exist. The same amount of surveys of

each variation is used (although 167 was the set aim of each variation in the second school

190 surveys of each variation where in the game due to a misunderstanding of the student

assistants). All surveys are mixed and in each group randomly distributed from the same bag.

This guarantees a random distribution.

Detailed Treatment Description Treatment 2 - Credibility

Treatment Assumption: Sender Credibility per sender type. Whereas the overall theoretical

framework is culturally independent applicable, the link between a specific sender and its as-

sociated credibility varies by cultural entities, the target audience of the information (Putnam

2000; Uslaner 2002). The target group under study are young Nigerians. In the following sub-

section I elucidate which level of credibility young Nigerians are expected to have per sender

type in the context of migration information campaigns. The sender types under study are an

international government and a local NGO, the most common communicated sender of infor-

mation campaigns. Since no data exists for this quite specific interest, a approximation from

different data sources is applied.

A first distinction made in literature is between generalized trust and specific trust regarding

a certain source. Although for the present case specific trust is the one of interest, the level

of generalized trust is shown to give an indication on the level of international trust (Brewer

et al. 2005). Generalized trust is defined by how much a person believes other people can be

trusted. Macro-level studies show that evolving democratic states have a extremely low level

of generalized trust (Draude et al. 2018). Sub-Saharan states are even shown to have one of

the lowest levels of generalized trust worldwide (Inglehart & Welzel 2010; Mattes & Moreno

2018). Nunn & Wantchekon (2011) trace this back to the heritage of African history of slavery.

Thus, based on the low level of generalized trust a low level of trust in international informa-

tion sources is expected among Nigerians. At the same time people from Sub-Saharan Africa

have high levels of political trust, in institutions of the state and organizations of governments.

Compared to the Latin-American region Mattes & Moreno (2018) reveal a high proportion of

’blind’ institutional trustees and low level of institutional ’cynics’ within Sub-Saharan Africans.

However, Afrobarometer round 7 (2016-2018) data reveals that Nigeria is a extreme case in
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this aspect. Compared to other West African countries Nigeria demonstrates particular high

levels of political dis-trust. The results are supported for young Nigerians from a baseline

study of the author (Morgenstern mimeo[b]). The data reveals a highest level of trust for

NGOs (unfortunately no distinction was made between local and international NGOs) and a

relatively low level of trust for governments. Interestingly no significant distinction between

local and international governments could be shown. However, the expected level of trust of

the target audience in regard to the information sender needs to be adjusted to the situation of

migration information campaigns. The situation adjustment seeks for the inclusion of goodwill

based on context. Literature suggests that the direction of goodwill is highly influenced by the

generalized level of trust (Brewer et al. 2005; Hardin 2002). People who believe that others

can be generally trusted, assume a high level of goodwill of others regarding oneself. Nige-

ria has a particularly low level of generalized trust. Therefore, negative assumptions within

the context of migration information campaigns for the component of goodwill are expected.

Negative assumptions imply that the information source lacks motivation to provide truthful

information based on own intentions. These can be either in the direction of pushing into

irregular migration or deterring from irregular migration. A lack in good will may be arguable

for both sender types, but more reasonable for an international government than a local NGO.

It can be concluded that these various data sources suggest a higher credibility level for the

local NGO as sender in comparison to the international government among young Nigerians.

Treatment Implementer. The treatment implementer is the binational organisation Rarduja

e.v., led by the founder Eddy. Since 1999 the NGO implements information campaigns about

the topic of irregular migration in several places in Nigeria, but also neighbouring countries,

like Ghana and the Gambia. This is the main purpose of the NGO, which is made clear by the

slogan of the NGO, the acronym of RARDUJA: Re-educate Africans on the risks and dangers

of unplanned journey abroad. From 1999 until 2015 the NGO was self-financed by primarily

the head of the NGO and his family. Since 2015 the NGO is supported by the German Foreign

Ministry. Since then the campaign changed slightly, because the German ministry was selective

on the video implementation and took influence on the key message framing. The members of

the NGO and the head of the NGO are all of Nigerian origin and hold a Nigerian passport;

merely the head of the NGO, Eddy, has additionally a German passport and lives in Germany

now - otherwise no German funding would be possible. Although the NGO has female mem-

bers, on the implementing days of the research only male NGO members are present. The age

of the NGO members varies highly. The head of the NGO is around 50 years old. Many of

the key members are in a similar age; additionally a ’young-group’ with between 16-25 years is

present; plus the father of the head of the NGO with around 75 years and his wife are present

as indirect founders of the NGO. The dresscode of the head of the NGO is formal (suit and

tie); the NGO members wear a grey polo shirt with a Rarduja emblem on the left chest.

The moderator is not part of the NGO. It is usual to book a moderator and a DJ for big events

like these. The moderator guides through the day and is able to improvise in case some parts

of the event can not start in time. Both, the moderator and the DJ are male Nigerians from

Benin City. The moderator is around 35 years old and the DJ around 20 years old.
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Treatment Presentation. The migration information campaign consists of two parts: the pre-

sentation by the head of the NGO and a self-made video by the NGO. The treatment is in

particular in the presentation. Here, a variation is made in the introduction of the presenter in

the first 1-3 slides of the presentation. Afterwards the presentation covers the following topics:

statistics on number, gender, age, education of people migrating irregularly, of people dying in

the sea, of forced returnees; key things needed for a regular migration: passport & visa; 2014,

Bokoharam peak, example of foreigners coming to Nigeria ”they see what we don’t see”; 2

examples of Nigerians who killed themselves after arriving in Germany; 2 examples of women

in Italy that have to sell love.

Treatment Variations. Local Treatment. In the local treatment the presenter, Eddy the head

of the NGO, puts emphasis on his local origin. He highlights that he is from Edo state, the

state where the campaign is implemented. This is a strong note since in Nigeria the state and

ethnicity belonging still has a higher value than being Nigerian. Additionally, he highlights

that he lived for several years in Benin City, the city of the study implementation, to study

at the University of Benin City. Than he explains the founding and funding of the NGO and

puts emphasis on the many years he and his family funded the NGO without external help.

He emphasizes hiss trustworthiness by saying that he came as a ”brother, an uncle, as one of

you, to tell this information” (quote from the presentation).

Treatment Variations. International Treatment. In the international treatment the presenter

does not emphasize his origin too much, but highlights where he currently lives and works.

He lives in Germany and works in the German local government. Additionally, he is wearing

a European Union Cap (blue cap with a circle of stars on the front). In the presentation

he refers directly to the cap by (a) asking the students whether they know what this sign

means and (b) by explaining why he is wearing this cap - because he is sent by the European

Union. He emphasizes his authority with this claim of being sent by the European government.

Operationalisation of Key Concepts

The central concepts gathered through the implemented surveys are the dependent variables

of interest, attitudes and the second order dependent variables diffusion behavior, and ’knowl-

edge’, and the concepts to check the treatment manipulation, a emotion scale and a sender

credibility scale. In the following the operationalization of each concept is described briefly,

followed by the original questionnaire questions.

Attitudes. One of the two central outcomes of interest are attitudes regarding irregular mi-

gration. Attitudes of a participant regarding the topic are measured in two ways. First, the

general awareness of the topic ’irregular migration’ is measured by asking how common the

topic is in the participants area. Second, to get an indirect measurement of the attitudes of

the participant towards the topic, the question asked is ’how common is it for you’. The idea

behind this slightly indirect questioning is to avoid social desirability biases. An even more
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indirect measurement is the difference between the general awareness item and the self atti-

tude item. I expect that a higher value in awareness compared to the self attitudes, implies a

negative attitude or intention to migrate irregularly, and that a higher self value compared to

the perceived awareness of the topic means a positive attitude or intention.

Diffusion Behavior. One of the second order outcomes of interest is whether the participants

of the migration information campaign talk with another person about the topic of the infor-

mation campaign. This is measured in three ways: retrospective diffusion behavior, intended

diffusion behavior and hypothetical diffusion behavior. Retrospective actual diffusion behavior

is operationalized through direct survey questions asking about retrospective communication

behavior, gathering information on who said what to whom. Retrospective diffusion behav-

ior is only measured in the time-lagged endline survey implemented around three days after

the treatments. Intended diffusion behavior is operationalized through a direct questioning on

planned behavior. The items include the intention to talk about the topic, the permission of

anonymous letter distribution to other students in a research setting and the perceived confi-

dence to talk about the topic irregular migration. Hypothetical diffusion behavior is measured

to come closer to a behavioral measurement. The participants are asked to write a letter to

a person he/she would communicate about the respective topic (indicating the relationship:

1 best friend, 2 friend, 3 acquaintance, 4 family – in my household, 5 family). Indicators for

hypothetical diffusion behavior are whether the person writes the letter or not and how much

effort is put in the letter. Latter is a combined construct of length of letter and depth of topic

elaboration.

Knowledge. The level of knowledge is the only outcome variable which is expected to reveal

different results depending on system 1 and system 2 processing. Knowledge is measured in

two ways. One way of measurement is the so-called objective knowledge. Through a small quiz

with difficulty variation, the level of detailed knowledge is investigated. Detailed knowledge

about the treatment is supposed to indicate how deep the information is processed and thus

whether system 1 or system 2 is used (dual process theory). As a second way of knowledge

measurement the perceived level of knowledge is surveyed. This might differ from objective

knowledge but might have a higher influence on individual behavior and decision making, but

is also highly prone to social desirability biases. To prevent ordering effects the perceived

knowledge is always asked first.

Emotion. To check whether the manipulation of emotion worked in the expected way retro-

spective emotion measurement are included. The students are asked to report the emotion

they felt most during the workshop. Possible selections are the six basic emotions - anger, fear,

disgust, happiness, surprise, sadness - and a neutral option, a state of the art method in the

literature (Harmon-Jones et al. 2016).

Sender credibility. The concept of sender credibility consists of three components: sender ex-

pertise, sender trust and goodwill. Sender expertise measures the perception of the participant
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to which degree the sender is able to provide reliable information. Sender trust, on the other

hand, measures the perceived motivation to provide valid information. Goodwill indicated

the (positive) intention behind this information provision. The item battery to measure this

concept consists several rating scales adapted from the well established and tested credibility

scale of McCroskey & Teven (1999). Here, the students rate the sender of information for

example from trustworthy to not trustworthy (example item for trust) and from experienced

to non-experienced (example item of expertise).

Table A.1: Original text from Survey Questions

Survey Questions

Dependent Variables

Survey Questions: Baseline S1

Gender Are you ...? Female, Male

Age How old are you? 13 years or younger, 14

years, 15 years, 16 years,

17 years, 18 years, 19 years

or older

Level Education What is your current level

at the school?

JSS 1, JSS 2, JSS 3, SSS 1,

SSS 2, SSS 3

Future Job prospects How do you rate your fu-

ture job prospects after

graduating?

scale 1-7; from 1 ”Little

promising” to 7 ”Highly

promising”; Don’t know

Migration history Have you always lived in

the place you live now?

1 yes, since birth; 2 no,

I lived somewhere else in

Benin City before; 3 no,

I lived somewhere else in

Nigeria outside of Benin

City before; 4 no, I lived

somewhere else outside of

Nigeria before

Migration intention Have you ever thought

about migrating to another

country?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”never

considered” to 7 ”it is

constantly on my mind”;

Don’t know

Migration intention irregu-

lar

Have you ever thought

about using irregular paths

to migrate to Europe, e.g.

travelling via land and sea

without visa at hand?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”never

considered” to 7 ”it is

constantly on my mind”;

Don’t know

Attitudes

Attitudes A Q14 A-C from S2 random

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Attitudes B Q12 & Q13 from S2 random

Emotion Treatment 1 see above

Survey Questions: Main S2

I / IV Knowledge

Relevance of topic How present is the topic

migration through the

backdoor in your live?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”not at

all” to 7 ”all the time”;

Don’t know

perceived knowledge / con-

fidence about knowledge

In general, how much

do you know about the

topic migration through

the backdoor?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”nothing

at all” to 7 ”A lot”; Don’t

know

Knowledge Risks What do you think, how

likely are people to die

when migrating through

the backdoor to Europe?

Out of 100 people, how

many die on the journey?

[open] line; don’t know

Knowledge Costs What do you think are the

average costs to migrate

from Nigeria to Europe

through the backdoor?

[open] line; don’t know

Knowledge Legal Resi-

dence

What do you think are

the probabilities of get-

ting a legal residence per-

mit after migrating to Eu-

rope through the back-

door? Out of 100, how

many get a residence per-

mit?

[open] line; don’t know

Knowledge1 Now we would like to hear

how much you remember

from the workshop. What

is the hashtag slogan of the

workshop?

1 ”Say no to unplanned

journey abroad” , 2 ”Say

yes to unplanned journey

abroad” , 3 ”Say no to

a journey abroad”; don’t

know

Knowledge2 In recent years, from which

Country did the most sub-

saharan African refugees in

Europe come from?

1 ”Ghana” , 2 ”Nigeria” ,

3 ”Liberia”; don’t know

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Knowledge3 Are irregular migrants who

entered Europe through

Italy, deported back to

Italy although being in

Germany now?

1 ”yes” , 2 ”no” , don’t

know

Knowledge4 Do immigrants in Europe

kill themselves out of frus-

tration?

1 ”yes” , 2 ”no” , don’t

know

Knowledge5 What did the Nigerian re-

turnee (Julius Eche) say in

the video about how he was

called in Germany?

1 ”refugee”, 2 ”foreigner”,

3 ”asylum people”; don’t

know

Knowledge6 The video in the work-

shop showed Nigerians in a

camp in Libya. What did

they say how they feel?

1 ”frustrated”, 2 ”sad”, 3

”scared” ; don’t know

II / I Attitudes

Attitude general What do you think how

common is it for Nigeri-

ans that people migrate

to Europe using the mi-

gration path through the

backdoor?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”not at

all” to 7 ”highly common”;

Don’t know

Attitude self What about you? How

common is it for you that

people migrate to Europe

using the migration path

through the backdoor?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”not at

all” to 7 ”highly common”;

Don’t know

Likert Attitude Introduc-

tion

How much do you agree

with the following state-

ments? Migration through

the backdoor from Nigeria

to Europe ...

Likert Attitude : poor ... Is the only way to mi-

grate if you are poor.

scale 1-7 from 1 ”fully dis-

agree”, to 7 ”fully agree”;

don’t know

Likert Attitude : job ... Makes sense to do if you

don’t get a job in Nigeria.

scale 1-7 from 1 ”fully dis-

agree”, to 7 ”fully agree”;

don’t know

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Likert Attitude : danger

worth it

... Is worth a risky journey. scale 1-7 from 1 ”fully dis-

agree”, to 7 ”fully agree”;

don’t know

III / II Migration Inten-

tions

International migration

history

During the past three

years, have you or anyone

in your household gone

to live in another country

outside Nigeria for more

than three months?

No; Yes, only me; Yes,

someone in my household;

Yes, me and someone in my

household; Don’t know

Considered emigration to

other country

How much, if at all, do you

consider moving to another

country to live?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”never

considered” to 7 ”it is

constantly on my mind”;

Don’t know

Considered irregular emi-

gration to other country

If you would migrate to a

European country to live,

how much would you plan

to return to Nigeria some

day?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”not at

all” to 7 ”a lot”; Don’t

know

Reason to migrate irregu-

larly

Name 3 things someone

would have to say to you

or give to you to convince

you to migrate through the

backdoor.

[open question]; don’t

know

Reason not to migrate ir-

regularly

Name 3 things someone

would have to say to you or

give to you to convince you

NOT to migrate through

the backdoor.

[open question]; don’t

know

IV / III Diffusion Be-

haviour

Diffusion Intentions Will you talk to sb. about

the topic of todays’ work-

shop? How much?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”not at

all” to 7 ”a lot”; Don’t

know

Diffusion intention target With whom will you talk

about todays’ workshop

topic?

1 best friend, 2 friend, 3

acquaintance, 4 family –

in my household, 5 family,

Don’t know

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Hypothetical diffusion be-

haviour

Now lets prepare for

telling someone about

todays workshop. Please

write a letter about to-

days’ workshop topic to

XXXX. What would you

say to XXXX? Write as

much as you want and as

detailed as you want.

XXXX = 1 your best

friend, 2 a friend, 3 an

acquaintance, 4 a family

member who lives in your

house/a household family

member, 5 a family mem-

ber

Diffusion confidence How confident do you feel

talking about the topic of

the workshop?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”not at

all” to 7 ”a lot”; Don’t

know

Sender credibility manipu-

lation check

Credibility task Now, let’s think about the

sender of the information

you got today in the work-

shop. On the scales be-

low, indicate your feel-

ings about the workshop’s

sender.

Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

intelligent - unintelligent Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

experienced - unexperi-

enced

Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

non-expert - expert Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

informed - uninformed Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

authority - non-authority Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

honest - dishonest Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

untrustworthy - trustwor-

thy

Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

concerned with me - not

concerned with me

Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

moral - immoral Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

phony - authentic Scale 1-7 ; don’t know

Emotion manipulation

check

Emotion Which emotion did you feel

the most during the work-

shop?

1 anger, 2 disgust, 3 fear,

4 happiness, 5 sadness, 6

surprise, 7 neutral, don’t

know

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Emotion strength As how strong did you per-

ceive that emotion?

Scale 1-7 with 1 ”very

weak” to 7 ”very strong”,

don’t know

Self-attribution / Self Effi-

cacy

Self-attribution / Self Effi-

cacy

Overall, do you have the

perception that the infor-

mation from the workshop

is relevant for you or does

it primarily apply to other

people? Please indicate on

a scale.

1 Applies primarily to me,

2 Applies primarily to oth-

ers, 3 applies to me

others, don’t know

Demographics

Gender Are you ... Female, Male

Age How old are you? 13 years or younger, 14

years, 15 years, 16 years,

17 years, 18 years, 19 years

or older

Level Education What is your current level

at the school?

JSS 1, JSS 2, JSS 3, SSS 1,

SSS 2, SSS 3

Survey Questions: Endline S3

Demographics

Gender Are you ... Female, Male

Age How old are you? 13 years or younger, 14

years, 15 years, 16 years,

17 years, 18 years, 19 years

or older

Level Education What is your current level

at the school?

JSS 1, JSS 2, JSS 3, SSS 1,

SSS 2, SSS 3

Migration Intentions

Migration Intentions What is your current state

of mind, do you consider

moving to another country

to live?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”never

considered” to 7 ”Con-

stantly on my mind”;

Don’t know

Migration Intentions Irreg-

ular

How likely are you to mi-

grate to a European coun-

try using irregular paths,

e.g. travelling via land and

sea without visa at hand?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”never

considered” to 7 ”Con-

stantly on my mind”;

Don’t know

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Survey Questions

Attitudes

Attitudes A Q14 A-C from S2 random

Attitudes B Q12 & Q13 from S2 random

Retrospective Diffusion

Behaviour

Retrospective Diffusion

Behaviour

Did you talk to sb. about

the topic of the workshop?

How much?

Scale 1-7 from 1 ”not at

all” to 7 ”a lot”; Don’t

know

Retrospective Diffusion

Behaviour Target

With whom did you talk

about the workshop topic?

1 best friend, 2 friend, 3

acquaintance, 4 family –

in my household, 5 family,

Don’t know

Planned Empirical Analysis (PAP) & Power Calculation

This chapter is in accordance with the Pre-Analysis Plan (PAP) registered on EGAP before

the design implementation. Any deviations from the PAP are stated in the paper.

Estimands of interest

A first interest point is to see whether the campaign reaches their aim in the sense of influencing

attitudes of the target group under study and to foster a diffusion behaviour of the information.

Following from this the first estimand of interest, indicating a pre- post- treatment comparison

from the panel measurement of the surveys at different points in time, is

(1) τ = E[panelt1 − panelt0].

The second step of analysis and the heart of the research study, is to investigate the effect of

the mediating variables, emotion and sender credibility, on the campaign effect on attitudes,

diffusion behaviour and as a second order dependent variable on the level of knowledge.

The first hypotheses, hypothesis 1a and hypothesis 1b, are regarding the single effects of each

treatment.

Hypothesis 1a: A high sender credibility has a higher effect on attitudes and increases diffusion

behaviour, compared to a lower sender credibility.

Hypothesis 1b: Negative emotional arousal in form of anxiety has a higher effect on attitudes

and increases diffusion behaviour, compared to an emotional status of calmness.
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The estimates of interest following from the hypotheses 1a and 1b are a comparison between the

two states of treatment for each treatment under study (see formalization (2)). Additionally,

the single effect of each treatment arm is compared to the control group (see formalization (3)).

(2) τ = E[treatmentA − treatmentB].

(3) τ = E[treatment− control].

To investigate the effect of both treatments, emotion and sender credibility, in interdependence

each state of treatment 1 is combined with each state of treatment 2.

Hypothesis 2: The effect on attitudes and diffusion behaviour varies by the interaction of sender

credibility and emotional state.

The estimands of interest following from the second hypothesis are the interaction of each state

with each other and thus a variety of estimands. Since a formalization of each single effect

would be too extensive it is not presented here.

A third step of interest are insights on the effects for sub-groups. Heterogeneous effects are

expected for different characteristics of the variables prior topic attitudes, prior migration in-

tentions, migration history and the level of self-attribution of the information. A forth step of

interest is the treatment manipulation check. The treatment group belonging is compared to

the survey answering behaviour for the concepts emotion and sender credibility.

Power Calculation

Assessing the power of the experiment is relevant to engage in what is needed to be able to

reject the null hypothesis of no treatment effect. Following from the restrictions named above,

999 students are assumed for the power calculation per school. Treatment 1, the emotion

treatment, as well as treatment 2, the sender treatment, consist of 3 treatment arms. Dividing

the expected number of overall participants by three due to the 3 treatment groups per treat-

ment gives the number of participants (N) for the single effect calculation of each treatment

(Hypotheses 1 & 2). The resulting vales are 333 students/per school and 999 students overall

(schools pooled). To get a point of reference for the power calculation estimates, values from

the foregoing study by the author are used. Using balanced groups with the sample number

of 333 each, the estimates from the foregoing study, and a significance level of 0.05 in 10,000

simulations reveals a power of 85.26. Pooling the two schools with an N of 999 per treatment

group leads with the same conditions to a power of 99.94. The rule of thumb is to approach at

least a power of 80. This is achieved with and without pooling for the calculation of both first

hypotheses under the assumed conditions. The third hypothesis is an interaction calculation

which reduces the N per group highly. 111 students are expected per group without pooling

of the schools and 333 with pooling of the schools. Calculating the expected power under
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the same conditions like in the foregoing analysis reveals merely an expected power of 42.17.

However, pooling the schools leads to a safer value of 86.09.

Checking the expected power for potential heterogenous effects analyses using the foregoing

values leads to the following results. The first two hypotheses can be investigated with a power

of 42.19 when not pooling the schools and with a power of 85.98 when pooling them. The third

hypothesis, however, has even with pooling of the schools a low power level of 42.19. Thus,

heterogenous effects analyses can only be conducted for the third hypothesis in case the data

reveals a stronger treatment effect or a reduced level of noise compared to the assumptions

made for the power calculation.

Estimation

Analytically an OLS model is used to estimate the sample average treatment effects (ATE),

first without covariates, then including them. In the formalization of the model k indicates a

vector of the before mentioned covariates being zero in the first calculation of the model. All

models are calculated additionally with fixed effects for school belonging.

For the simple difference in means calculation the first model has the following formalization:

(I) Yi = β0 + β1 ∗ Treatmenti + k + εi

with Yi indicating the dependent variables under study - diffusion behaviour, attitudes, and

knowledge -, i the individual and εi the error component. For the first step of interest, the pre-

post treatment comparison, Treatment indicates the various measurements in time. In order

to investigate the proposed hypotheses 1a and 1b, Treatment indicates the treatment arms of

each of the treatments, independent of each other.

To test the second hypothesis, an interaction model (II) is used to study the effect of each

treatment state in interdependence with the treatment state of the other treatment. Addition-

ally, this model gives information about the calculation of the heterogeneous effects analyses.

(II) Yi = β0 + β1 ∗ Treatment1i ∗ Treatment2i + k + εi.
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B Detailed Results: Descriptives and Balance Tests,

Overall Impact of the Campaign, Generalisation

Test

Descriptives and Balance Tests

Table B.2: Balance Table by Treatment Group Credibility

Dependent variable:

T1-T2 T1-T3 T2-T3

Gender Female −0.01 −0.37∗∗∗ −0.41∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.06) (0.07)

Age 0.04∗∗∗ 0.02 −0.02

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Education, School Level 0.10∗∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Migration History 0.02∗ 0.03∗∗ 0.01

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Place Living 0.01 0.003 −0.02

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Job Prospects 0.01 −0.01∗ −0.01∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Self Attribution 0.01 0.03 0.01

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Emotion Treatment −0.03 0.002 0.05∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Main Survey Type −0.07∗∗ 0.001 0.08∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Base Survey Type −0.08∗∗∗ −0.02 0.02

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

School −0.10∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Observations 1,098 1,025 1,099

Adjusted R2 0.09 0.22 0.10

F Statistic 11.99∗∗∗ 29.18∗∗∗ 13.50∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table B.3: Balance Table by Treatment Group Emotion

Dependent variable:

T1-T2 T1-T3 T2-T3

Gender Female −0.06 −0.06 −0.02

(0.07) (0.06) (0.06)

Age 0.03∗ −0.01 −0.03∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Education, School Level −0.02 0.001 0.03

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Migration History −0.02 −0.01 0.01

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Place Living 0.004 −0.001 −0.004

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Job Prospects −0.01 0.01 0.01∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Self Attribution 0.01 0.01 0.01

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Credibility Treatment −0.002 0.02 0.02

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Main Survey Type −0.05∗ −0.03 0.02

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Base Survey Type 0.10∗∗∗ 0.02 −0.08∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

School 0.03 0.05 0.03

(0.04) (0.03) (0.03)

Observations 1,037 1,085 1,100

Adjusted R2 0.001 −0.003 0.004

F Statistic 1.09 0.69 1.39

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table B.4: Summary Statistics Covariate Variables

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Gender Female 0.68 0.47 0.00 1.00

Age 15.01 1.52 10.00 44.00

Education, School Level 3.70 1.26 1.00 6.00

Migration History 1.80 0.90 1.00 7.00

Place Living 2.22 1.00 1.00 5.00

Job Prospects 4.57 2.36 1.00 7.00

Self Attribution 2.60 0.72 1.00 3.00

Comparison Eventday and Endline survey sample characteristics

The Endline survey was implemented by the teachers few days after the treatment campaign

event. The table below shows that besides a certain attrition, the participation is balanced

among schools and both treatment groups. A balance test based on gender, age, migration

intentions (general, irregular), school and the two treatment groups supports this observation.

Thus, the attrition of 38%, from 2612 to 1619 participants, seems to be non-systematic. Po-

tential reasons for the attrition rate may be irregular school attendance by the students, or

mistakes on behalf of the implementing teachers (e.g. losing questionnaires), but we also have

certain number of unmatchable surveys which needed to be excluded since the information of

treatment group depends on the match.

Table B.5: Overview Treatment Group Distribution Treatment Event Day

Credibility Treatment Emotion Treatment

T1 NGO T2 Gov T3 C T1 Anx. T2 Calm. T3 C Total N

School 1 312 278 272 301 264 297 862

School 2 314 319 266 246 306 347 899

School 3 211 328 312 283 295 273 851

Total N 837 925 850 830 865 917 2612
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Table B.6: Overview Treatment Group Distribution Endline

Credibility Treatment Emotion Treatment

T1 NGO T2 Gov T3 C T1 Anx. T2 Calm. T3 C Total N

School 1 220 190 172 220 177 185 582

School 2 182 238 138 150 182 226 558

School 3 76 177 226 154 171 154 479

Total N 478 605 536 524 530 565 1619

Table B.7: Attrition OLS

Dependent variable:

Gender, Female −0.00

(0.00)

Age 0.00

(0.00)

EDucation, School Level −0.00

(0.00)

Migration Intentions −0.00

(0.00)

Irregular Migration Intentions −0.00

(0.00)

Treatment Emotion 0.00

(0.00)

Treatment Credibility 0.00

(0.00)

School 0.00

(0.00)

Constant 1.00∗∗∗

(0.00)

Observations 2,219

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Overall impact of the Campaign

Figure B.2 shows the average estimate on the variables of interest in its original scale from 1-7

with 1 being low and 7 being the highest level. The estimates are sub-setted by estimation

point, before the workshop (Baseline Survey), directly after the workshop (Main Survey) and a

few days after the workshop day (Endline Survey). A comparison between Baseline and Main

survey reveals the treatment effect of the overall information campaign. The difference between

Main and Endline Survey gives insights on the persistence of these changes.

Figure B.2: Average Mean Value per Wave and Variable of Interest

Irregular Mig. Inten.

Migration Intention

Re−telling

Self Attitude

General Awareness

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Average Mean Value

Table B.8: Attitudes wave-comparison (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Att. general. Att. self Att. gen.-self

wave1 0.65∗∗∗ 0.27∗∗∗ 0.38∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.09) (0.11)

Observations 3,357 3,261 2,974

Adjusted R2 −2.23 −2.53 −2.72

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table B.9: Migration intentions wave-comparison (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. EU

wave1 0.04 −0.21∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.04)

Observations 4,855 4,864

Adjusted R2 −1.13 −1.10

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Generalisation Test: Comparison Afrobarometer data

Comparison with Afrobarometer Wave 7 data for Nigeria. Sub-setting the Afrobarometer for

Benin City did not work because of small N issues. However, I subsetted the Afrobarometer

data to teh age category ”13-35”, since the target group are young Nigerians.

Table B.10: Generalisation comparison with Afrobarometer data

Gender, Female 0.01∗

(0.01)

Age −0.05∗∗∗

(0.001)

Education, School Level 0.08∗∗∗

(0.003)

Migration History 0.01∗

(0.01)

Migration Intentions 0.03∗∗∗

(0.001)

Observations 3,413

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure B.3: Generalisation comparison graphically
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C Detailed Results: Independent Mediator Effects

Single mediator Effect: Treatment 1 Emotion

Table C.11: Attitudes 1 Emotion T

T1 Anxiety T2 Calmness

Gen. Self Tell Tell Gen. Self Tell Tell

Att. Att. Int. Conf. Att. Att. Int. Conf.

ITT −0.08 −0.26∗∗ 0.03 0.18∗∗ −0.06 −0.09 0.06 0.10

SE (0.10) (0.13) (0.09) (0.08) (0.10) (0.13) (0.09) (0.09)

RI p 0.767 0.975 0.373 0.013 0.713 0.761 0.263 0.128

ATE −0.01 −0.25 0.11 0.32∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.25 0.07 0.11

SE (0.13) (0.16) (0.11) (0.10) (0.13) (0.16) (0.10) (0.10)

Obs. ITT 1,525 1,485 1,551 1,541 1,565 1,502 1,583 1,567

Obs. ATE 1,637 1,599 1,660 1,640 1,637 1,599 1,569 1,555

Note: Estimates for ITT and ATE are calculated based on OLS regression and 2-stage-OLS, and compare
each treatment group with the control group. The standard errors (SE) are robust standard errors. Ri
p indicates the randomization inference p-value. Significance is indicated as follows: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05;
∗∗∗p<0.01
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Due to two-sided non compliance the intended to treat effects (ITT) and respective uncertainty

indications are reported in row one to three. Row two shows the estimated standard error and

row three the p-values of randomisation inference (RI) estimations. RI gives an indication

how usual the present results are by considering all possible random assignments7 (Gerber &

Green 2012). The sample average treatment effects (ATE) and its estimated standard errors

are shown in row four and five. The ATE is calculated using a 2-stage-least-square model,

modelling the variation of the treatment assignment on treatment taking in the first stage and

treatment taking on the outcome in the second8.

Table C.12: Attitudes 1 Emotion T

T1 Anxiety T2 Calmness

General Att. Self. Att. Gen.-Self. General Att. Self Att. Gen.-Self.

ITT −0.08 −0.26∗∗ 0.13 −0.06 −0.09 −0.01

SE (0.10) (0.13) (0.14) (0.10) (0.13) (0.14)

RI p 0.767 0.975 0.186 0.713 0.761 0.535

ATE −0.01 −0.25 0.21 −0.01 −0.25 0.21

SE (0.13) (0.16) (0.17) (0.13) (0.16) (0.17)

Obs. ITT 1,525 1,485 1,364 1,565 1,502 1,380

Obs. ATE 1,637 1,599 1,466 1,637 1,599 1,466

Note: Estimates for ITT and ATE are calculated based on OLS regression and 2-stage-OLS, and compare
each treatment group with the control group. The standard errors (SE) are robust standard errors. Ri
p indicates the randomization inference p-value. Significance is indicated as follows: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05;
∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.13: Attitudes T1vsT3 (not STD)

Dependent variable:

General Att. General Att. Self Att. Self Att. Gen.-Self. Gen.-Self.

Treatment T1 −0.08 −0.03 −0.26∗∗ −0.22∗ 0.13 0.15

(0.11) (0.10) (0.13) (0.13) (0.14) (0.14)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,525 1,525 1,485 1,485 1,364 1,364

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

7RI estimations are recommended in case the sample is rather small or the outcome measurements are not
normal distributed. Fort this study the latter applies. The outcome measurements reveal a high accumulation
among either one of the extremes.

8An estimation on systematic non-compliance shows non complying students are more often male and younger
in age. This has no major consequences for the ATE estimation as such, merely shifts the sample group under
study systematically.
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Table C.14: Attitudes T2vsT3 (not STD)

Dependent variable:

General Att. General Att. Self Att. Self Att. Gen.-Self. Gen.-Self.

Treatment T2 −0.06 −0.09 −0.09 −0.12 −0.01 −0.02

(0.11) (0.10) (0.13) (0.13) (0.14) (0.14)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,565 1,565 1,502 1,502 1,380 1,380

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.15: Diffusion intentions T1vsT3 Emotion (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Diff. Int. Diff. Int. Diff. Per. Diff. Per. Diff. Conf. Diff. Conf.

Treatment T1 0.03 0.04 −0.004 −0.002 0.18∗∗ 0.22∗∗∗

(0.09) (0.09) (0.02) (0.02) (0.08) (0.08)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,551 1,551 1,524 1,524 1,541 1,541

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.16: Diffusion intentions T2vsT3 Emotion (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Diff. Int. Diff. Int. Diff. Per. Diff. Per. Diff. Conf. Diff. Conf.

Treatment T2 0.06 0.03 −0.01 −0.02 0.10 0.08

(0.09) (0.09) (0.02) (0.02) (0.09) (0.08)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,583 1,583 1,544 1,544 1,567 1,567

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.17: Diffusion Behavior Emotion T

T1 Anxiety T2 Calmness

Diff. Diff. Diff. Retro Diff. Diff. Diff. Retro

Int. Per. Conf. Diff. Int. Per. Conf. Diff.

ITT 0.03 −0.004 0.18∗∗ 0.14 0.06 −0.01 0.10 0.08

SE (0.09) (0.02) (0.08) (0.12) (0.09) (0.02) (0.09) (0.12)

RI p 0.373 0.578 0.013 0.121 0.263 0.771 0.128 0.32

ATE 0.11 0.01 0.32∗∗∗ 0.28∗ 0.07 −0.02 0.11 54.02

SE (0.11) (0.02) (0.10) (0.15) (0.10) (0.02) (0.10) (59.69)

Obs. ITT 1,551 1,524 1,541 1,031 1,583 1,544 1,567 1,046

Obs. ATE 1,660 1,625 1,640 1,104 1,569 1,532 1,555 1,136

Data Main Main Main End Main Main Main End

Note: Estimates for ITT and ATE are calculated based on OLS regression and instrumental variable
approach, i.e. 2-stage-OLS, and compare each treatment group with the control group. The standard
errors (SE) are robust standard errors. Ri p indicates the randomization inference p-value. Significance
is indicated as follows: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Figure C.4: Emotion, Knowledge T1vsT3 & T2vsT3
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(b) T2 Calmness

Note: Each knowledge quiz item is coded 1 if answered correct and 0 for a wrong answer. Estimates
presented are from the ATE calculation. The ITT calculation reveals similar results. The standard
errors are robust standard errors.
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Table C.18: Migration intentions T1vsT3 Emotion (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. EU Mig. Int. EU Irreg. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int.

Treatment T1 −0.09 −0.07 0.004 −0.03

(0.11) (0.11) (0.07) (0.07)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,596 1,596 1,609 1,609

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.19: Migration intentions T2vsT3 Emotion (not STD)

Dependent variable:
Mig. Int. EU Mig. Int. EU Irreg. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int.

Treatment T2 −0.06 −0.04 −0.13∗∗ −0.13∗∗

(0.12) (0.11) (0.06) (0.06)
Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,636 1,636 1,634 1,634

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.20: Attitudes wave-comparison (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Att. general. Att. self Att. gen.-self

T1 Main-Endline 0.05 −0.21 0.29

(0.18) (0.21) (0.29)

T2 Main-Endline −0.005 −0.02 −0.06

(0.19) (0.20) (0.25)

T3 Main-Endline −0.24∗ −0.32 −0.08

(0.15) (0.21) (0.24)

Observations T1 692 678 625

Observations T2 697 666 618

Observations T3 730 703 656

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.21: Migration intentions wave-comparison (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. EU

T1 Main-Endline 0.60∗∗∗ −0.07

(0.11) (0.07)

T2 Main-Endline 0.63∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗

(0.11) (0.06)

T3 Main-Endline 0.30∗∗∗ 0.07

(0.11) (0.07)

Observations T1 973 991

Observations T2 999 996

Observations T3 1,059 1,052

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Heterogenous Effects. Some interesting heterogenous effects can be shown for the emotion

treatment. While prior attitudes reveal relatively noisy and mixed results, prior migration in-

tentions, a migration history and the self-attribution of the topic have interacting effects with

the treatment condition. Diffusion confidence is stable for prior migration intentions for T1,

but increases from half a point lower diffusion confidence to even a bit above the T1-group

based on increasing prior migration intentions. Also between T2 and T3, the diffusion behav-

ior varies by prior migration intentions. With increasing prior irregular migration intentions,

the diffusion confidence reduces for T1 but stays the same for T2 or the control group. With

increasing migration history, the diffusion confidence decreases slightly in T1 and increases

slightly in T2. Self-attribution and anxiety do not have significant interacting effects.

Treatment Manipulation Check: Treatment 1 Emotion

All in all the estimates for both treatment groups are quite small and only in rare cases signifi-

cantly different to the control group or to one another. This raises the question of whether the

treatment manipulation did actually work. To get insights on that, the treatment assignment

or treatment-taking in the non-complying group is compared to the emotion indication in the

main survey. The students are asked to indicate the one emotion which was prevalent during

the information campaign.

The results show that the emotion of fear, i.e. anxiety, is slightly more dominant in treatment

group 1 who received the anxiety treatment. This speaks for a successful treatment manipu-

lation. Additionally, the anxiety treatment group reports small but significantly lower levels

of sadness, whereas the calmness treatment group shows higher level of sadness compared to

the control group. So the treatment manipulation seems to have worked out. Combining this

information with the results of the single mediator effect of the emotion treatment suggests
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that the treatment manipulation might have been not strong enough to see clear results on the

variables of interest.

Table C.22: Treatment Manipulation Check: T1vsT3 and T2vsT3 on the Emotion Scale

Dependent Emotion variables:

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Sadness Surprise Neutral

T1 Anxiety

ATE −0.01 0.02 0.10∗∗∗ −0.02 −0.06∗∗ −0.03∗∗ 0.001

SE (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01)

RI p 0.654 0.049 0 0.835 0.993 0.976 0.433

T2 Calmness

ATE −0.01 0.01 −0.02 −0.01 0.05∗∗ −0.02 −0.005

SE (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01)

RI p 0.818 0.062 0.772 0.774 0.016 0.916 0.71

Obs. T1 1,494 1,494 1,494 1,494 1,494 1,494 1,494

Obs. T2 1,546 1,546 1,546 1,546 1,546 1,546 1,546

Note: Reported estimates for each treatment group in comparison with the control group are for the
whole sample. The estimates for the whole sample and the complier sub sample are pretty similar. Due
to the ordinal scale of the emotion indication variable the emotion variables are dummy coded. The
standard errors are robust standard errors. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

In research literature it is discussed whether it is actually possible to manipulate only one

emotion with AEMT tasks (Mills & D’Mello 2014; Strack et al. 1985). If several emotions

are manipulated through the task - generally they still cluster on the same valence, positive or

negative - a mediation analysis is recommended (Young 2019). In the present case, however,

the treatment manipulation is quite clear in the direction of the single emotion fear.

Treatment 2 Credibility

The credibility treatment is implemented between the baseline and the main survey through a

particular focus on sender information in the three information campaign workshops. For re-

cap, the treatment T1 has a focus on the local NGO as sender and is expected to receive a high

credibility from the audience. The second treatment T2 focuses on a international government

as sender and is expected to get small credibility from the audience. The control group has no

particular sender focus. Since the information campaign was implemented per workshop group

full compliance can be assumed. Spillover behavior is not expected either, since the teachers

take care of the students per workshop group before and after their actual workshop time slot.
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Table C.23: Attitudes 1 , Credibility

T1 NGO T2 Government

Gen. Self Tell Tell Gen. Self Tell Tell

Att. Att. Int. Conf. Att. Att. Int. Conf.

ATE 0.23∗∗ −0.20 0.42∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗ 0.38∗∗∗ −0.07 0.37∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗

SE (0.12) (0.13) (0.09) (0.09) (0.11) (0.13) (0.09) (0.09) )

RI p 0.021 0.928 0 0 0 0.698 0 0

Obs. ATE 1,455 1,429 1,476 1,461 1,589 1,516 1,572 1,549

Note: ATE estimates are calculated based on OLS regression and compare each treatment group with the
control group. The standard errors (SE) are robust standard errors. Ri p indicates the randomization
inference p-value. Significance is indicated as follows: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.24: Attitudes T1vsT3 (not STD)

Dependent variable:

General Att. General Att. Self Att. Self Att. Gen.-Self. Gen.-Self.

Treatment T1 0.23∗∗ 0.09 −0.20 −0.31∗∗ 0.38∗∗ 0.30∗

(0.12) (0.12) (0.13) (0.15) (0.15) (0.17)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,455 1,455 1,429 1,429 1,299 1,299

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.25: Attitudes T2vsT3 (not STD)

Dependent variable:

General Att. General Att. Self Att. Self Att. Gen.-Self. Gen.-Self.

Treatment T2 0.38∗∗∗ 0.30∗∗∗ −0.07 −0.11 0.46∗∗∗ 0.41∗∗∗

(0.11) (0.11) (0.13) (0.13) (0.14) (0.15)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,589 1,589 1,516 1,516 1,408 1,408

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.26: Diffusion intentions T1vsT3 (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Diff. Int. Diff. Int. Diff. Per. Diff. Per. Diff. Conf. Diff. Conf.

Treatment T1 0.42∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗ 0.24∗∗

(0.09) (0.10) (0.02) (0.02) (0.09) (0.10)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,476 1,476 1,448 1,448 1,461 1,461

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.27: Diffusion intentions T2vsT3 (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Diff. Int. Diff. Int. Diff. Per. Diff. Per. Diff. Conf. Diff. Conf.

Treatment T2 0.37∗∗∗ 0.28∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗ 0.36∗∗∗

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,572 1,572 1,542 1,542 1,549 1,549

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Figure C.5: Credibility, Knowledge T1vsT3 & T2vsT3
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(b) T2

Note: Each knowledge quiz item is coded 1 if answered correct and 0 for a wrong answer. Estimates
presented are from the ATE calculation. The standard errors are robust standard errors.
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Table C.28: Migration intentions T1vsT3 (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. EU Mig. Int. EU Irreg. Mig. Int. EU Irreg. Mig. Int. EU

Treatment T1 0.54∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗ −0.29∗∗∗ −0.27∗∗∗

(0.12) (0.13) (0.07) (0.08)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,527 1,527 1,536 1,536

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.29: Migration intentions T2vsT3 (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. EU Mig. Int. EU Irreg. Mig. Int. EU Irreg. Mig. Int. EU

Treatment T2 0.15 0.13 −0.32∗∗∗ −0.30∗∗∗

(0.11) (0.11) (0.07) (0.07)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 1,636 1,636 1,646 1,646

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.30: Attitudes wave-comparison (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Att. general. Att. self Att. gen.-self

T1 Main-Endline −0.15 −0.21 0.12

(0.20) (0.21) (0.27)

T2 Main-Endline 0.05 −0.16 0.11

(0.14) (0.19) (0.25)

T3 Main-Endline −0.15 −0.18 −0.10

(0.18) (0.22) (0.27)

Observations T1 619 613 556

Observations T2 827 792 743

Observations T3 673 642 600

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.31: Migration intentions wave-comparison (not STD)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. EU

T1 Main-Endline 0.27∗∗ 0.18∗∗

(0.11) (0.08)

T2 Main-Endline 0.47∗∗∗ 0.04

(0.11) (0.05)

T3 Main-Endline 0.76∗∗∗ −0.05

(0.11) (0.08)

Observations T1 885 886

Observations T2 1,152 1,156

Observations T3 994 997

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Heterogenous Effects. Some interesting heterogenous effects can be shown for the credibility

treatment. While prior attitudes reveal relatively noisy and mixed results, prior migration

intentions, a migration history and the self-attribution of the topic have interacting effects

with the treatment condition. The stronger prior migration intentions, the less relevant is the

treatment group T1 or T2 for diffusion behavior. But, the stronger prior irregular migration

intentions, the lower the diffusion intentions in the government group compared to the NGO

group (NGO group stable independent prior irregular intentions). For self attitudes T1 has a

stable effect or decreasing effect, but the self attitudes increase with prior migration intentions

for the control group and with migration history. The level of self attribution of the information

decreases irregular migration intentions and increases diffusion intentions in both groups - but

even steeper for the control group compared to T1 and T2.

Treatment Manipulation Check: Treatment 2 Credibility

The assumption regarding the Credibility treatment groups is that a local NGO receives higher

credibility from the target audience, young Nigerians, than an international government. How-

ever, the results for the two treatment groups behave pretty similar and distinguishable from

the control group. This high similarity in the effect behavior raises doubts on the assumption

regarding their high difference of credibility level in the audience.

Whether the treatment manipulation worked is measured with a ten item scale by McCroskey

& Teven (1999). The overall scale measures credibility, consisting of the sub item batter-

ies ’sender expertise’, ’sender trustworthiness’ and ’sender goodwill’. The results support the

doubts. The treatment manipulation check reveals that the NGO and the government treat-

ment are perceived similarly credible by the target audience. Even when sub-dividing the scale
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into competence, trustworthiness and goodwill the results between the treatment groups do not

differ. However, both treatment groups are significantly more credible than the control group,

where no particular sender of the information is highlighted. Following from these treatment

manipulation results, to test the theoretical hypotheses on the credibility effect the two treat-

ment groups, NGO and government, need to be compared to the control group. The results for

both treatment groups compared to the control group are in line with the hypotheses regarding

attitudes and diffusion of information behavior. The results support the hypotheses.

Table C.32: Treatment Manipulation Check: T1vsT3 and T2vsT3 on the Credibility Scales

Dependent Sender Credibility variables:

Sender Credibility (SC) SC Competence SC Trust SC Goodwill

T1 NGO 0.19∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ 0.15

SE (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.10)

RI p 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.073

T2 Government 0.30∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗

SE (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.10)

RI p 0 0 0 0.001

Obs. 1,079 1,352 1,212 1,379

Note: Reported estimates for each treatment group in comparison with the control group are for the
whole sample. The standard errors are robust standard errors. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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D Detailed Results: Interdependent Mediator Ef-

fects: Anxiety, Credibility, Joint-Mediator & No-

Mediator Dominance

Figure D.6: Interaction Emotion & Credibility on Awareness
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Figure D.7: Interaction Emotion & Credibility on Self Attitudes
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Figure D.8: Interaction Emotion & Credibility on Re-telling Intentions
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Figure D.9: Interaction Emotion & Credibility on Re-telling Confidence
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Outcome: (Irregular) Migration Intentions. The behavior of the two treatments with regard

to migration intentions is interesting. Migration intentions in general and to Europe vary by

the level of credibility in case of anxiety. The highest mean intention is given in case of high

credibility and anxiety (Joint-Mediator Dominance), and the lowest level for low credibility and

anxiety (Anxiety Dominance). For irregular migration intentions, the lowest level is in case

of high credibility and no anxiety (Credibility Dominance) and the highest level of irregular

intentions is in case of low credibility and anxiety (Anxiety Dominance).
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Chapter 4

Paper III

Strong & Longlasting Attitude and

Intention Change? Causal Field Evi-

dence on Sender Credibility

Abstract

In a migration hub setting, various information senders are competing to reach the
highest impact among the target audience. Who is implementing the information
is not trivial, since each information sender type is associated with a certain
credibility level. Literature indicates that the credibility of a sender is inherent
for the impact of the information on attitudes and intentions of the audience.
Current studies fall short when it comes to the causal effect estimation of this
mediator in a field setting. With the aim to back up and complement existing
research, I implement a longitudinal 6x3 survey experiment in a migration hub
area in Nigeria. To study the effect strength, I proxy sender credibility through
different sender types—NGO, government, social contact—each varying in being
international or local (6). Three study waves are implemented, including a
repeated exposure treatment (3) in the second wave, to gain effect durability
insights. The results support the mediating role of sender types on effect size and
persistence. While repeated information exposure seems to have a small impact
on effect magnitude, it fosters persistence. Additional analyses suggest a form of
topic dependent credibility, based on sender behavior and intentions, behind the
sender type effects.
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4.1 Initium

In a setting with high fluctuations of people incoming or outgoing, ‘regularly’ or ‘irregularly’1,

there is a high competition of information about migration reaching the audience. It is becom-

ing a stylised fact that the critical determinants of migration behaviour is migration networks

(Castles et al. 2014; Massey 1999). Besides financial support, the key reason for this devel-

opment, is the provision of information relevant for a migration journey. Irregular immigrants

most often report to get the preparing migration information from local social contacts (Aker

et al. 2011; Frouws et al. 2016). Migration information campaigns, a policy tool implemented

by European governments, have a similar aim: to inform audiences about the topic of irregular

migration in order to achieve an attitudinal and behavioural change. Within the spectrum

of migration information campaigns, there exists a wide variety of information sender types

(Tjaden et al. 2018), most often being (international) governments, or intermediate parties

such as NGOs or the respective diaspora (Morgenstern mimeo[a]; Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud

2007). The information’s sender type, however, is crucial, because each sender type is associ-

ated with a certain credibility level which mediates the impact of the information on the target

audience. Existing studies fall short when it comes to causal and well identified evidence to this

well-studied relationship in particular with regard to this newly debated setting of migration

hubs. With the aim being to back up existing research, I aim to mirror and manipulate the

existing variety of perceived sender types and its credibility experimentally to reach causal in-

sights, while holding internal validity and real-world circumstances high. I study the mediating

role of sender credibility empirically in-depth and develop my theoretical expectations further

to learn not only what may lead to a strong attitude and intention change, but also what makes

them lasting.

Based on dual process theories of information processing, the credibility of a sender is expected

to work primarily as a peripheral cue or heuristic mechanism, implying an increased but short-

term change in attitudes or behaviors (Chaiken & Trope 1999; Petty & Cacioppo 1986). Under

the ‘multiple roles hypothesis’, some dual process theorists suggest an exceptional influence of

credibility, enhancing processing via the heuristic and the deliberate processing system (Lut-

trell 2018; Wagner & Petty 2011). Both theoretical conceptions suggest an increased change

in attitudes and behaviors, because of higher credibility levels of the sender. Only following

the latter would the effect be persistent over time. Building on that model, I argue that the

impact of migration-related information on topic-specific attitudes and intentions increases—

in magnitude and persistence—through the credibility of the information’s sender. Literature

in communication research suggests that a higher effect durability is reached with repeated

information provision (Lecheler & Vreese 2013; Oxley 2020). To extend the current state of

the art, I evaluate this expectation within the psychological dual process model. On the one

hand, I expect a durability-enhancing effect of repeated information exposure in general. On

1In this article I define the term ‘irregular migration’ identically to Paper I and II. For completeness reasons:
In this paper I define the term ‘irregular migration’ based on the exclusive focus is on the irregular entry, which
means an entry without the legal documents required for entry (e.g. visa). ‘Regular migration’ is accordingly
defined as the opposite, an entry with legal documents.
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the other hand, I await a particularly longlasting effect with the involvement of agency based

on a motivation enhancing mechanism.

To study the proposed mechanisms, an over-time online survey experiment is implemented in

Benin City, Nigeria. Three survey waves are carried out over a time period of three weeks.

Around 600 students (N) participated in wave 1, with a notable but not systematic attrition

apparent with the population of around 150 students continuing in wave 2 and 3. The overall

study comprises two treatments. Both treatments are implemented randomly and indepen-

dently of each other, one in the first wave and the other in the second. Sender credibility

is manipulated using a proxy, the sender type. The treatment is varied among NGOs, gov-

ernments, and social contacts, each being local ones or international. The second treatment

focuses on durability-enhancing opportunities through repeated exposure and distinguishes be-

tween externally provided repeated exposure, self-selected repeated exposure, and a control

group. Hence, wave 2 contributes in measuring the persistence of effects from wave 1 and

direct effect of repeated exposure in wave 2, while wave 3 allows to learn on the durability

effects of the second treatment. This results in a longitudinal 6x3 experimental design.

The results show a similar effect regarding awareness for all sender types. The direct increase

in awareness returns at a level similar to the baseline level after one week. General and ir-

regular migration intentions decrease persistently but to different extends by sender type. For

general migration intentions governments, and international social contacts, the diaspora, have

the strongest enduring effect. Irregular migration intentions are shaped strongest and most

longlasting mediated by local social contacts. Manipulation check analyses indicate that these

sender type effect can not be fully attributed to the expected link based on respective general

credibility levels. The higher impact of governments and the diaspora regarding regular mi-

gration compared to the higher impact of local social contacts on irregularity, suggests a topic

dependent credibility. In both scenarios, NGOs have a solid influence. Repeated exposure

of migration information seems to have a effect durability enhancing impact independent of

sender type. This evidence is only tentative, due to the limited statistical power based on the

attrition over waves in sample size.

The insights of this study are contributes to current research literature and give practical real-

world insights. First, the study highlights the relevance of sender credibility in mediator effect

strength and durability effects. By indicating the subjectivity and topic dependency of sender

credibility, knowledge regarding the target audience is emphasised. The rigorous experimental

investigation of a wide variety of sender types and thus multiple credibility levels allows for

unique causal insights, with a particularly high level of balanced internal and external validity.

I apply the theoretical model of dual process theories to the present case and develop it fur-

ther by extracting long-term expectations and opportunities to foster a lasting effect. Second,

the study has practical implications: on the one hand, for the case studied, i.e. the policy of

migration information campaigns, and on the other, for different actors competing to reach

an audience with their migration information in a migration hub setting. Knowledge on the
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effectiveness of sender types used by competing information sources, such as smuggling and

trafficking organisations, is useful to set priorities when tackling sender types distributing mis-

information.

Before now entering into the core of the paper by giving in-depth insights on the dual process

theoretical expectations, I want to briefly introduce the deviations of the present paper from its

pre-analysis plan registered at (EGAP/OLS) before data collection. The original research de-

sign consisted of three treatments. However, the manipulation of one of the treatments failed.

The treatment was supposed to manipulate the processing motivation by switching the topic

relevance. In operationalised terms, this means that the students were asked to read the infor-

mation either from the perspective of a settled student or a potential migrant. No difference

between the two treatment groups was observed on any post-treatment variables, including

topic relevance measured post-treatment, which was the estimation aimed to check for the ma-

nipulation effect. In the remainder of the present paper, this treatment is expelled—including

the theoretical expectations, the treatment operationalisation, and empirical treatment effect

and manipulation testing. All content and analyses are preserved in detail in the Appendix A.

4.2 Theory & Expectations

Awareness regarding irregular migration and the intentions to migrate using irregular paths

are formed based on a variety of factors, often known as push- and pull factors. One crucial

component, influencing all potential factors to the same degree, is the information at hand for

each factor. The knowledge of a factor plays a decisive role on its impact for the assessment

of attitudes or intention formation. This is supported by all assumed underlying migration

decision making models, from rational choice to prospect theory models (Czaika 2015; Massey

1999). In essence, all topic-related information is assumed to improve awareness attitudes.

Plus, positive migration information (often named benefit or gain) is assumed to foster migra-

tion intentions, while negative information (often named cost or loss) is expected to have a

deterring effect.

Which information is at hand depends on self-gathered information and external exposure

to information about irregular migration. In a migration hub setting, a setting in which all

kinds of migration types are omnipresent, the latter is inevitable. Information from smuggling

and trafficking organisations and brokers circulates widely (Aker et al. 2011). At the same

time, several migration information campaigns are implemented in this area by governments

and NGOs, both international and local (Tjaden et al. 2018). In the literature, overall the

strongest determinant for migration behaviour is international social contacts (Castles et al.

2014), while local social contacts are reported to be the central information source for irregular

migrants on the respective topic (Frouws et al. 2016). In a migration hub setting, and in par-

ticular in an irregular migration hub setting, many information sources compete, and not all

https://osf.io/dnxj5/
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deliver true and unbiased information. Since the veracity of information is difficult to judge for

new information, a recipient uses signaling techniques. In such a setting, the mechanism of how

information transmission raises awareness and influences intentions is of particular interest—all

aiming to reach strong and longlasting effects.

The basic idea is that the given information leads to a change in knowledge and, thus, the

awareness of the topic, which has an impact on attitudes and the subsequent behaviour of the

target audience. For the impact of information, the processing of the respective information

is crucial. Dual process theories, such as the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) (Petty &

Cacioppo 1986) and the Heuristics Systematic Model (HSM) (Chaiken & Trope 1999), propose

two systems of processing with varying effects of information on attitudes and intentions de-

pending on which system is primarily used for processing (Evans 2008). Which system is the

more dominant one in place depends on the processing motivation of the information receiver

and hence the target group. The motivation can be influenced through emotions (Morgenstern

mimeo[b]), personality characteristics (Druckman & Leeper 2012), the level of relevance of the

topic (Evans 2008), or the credibility of the sender (Morgenstern mimeo[c]). Without addi-

tional enforcement, the motivation is generally low (Marcus 2000).

The influence of the credibility of the sender is generally seen more as a classic peripheral cue

(Hovland et al. 1953). The credibility of the sender may enhance the impact of the infor-

mation in a low-processing-motivation mode through peripheral cues or heuristics. However,

some scholars suggest that sender credibility has a special role and may work on the moti-

vation mechanism path as well (Luttrell 2018; Wagner & Petty 2011). Through either path,

migration information has a stronger impact on awareness, attitudes, and migration intentions

with increasing levels of sender credibility. This proposed mechanism goes along with the

theorising in research literature regarding reasons for the inability of information campaigns

to affect migration (Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007; Oeppen 2016), suggesting a lack of trust in

the source as being the reason for the potential inability of this policy strategy to reach its goal.

Another discussed aspect regarding the impact of information provision is the durability or

persistence of any (potential) effect (Williamson et al. 2020). While effect endurance is highly

desired, in literature, effect persistence for information provision effects is debated. Arguments

vary from a nudging effect lasting merely hours, to short-term effects for several days, till

multiple week and lasting effects (Davenport et al. 2010; Gerber et al. 2011). Within dual

process models, effects last longer when the motivation for information processing is high and

the processing is shifted to the more deliberate and rational processing system. Information

science literature supports this view and explains the underlying mechanism behind it by sta-

bilising connections to prior informational elements which are formed following a deliberate

consumption of information (Chong & Druckman 2010; Krosnick & Petty 1995). Hence, a

higher sender credibility should, at least partially, following the multiple roles hypothesis, en-

hance the persistence of the effects of attitudinal changes and migration intentions.
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One way to enhance the durability of the effects of change, generally applied in learning theory,

is to repeatedly give, or rather receive, the information input. In the migration hub setting, as

in the current case, multiple exposure is common. Repeated exposure to the topic of irregu-

lar migration may be externally forced, like in campaigns or from organisations, or internally

chosen, as most often occurs in self-initiated conversations with social contacts, but also, self-

conducted information search strategies are conducted using organisations’ or governments’

information provision. Following motivated reasoning and psychological confirmation theories,

in the case of self-exposure to information, the individual is expected to chose information

from the same source over and over again to strengthen prior information (Lodge & Taber

2013; Taber & Lodge 2006). Anchoring theory suggests a primacy effect of information input

(Baekgaard et al. 2017; Bishin et al. 2016; Guess & Coppock 2018). The anchoring takes

place in the sense that additional information, and hence the repeated information, merely has

a small or no impact due to the strength of the foregoing information (Chong & Druckman

2010). Therefore, persistence in attitudes and intention change is expected to be higher in

cases of repeated exposure, but not increased in size, because of a merely pushing but no own

effect. Coming back to dual process theories, repeated exposure with the component of agency,

in the form of an information source self-selection, is expected to foster processing motivation,

and thus, the level of impact of the information. Besides the general persistence effect based on

repeated exposure, I expect a stronger effect magnitude for repeated exposure with an agency

component.

I form specific hypotheses to test quantitatively by applying this view of sender credibility and

repeated exposure effects to the study of information impact on attitudes and intentions in a

migration hub setting. The hypotheses were pre-registered with the (EGAP/OLS) registry2:

1.: The higher the credibility of the information source, the higher the impact of the informa-

tion on attitudes and behaviour of the individual.

2. : Repeated exposure, externally and self-exposure, of the information has a durability im-

pact on attitudes and behaviour of the individual.

4.3 Research Design

The purpose of this study is to shed light on the mediating role of sender credibility in the effect

relation of information on attitudes and subsequent behaviour in a migration hub setting. To

2Originally four hypotheses where registered. Two are moved to Appendix A, due to the failed treatment
manipulation of topic relevance. Additionally, the second hypothesis here originally proposed an interaction
term with topic relevance as a subsequent development from the mere effect of repeated exposure on effect
durability.

https://osf.io/dnxj5/
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reach high internal validity while keeping the conditions as generalisable to the real world as

possible, an online survey experiment is implemented among the relevant target group following

the template of a lab-in-the-field experiment. The effect of sender credibility on attitudes and

behavior is investigated within the first survey wave. The two waves of panel follow-up surveys

give insights on the persistence of change and potential options to make the effect last. The

research design received an ethical approval from the researchers’ university ethics committee

and from the university of implementation, the University of Benin City.

4.3.1 Setting

A migration hub setting is a loose construct. In the present study, I understand as a ‘migration

hub setting’ a setting where (a) migration is an omnipresent topic, meaning that the place

has a high movement rate of people, be it through immigration, emigration, or both, whether

irregularly or regularly, and (b) various sources of migration-related information are competing

with each other. The latter criterion is generally more expected in a less regulated environment.

Regarding the definition of irregularity, low levels of widely accepted regulations are the case in

a migration hub setting with considerable irregular migration movement. In Nigeria, the city

of Benin City is known for being a migration hub setting across state borders. In accordance

with the relatively richness due to its oil resources, migration behaviour to and from Benin

City goes way back in time. In the last decade Benin City developed its name as epicenter for

irregular migration, providing all the (believed) necessities. In such a setting different sources

of information are competing against each other: the most common information source social

contacts, local ones and the international diaspora, different organisations, but also the local

government and international governments, like the EU or European nation states.

Migration information campaigns build an exemplary case for information provision in a migra-

tion hub setting, as implemented through a variety of sender types: NGOs, social contacts, or

the most frequent funding actor, governments themselves. For European national governments

it became popular to invest in this direction in the long summer of migration in 2015. The

stated aim is to inform audiences about the topic of migration, as well as to combat the circu-

lating misinformation disseminated by smuggling organisations and others. These campaigns

are implemented in places with high levels of irregular migration to Europe but no geograph-

ically dependent legal claim for asylum. A typical country for this policy implementation

is Nigeria. Nigerians have represented the highest national proportion of irregular migrants

from West Africa to Europe in the last half decade, the majority starting their journey from

the migration hub, Benin City (The World Bank Group 2018). According to the statistics,

upon arrival in Europe, most migrants are young adults, male, and socioeconomically speaking

in the lower middle to middle class, possesing a school education and often a university de-

gree (see UNHCR Operational Portal); they are hence defined as the target group of this policy.

In accordance with the definition of the target audience of the policy of migration information
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campaigns, the population under study comprises adolescents in Benin City, Nigeria. The

present sample includes only university students. This setting resembles a typical case for this

policy implementation, regarding country, city, and age group, as well as roughly equivalent

status belonging. Members of the group under study are individuals within the university.

The student contact information is randomly drawn from the official student registry of the

university.

4.3.2 Treatment Specification & Allocation

The treatments, credibility, and different forms of repeated exposure are assumed to be part of

the information, but they are technically manipulated around the information piece. The cred-

ibility manipulation is implemented in the first study wave, whereas the variations of repeated

exposure are implemented in the second wave. Both treatments are implemented randomly

and independently of each other. The information piece does not come from an official mi-

gration information campaign but aims to resemble it. To avoid causing any deception, this

is communicated to the participants. The piece of information comes in the form of a leaflet

for all sender types except one. To ensure a certain level of closeness to reality, in the social

contact treatment group, the information piece is provided in form of a handwritten letter

instead of a leaflet. I created the treatment from two sources. The (a) content stems from the

agglomeration of student-participant letters from one of my foregoing studies (Morgenstern

mimeo[a]). In that study, after listening to an actual migration information campaign, the

students were asked to write a letter to a friend, family member, or acquaintance about the

topic of the workshop. The letters of the control group (N = 916 students) and those in the

respective design categories were systematically merged and used to generate the content of

the present treatment. The leaflet design (b) is based on a Google search output of examples

for ‘migration information campaign’. The procedure is described in detail in the Appendix B.

Sender credibility is a subjective judgement, but it can be roughly classified by cultural entities

(Putnam 2000; Uslaner 2002). The reason for this is, among other things, the composition of

credibility through the sub-components ‘competence’, ‘trust’, and ‘goodwill’. While the first

two might be argued to be somehow objectively classifiable, the component of goodwill surely

displays a dyadic dependency between sender and receiver. To manipulate the credibility of a

sender, I use a proxy, the sender type. It is distinguished between three types—NGOs, govern-

ments, and social contact— each varied by being international or local in nature. Each of the

six sender types is assumed to vary in the level of credibility they receive from the target audi-

ence. Manipulating the treatment under investigation with a proxy comes with the caveats of

a classic encouragement design. Although there is reason to assume that different sender types

manipulate the different sub-groups of credibility—competence, trust, goodwill—the possibil-

ity that other aspects might be manipulated as well cannot be excluded. Given the existing

literature and available data sets regarding credibility among the target group of young Nigeri-

ans, I expect the following overall credibility scores, in chronological order beginning with the

highest credibility level (for a detailed discussion, see Appendix B): (1) local NGO, (2) local
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social contact, (3) international social contact, (4) international NGO, (5) local governmental,

(6) international government. The treatment is communicated through the indication of the

source of information before and after the information piece. A treatment manipulation check

is implemented post-treatment, consisting of a ten-item scale capturing all three sub-groups of

credibility.

The repeated exposure treatment tests one potential option to make effects last. Each of the

three treatment arms consist of two versions of repeated exposure and a control group not

receiving any additional information piece. The two repeated exposure treatment groups are

distinct: one (1) allows the participant to choose from which source she wants to receive an-

other information piece, expressing agency through internal repeated exposure, and the other

treatment group (2) receives the information piece from the same source as in wave one in

an instance of external repeated exposure. Following theoretical strands such as confirmation

bias theory and motivated reasoning, the selection should be the same as that of the repeated

exposure group, and differences in the outcome can be attributed to the agency difference.

4.3.3 Operationalisation of Variables of Interest

The central concepts of interest are awareness and migration behavior. As a dependent vari-

able on the side, the level of knowledge is tested with a knowledge quiz. The researcher has

successfully tested the operationalisation of these concepts in foregoing studies. The level of

awareness is measured through the survey question asking how common irregular migration is

for the society. A higher score indicates a higher awareness of the high prevalence in a setting

as studied. Although direct questions bear the downside of being highly prone to social desir-

ability biases, the questions are designed to be as indirect as possible. Since actual migration

behaviour is difficult to capture, migration intentions are measured. Migration intentions are

(a) a relevant matter of interest all on their own (Carling & Schewel 2018), and (b) highly

correlated with actual migration flows (Ortega & Peri 2013). The students are asked to rank

the level they consider to migrate, in general and for irregular migration, on a 10-level scale.

4.3.4 Design

The study design proceeds as follows. In a first step, student phone numbers are sampled

randomly from the student registry (without any additional information, such as names or ad-

dresses). Then, the students are contacted via text message including a brief study description

and a homepage link.3 On the welcome page following the link, the study is described in detail

and the data security regulations are explained. Participants may only proceed to the actual

survey after reading the information and providing their consent. The links to the subsequent

3The survey is implemented via the platform unipark (www.unipark.com). One key advantage of unipark is
their server location in Europe, which is necessary to follow the EU data protection regulations.
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follow-up surveys are provided in the same way, with one week in between each wave. Lastly,

participants receive an incentive of a 500 Naira cellphone credit4 after each survey wave com-

pletion.

The overall design consists of three waves and is presented in Table 4.1. In the first wave, the

covariates are captured prior to treatment implementation in a baseline survey, the credibil-

ity level manipulated information piece is implemented, and subsequent dependent variables

are captured in an endline estimation. The second wave consists of a baseline, capturing the

persistence effects of the first treatment, the repeated exposure treatment manipulation, and

again a measurement of the dependent variables, i.e., measuring the direct effect of repeated

information and pure effect persistence over time for the control group. In the third wave, only

the dependent variable is gathered to learn about effect duration.

Table 4.1: Three wave design setup, indicating the survey components per wave

Online Survey

Wave 1 Baseline Credibility Treatment Endline

[NGO, I. NG0, Gov.,

I. Gov., Soc., I. Soc.]

Wave 2 Baseline Repeated Exposure Endline

Treatment

[Intern, Extern, C]

Wave 3 Baseline

Note: ‘I.’ indicates ‘International’ and no additional indication implies the local agent, ‘Gov.’ = Gov-
ernment and ‘Soc.’ = Social Contact; ‘Intern’ = Self exposure, ‘Extern’ = External exposure, ‘C’ =
Control group; the waves are implemented with one week in between.

4.4 Descriptive Insights on the Role of Credibility

& the Sample

The sample under study is an agglomeration of multiple samples. The reason for this junction

lies in unforeseen challenges in the form of (1) contacting the participants and (2) participation

behaviour. I will elaborate on both challenges in the following discussion, because they give

an additional picture on the role of credibility in the studied context of a classic migration

hub setting. For (1) contacting the students, the original choice was WhatsApp, given that it

is the primary communication tool among young Nigerians. However, my WhatsApp account

was banned by the company within an hour after having sent a pilot message to around 30

4A 500 Naira cellphone credit lasts for around one week’s mobile data. The credit is uploaded directly onto
the phone.
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students. The reason is that multiple instances of reporting by the recipients lead to a blocked

account—a safety feature by WhatsApp widely known among Nigerians. Although the message

text indicated the study description and a link to the data security regulations, it appears the

unknown sender source with a European number prefix led to mistrust, indicated in the form

of blocking. I switched the contacting technique to sending bulk text messages through a local

agency.5 Although the bulk messaging mostly worked, some sample contacts could still not

be reached due to bulk blockers. The fact that university students, world-wide known as a

social group with limited financial liquidity, invest their money in bulk blocking highlights the

prevalence of distrust, levels of competing information, and the relevance of sender credibility

once again.

Having established a way to reach the students, (2) the participation rate, i.e., response rate,

remained rather low. The first sample resulted in a 2% rate out of the sample from the registry

(132 participants). Thus, a second sample was randomly drawn to come back with a 0.6%

response rate (8 participants). Both response rates speak for themselves on the issue of cred-

ibility. For the third sample, a snowball technique is applied. The loss in random assignment

implies a loss in generalisability. The 140 students who had participated up to that moment

were asked to invite five university friends to take part in the study. In case all participants

followed the task correctly, the participation rate would be 56% (390 participants). A credible

sender, such as a university friend, has a remarkable impact on the participation behavior. The

snowball even spilled further, leading to a number of people who were friends of the friends

from the samples 1 and 2 being participants (89 participants). Another, final indication of the

role of credibility shows the relatively low panel attrition rate. Having participated, once a

certain trust level is established, the panel attrition is on average 45% over both waves.

The overall low response rate and the snowball sampling technique involve the danger of a sys-

tematically self-selected sample. I expect that a potentially systematic bias occurs with high

probability in the following directions: (a) people with topic interest in ‘migration’, (b) people

with altruistic values wishing to engage in research support, (c) people in financial need, and

(d) people who are less suspicious in general or have a higher general trust level. The first and

the last elements named are of particular relevance. The first, because that’s the target group

actors sending information about migration aim to reach. The last, because a sample with

generally higher levels of trust resembles a conservative measurement scenario. The potential

self-selection among migration topic interest and credulity in the sample needs to be kept in

mind for the interpretation of results.

In the first wave, overall, 619 students participated. The average study participant is around

23 years old, most often male, mostly from the University of Benin City, and often part of the

physical sciences faculty and living outside campus (see detailed Appendix C). Prior to treat-

ment the general awareness regarding irregular migration is medium (6.86, scale 1–10), with

5Following the advice of Nigerian researchers, but unexpected from a European perspective, sending a message
with two words as sender instead of a phone number is less suspicious.
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the self-attitudes a little below that. Intentions to migrate are generally high (7.74, scale 1–10),

but the level of intention to migrate using the irregular path is substantially smaller (2.33, scale

1–10). As Table 4.2 shows, the treatment arms of the credibility treatment and the repeated

exposure treatment are equally distributed per sample and in overall, within each wave. A

regression-based balance test among the registered covariates indicates that both treatments

are highly balanced among covariates for each wave.

Comparing the total number of participants per wave (Table 4.2, columns) indicates a certain

attrition level from wave 1 to wave 2, but almost none from the second to the last wave. Addi-

tional analyses (see appendix) show no systematic attrition based on the registered covariates.

Yet the sample shows attrition with regard to regular and irregular migration intentions indi-

cated in the baseline of wave one. Participants in wave 2 have slightly less migration intentions

in general and slightly more irregular migration intention levels prior to treatment. The same

effects are repeated for participation in wave 3 compared to wave 2. This slight systematic

attrition makes the sample closer to the intended target group of migration information.

Table 4.2: Overview Treatment Group Distribution by treatment & wave

Credibility Repeated Exposure Total

NGO I. NGO Gov. I. Gov. Soc. I. Soc. Intern Extern C N

Wave 1 99 104 100 105 102 109 619

Wave 2 24 23 32 34 21 32 51 54 61 166

Wave 3 19 18 28 25 20 27 38 39 50 137

Note: ‘I.’ indicates ‘International’ and no additional indication implies the local agent, ‘Gov.’ = Gov-
ernment and ‘Soc.’ = Social Contact; the ‘Repeated Exposure’ treatment is allocated in wave 2, therefore
no values exist for wave 1; ‘Intern’ = Self exposure, ‘Extern’ = External exposure, ‘C’ = Control group;
the table does not show NA’s: in wave 3 are 10 NA’s due to participants taking part in wave 3 but not
in wave 2.

4.5 Results

The results are structured in two. First, I focus on the direct effect of migration information

mediated by sender credibility—hypothesis 1—and second, on the issue of durability enhancing

actions—hypothesis 2. Thus, the first part focuses exclusively on wave 1 data, while the second

part includes the panel structure.
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4.5.1 STRONG Attitude and Intention Change

Comparing the pre-treatment estimates with the post-treatment ones within wave 1 data, re-

veals no significant change regarding awareness levels. Yet a significant decreasing effect of

general migration intentions and irregular migration intentions is observable. These decreasing

pre- versus post-treatment results for irregular migration intentions, are in line with real-world

migration information campaign outcomes (Dunsch et al. 2019; Morgenstern mimeo[a],[b]).

However, as Table 4.3 demonstrates, the pre-post-treatment comparison effects vary by the

sender type mediator. The awareness estimates are measured as an overall pre-post compar-

ison of the sample—a simple average mean comparison, since awareness is only measured in

a random sub-group of each wave. This comes with a smaller sample size on the respective

outcome variables, which has implications for statistical power, as can be seen in the rarely

significant estimates of effects on awareness. Still, the value for awareness among the local

government sender type is notably increases after the treatment, and the estimate for a local

social contact exceptionally decreases. Correctly indicated in the overall estimates, both mi-

gration intention measurements decrease with the treatment. For general migration intentions,

the strongest decrease is observable for the local government treatment group and the interna-

tional social contact treatment group. Regarding irregular migration intentions, the strongest

pre-post treatment effect is shown for international governments, with almost no effect for local

social contacts as the sender type.

Table 4.3: Panel Comparison per Credibility Treatment group within wave 1

Awareness Migration Intentions Irreg. Migration Intention

NGO −0.23 −0.44∗∗ −0.33∗

(0.48) (0.18) (0.19)
I. NGO 0.21 −0.37∗ −0.48∗∗

(0.51) (0.22) (0.20)
Gov. 0.73 −0.76∗∗∗ −0.36∗∗

(0.47) (0.17) (0.18)
I. Gov. 0.08 −0.47∗∗∗ −0.85∗∗∗

(0.52) (0.18) (0.25)
Soc. −0.71 −0.43∗ −0.09

(0.53) (0.24) (0.25)
I. Soc. −0.26 −0.68∗∗∗ −0.24

(0.48) (0.19) (0.18)

Observations [98-109] [198-218] [198-218]

Note: Within-comparison; ‘I.’ indicates ‘International’ and no additional indication implies the local
agent, ‘Gov.’ = Government and ‘Soc.’ = Social Contact; pre- post- treatment comparison for the
dependent variable ‘awareness’ is no actual panel estimation, since the awareness questions where ran-
domly allocated to a sub-group of participants per wave to prevent ordering effects; variation in the
number of observations are due to slightly different group sizes per treatment group (see Table 4.2);
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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Aggregating the data to compare international sender types with local ones (see table in Ap-

pendix C) reveals lower awareness levels after receiving information from an international sender

type, but at the same time also lower levels of irregular migration intentions. Comparing the

sender types among each other, independent of local or international origin, reveals nearly no

significant differences with respect to the outcomes of interest. Only governments as senders

lead to significantly lower irregular migration intentions.

The first hypothesis as such predicts an effect based on the credibility level. Sender types are

expected to work as an encouragement design and proxy for credibility. The credibility order-

ing assumed from literature—from high to low—is: (1) local NGO, (2) local social contact,

(3) international social contact, (4) international NGO, (5) local government, (6) international

government. To test this assumption in the present context, the relation between the sender

type and the credibility level indicated by the participants is compared (see Appendix C). The

resulting credibility ranking differs from the anticipated one. Most centrally, it differs regard-

ing both social contact types, which come almost last in credibility instead of second. The

actual rank is: (1) international NGO, (2) local government, (3) local NGO, (4) local social

contact, (5) international government, (6) international social contact. The first three emerged

as almost identical in score and the rest were only marginally smaller. The correlation between

sender type and credibility score is, with an alpha estimate of -0.11, smaller than expected.

The small connection is also shown by linear sender type effect estimations on the credibility

level and all three sub-groups, namely competence, trust, and goodwill. One reason might be

the small variation between credibility levels.

I conducted additional analyses to grasp the triangular relationship between sender type, re-

spective sender credibility, and the impact on attitudes and migration intentions. Analyses

on the direct effect of sender credibility levels on the dependent variables reveal strong and

significant effects in the same direction as shown for the effects per sender type in Table 4.3.

A mediation analysis, taking sender credibility as the mediating variable between sender type

and the outcomes of interest, shows significant ACME (average causal mediation estimate)

effects for all central dependent variables. The significant ACME estimates support the idea

that the effect of sender type on the dependent variables operates through the level of sender

credibility. However, these in-depth analyses can only give further insights to a certain degree.

While improving knowledge of mechanism depth, the mediation analysis with only one ran-

domly assigned variable, suffers in its ability to make causal claims, since it introduces a new

error term to the model. Hence, it seems that there is a mediating effect of credibility level,

but it is not as strong as expected, and other aspects might be encouraged as well with the

manipulation of the sender type.

Another flaw in the strength of credibility scores as mediator could be that only around half

of the participants were able to correctly recap the sender type of the information piece in

the assumption check at the end of the survey. Based on the average duration needed to an-

swer the survey, the time between receiving the treatment in the form of sender type and the
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question of sender type recap is around 7 minutes. An additional analysis is conducted to

cope for the discrepancy between actual sender type treatment and participant-thought sender

type. A two-stage OLS model is conducted, treating the actual and the thought sender type

as, respectively, treatment assignment and treatment taking, as in a general non-compliance

analysis. The effects are robust to the more simpler model (see Table 4.3), while merely in

magnitude the effects enhance slightly in the Two-stage model (see Appendix C).

4.5.2 LONGLASTING Attitude and Intention Change

The second part of the results has the goal to give insights on an issue often debated in the

literature and rarely tested: the persistence of effects over time. The three-wave panel data

of this study, with one week between each wave, gives insights on that topic. Attrition and

balance tests justify a comparison, despite reduced sample size by wave (see Appendix D).

Comparing the sample over time using a panel estimation did reveal no overall change for

awareness but a decreasing effect on migration intentions within wave 1. Over time, without

further exposure, the overall awareness levels decrease below the baseline estimation, and irreg-

ular migration intentions return to the baseline, while migration intentions stay low. A similar

behaviour is observable after repeated information exposure, which indicates a limited direct

effect. Merely the level of awareness is again slightly higher compared to the baseline values in

wave 1. However, comparing wave 3 estimates without further information exposure, back to

the baseline before any treatment implementation, shows overall smaller intentions to migrate

in general and for irregular migration.

These overall panel models give only a first impression. As shown in Figure 4.1, the average

mean estimates vary substantially by sender type treatment group. The general topic aware-

ness is decreases over time among almost all sender types. Intentions to migrate are decreasing

further without additional treatment exposure (see comparison between endline W1 and base-

line W2), for all credibility groups, but particularly for both government treatments and the

international social contact sender type. While irregular migration seems to go back to base

in the overall, this is only true for the local NGO and local government sender types. For local

social contact sender types, irregular migration intentions are even decreasing further. After

additional information exposure (see comparison baseline W2 and endline W2), an awareness

increase is notable in most treatment groups, being particularly strong for the international

government and the international social contact, but there is also a drop in awareness among

the local government group which had exceptionally high values before the repeated exposure.

Only slight changes are observable in both migration intention measurements, and none can

be seen in the within individual panel comparison within wave 2 (see Appendix D). The ef-

fects for migration intentions in general and for irregular migration persist in wave 3 and stay

more negative than the wave 1 baseline for all sender type groups. An additional decrease

over time is notable for general migration intentions in all groups except the international so-

cial contact group. Regarding irregular migration intentions, a slight additional decrease exists.
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Figure 4.1: Average Mean per Credibility Treatment Group over Time

Note: For the sake of clarity merely the mean estimates for the sub-group participating in wave 2 is
reported, Appendix D entails a graph including mean and standard deviations for the named sub-group.
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One issue often discussed is the sleeper effect. Following this effect theory, the information

recipient forgets the information’s source over time, which changes the credibility level of the

information (Briñol et al. 2019; Priester et al. 1999). The sender as such might be forgotten,

but the credibility attached to the information remains. This may play out for less credible

information sources and hurt a more credible information sender. The present analyses sup-

port the sleeper effect theory. While the effects of credibility per sender type stay similar or

even decrease in the expected direction, the information’s sender information is gone relatively

early. The panel data reveal a high level of sender oblivion one week after the information

is transmitted and almost no correct recall after two weeks.6 Interestingly, the results on re-

membering the sender correctly are not correlated with relevance to the level of satisfaction

with the information (for any wave-time-slot) and neither with the the level of sender credibility.

Table 4.4: Mediator Comparison of the Repeated Exposure Treatment groups with the
control group

Direct Effect Persistence Effect

Awareness Migration Irreg. Migration Migration Irreg. Migration

Intentions Intentions Intentions Intentions

Self Rep. Exp. 0.24 0.64 −0.05 −0.50 −0.08

vs. C. (0.59) (0.50) (0.32) (0.54) (0.22)

Extern. Rep. Exp. 0.50 0.69 −0.22 0.24 −0.19

vs. C. (0.59) (0.52) (0.30) (0.58) (0.18)

Observations [48,55] [112,115] [112,115] [88,89] [88,89]

Note: Between-comparison; ‘Self Rep. Exp.’ indicates repeated information exposure with the possibility
to choose the information sender type, ‘Extern. Rep. Exp.’ indicates repeated information exposure from
the same sender type as in wave 1, and ‘C.’ defines the ‘Control Group’ with no additional information
exposure; variation in the number of observations are due to slightly different group sizes per treatment
group (see Table 4.2); ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

The second hypothesis suggests that repeated exposure to information might enhance the

durability of effects. The second randomly allocated treatment allows the researcher to dis-

tinguish between repeated exposure as such, and the type of repeated exposure—self-exposure

or external repeated exposure. However, the effects of these analyses can only be interpreted

tentatively, due to a lack of statistical power. As presented in table 4.3, the direct effect anal-

yses suggest an increase in awareness, a positive effect on general migration intentions, and a

negative effect on irregular migration intentions for both repeated exposure groups compared

to the control group. Thus, in contrast to the expectations, it seems like repeated exposure has

a direct effect and that this effect is not particularly different between the two types of repeated

exposure. Persistence analyses (one-week comparison) reveal that the group with internal re-

6After two weeks, only an N=2 is still able to remember correctly the sender type of the information.
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peated exposure, and thus the group whose participants chose the sender type by themselves,

shows decreasing migration intentions in general, while the external repeated exposure group

reveals increasing estimates. A decreasing effect on irregular migration intentions over time is

prevalent for both repeated exposure groups. Unexpectedly, in these tentative estimates, this

effect is stronger in size for the treatment group not given a chance to exercise agency in sender

choice, that is, the external repeated exposure group.

The assumption that people who are free to choose the sender of the next information piece will

choose the same sender as before is supported (see graph Appendix D). This fits with the the-

oretical construct of filter bubbles and voluntary repeated self-exposure (Flaxman et al. 2016;

Leeper & Slothuus 2014). For those choosing to switch sender type, some systematic behaviour

is prevalent: the international NGO group most often switched to international government,

international government split into sticking with international government and switching to

local government, and local social contact switched to all other groups almost equally.

4.5.3 Discussion

These results need further discussion. In the following I discuss the present results with regard

to three aspects. First, I set the results further in relation to the theoretical expectations.

Second, I discuss the idea of topic dependent credibility effects. Third, and the relevance for

this issue arised particularly from the second point, I talk over expectations on generalisability

and abstractability of the results to neighbouring disciplines. To guide smoothly into these

aspects for discussion, as a first step a brief summary of the overall results.

Regarding awareness increasing on the topic of irregular migration, the results are coherent for

all sender types regarding effect strength and persistence. Directly after treatment, awareness

is increased, and it decreases after one week. For all sender types, except the local government

treatment group, the awareness levels decrease even to prior treatment values and below. This

higher ability to maintain topic awareness by the local government groups is not traceable to

the overall level of credibility associated with the information involved. It rather seems to

be based on the high levels of expertise and authority ascribed to the source. Based on its

low effect persistence, awareness triggering seems to work primarily on a superficial processing

system. Migration intentions decrease strongly and persistently for all sender types, but to

varying degrees. The strongest persistent effect is associated with the local government and

international social contacts, the diaspora. Over time, the effects for international governments

decrease in meaningful size. This speaks to the concept of deep information processing based

on motivation triggered by the sender of information. Regarding irregular migration intentions,

direct effects are strongest for international governments, followed by local and international

NGOs and the local government. Over time, additionally, irregular migration intentions de-

crease to a noteworthy degree in the local social contact sender type. At the same time, the

effects for both government sender types increases again, while both NGOs persist. The strong
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direct effect without persistence gives some indication of the prevalence of the more superficial

processing system. Repeated information exposure seems to have, unexpectedly, an additional

effect on size, but it also fosters the effect persistence. Yet this interpretation remains uncertain

until a verification study with bigger sample size is conducted.

The particular strength of the local government, the diaspora, and (mostly) the international

governments in fostering a longlasting and strong general migration intention change is in

contrary to the strong but not persistent effect of these sender types on irregular migration

intentions. Something similar but pertaining to contrary types of migration is observable for

local social contacts: a strong but short-term effect on migration intentions in general, but a

long-term effect on irregular migration intentions. It seems like local governments and the dias-

pora primarily influence legal migration intentions, while international governments and local

social contacts play a stronger role on decisions regarding irregular migration. NGOs, both

international and local, play a rather neutral role, with effects, but without effect extremes or

high volatility in any direction. The effects for both migration intentions, in general and for

irregular migration, can only be partly attributed to the levels of general credibility attributed

to information sources. I expect an additional component, not captured in the manipulation

check, to be manipulated with the variation in sender types on this particular topic.

The present study highlights the general relevance of sender credibility. However, two com-

ponents of sender credibility particularly come to light with the present results. First, sender

credibility is subjective. This aspect was already expected from foregoing literature, but it

became even clearer with the discrepancy between the credibility expectations and the ac-

tual credibility scores shown. The high variation in sender credibility within each sender type

indicates the subjectivity of this issue, additionally. Second, the present results suggest a topic-

dependent component of credibility. In the present credibility manipulation check, only general

credibility per sender type is tested, which allows only partial explanation of the different effects

per sender type on the outcomes of interest. Credibility scores may be topic-dependent in the

sense that the credibility score is guided by the relation of the sender with the respective topic

and outcome measured. Set up as an example question, would the diaspora be more credible

in warning of migration or supporting migration? This speaks towards the notion of arguing

for the effect of the assumed self-interest of the sender in a credibility setting (Belloni 2019;

Tierney 1999), but adds the behavioral role-model component.

The insights regarding credibility shown in the present study limit the detailed generalisability

of its results. With regard to the subjectivity of credibility similarities can be assumed within

close cultures or settings. From that knowledge, this similarity may be expected regarding topic

dependency as well. On a different note, the justification of sender relevance in combination

with its subjectivity, brings back or highlights an aspect often overlooked: the relevance of the

target audience of the information. This highlights the need to be aware of who is the target

group for a successful (policy) information implementation. Another potential limitation to

the generalisability of the present results is the highly self-selected sample. The sample seems
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to be higher in generalised trust and more interested in the topic of irregular migration. How-

ever, this pre-selection is at the same time the target audience of migration information in the

described setting of a migration hub.

This study focuses on the example of migration information campaigns, being only one infor-

mation of many in a migration hub setting. The high real-world variability on sender types

makes it a suitable case example. The mechanisms studied are assumed to be attributable to

different cases. Although the results suggest a limitation with regard to target audience and

topic, the present results may still be attributable to different cases. Examples might be social

network communication as force on migration behavior, or regular and irregular migration or-

ganisation agencies facilitating the migration journey through information.

4.6 Conclusion

In a migration hub setting, senders of information, such as smuggling and trafficking organi-

sations or more reputable migration information campaign implementers, are competing with

each other to acieve the highest impact on awareness, attitudes, and intention change within

the target group, further seeking the highest effect persistence. Each sender type is associated

with a certain credibility level, which mediates the impact of the information on the target

audience. However, current studies fall short when it comes to manipulating the existing real-

world variety of perceived sender types and their credibility experimentally to reach causal

insights, while holding internal validity high and being faithful to real-world circumstances.

With the aim being to back up existing research I implement a three-wave survey experimental

design in form of a lab-in-the-field experiment manipulating the sender credibility through six

proxy sender types. I enhance opportunities for gaining insights on effect durability enhancing

opportunities by manipulating repeated information exposure in the second survey wave.

The results reveal an increase in topic awareness, similar for all sender types, but without

persistence over time. After one week the level of awareness is back similar to the baseline

value prior treatment implementation. Migration intentions decrease persistently for all sender

types, but to varying degrees. The local government and international social contacts, hence

the diaspora, have the strongest direct effect which persists. Over time the effects for inter-

national governments decrease also in meaningful size, without additional treatment exposure.

The effects of information on irregular migration intentions are strongest once mediated by

international governments, but also for both NGOs or the local government. Yet, while irreg-

ular migration intentions decrease further for the local social contact sender type, they do not

endure for the other treatment groups, which gives some indication on the prevalence of the

more superficial processing system. The effects for both migration intentions measured can

only be partly attributed to the levels of credibility in general. Overall, local governments and

the diaspora seem to influence primarily on a legal intentions component, while international
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governments and local social contacts play a stronger role on illegal or irregular parts. NGOs,

international and local, play a rather neutral role, with certain effects, but without effect ex-

tremes or high volatility in any direction. Repeated information exposure seems to have no

additional effect on size, but to foster the effect persistence. However, this interpretation comes

with uncertainty due to a lack in power based on the small sample size.

The self-selection of the participants through participation rate and the panel attrition over

study waves, has additionally an impact on the power of the analyses. Certain estimations

can only be interpreted as tentative expectations due to a small number of observations. This

is particularly true for the interpretation of the repeated exposure treatment implemented in

the second study wave. Future research should build on these first insights and investigate the

distinct effect of agency in a migration information gathering setting, compared to no agency or

no additional information. A variation within the no-agency treatment group, giving insights

on the effect of coherent information to non-coherent one would be of additional interest to

enhance knowledge on the updating mechanisms based on information.

Self-selection regarding two lines of interest (trust and migration) of the participants, and the

application of an additional snowball sampling raises the probability of frequent interaction

among the participants within the sample. A regular communication enhances the probability

of spillover effects in the study, which implies a blurry treatment estimation in wave 2 and 3.

However, I expect spillover, if at all, regarding the content of the information. Since the con-

tent is the same among all treatment groups, a content spillover would merely imply a doubled

information, but not treatment exposure. Spillover regarding the sender type of information

or the existence of agency in the repeated exposure treatment is rather unlikely. The former is

bagged by estimation due to the low levels of correct memorisation of the information’s sender

over time.

The insights gained from this study are substantively important for two major aspects. First,

the rigorous empirical test of sender credibility as a mediator for information effects on atti-

tude and intention change performed as in the present paper strengthens current theoretical

assumptions and foregoing empirical evidence from the lab and the field. Empirical evaluations

in the field generally suffer from noise, which blurs internal validity (Morgenstern mimeo[a]),

or they are limited to a lab environment (Bond Jr & DePaulo 2008; George et al. 2014; Levine

et al. 2011). I am not aware of another study that addresses the mediating role of sender

credibility by identifying it causally and clearly, in a real-world setting. The insights regarding

the persistence of results give new evidence to several theoretical assumptions. The estimates

suggest that the peripheral cue of sender credibility may work on two distinct intersections of

the theoretical model: on the peripheral route or by enhancing the deliberative information

processing. This provides an important understanding for the multiple roles hypothesis for spe-

cific moderators (Luttrell 2018; Wagner & Petty 2011), as well as for the ‘reigning confusion’

debate regarding mixed empirical results (Hovland et al. 1953; Sherifl 1977). Additionally,

the random assignment on repeated exposure and its variation in self-chosen and externally
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decided exposure mostly supports the debated filter bubble expectation (Flaxman et al. 2016).

Furthermore, the study gives insights on the sleeper effect theory by showing the diminishing

memory of the information sender over time, without loosening the credibility-mediated effect

(Briñol et al. 2019; Priester et al. 1999). In-depth knowledge on the mediating role of sender

credibility is not limited to a given contribution on social network theory, (social or cogni-

tive) psychological literature, or migration information campaigns. The generated knowledge

is valuable for all literature applying these mechanisms, such as media literature, business ad-

ministration research, information campaigns as such, or the increasing corpus on combating

misinformation and fake news (Allcott & Gentzkow 2017; Brader et al. 2010; Gentzkow et al.

2015; Herrmann et al. 2018; Lazer et al. 2018; Slothuus & De Vreese 2010). The evidence

surrounding this mechanism may even be applied to interviewer or implementer effects in the

broadest sense.

Second, the results have practical real-world impact for different genres of research and policy.

Most straightforward, the results influence on the policy of migration information campaigns.

The evidence on credibility-enhancing effects and the variation by sender type are of relevance

for policy makers and campaign implementers in the field alike. The results reveal which sender

type works best based on its credibility—in magnitude of change and persistence of change. For

general migration topics, the local government, international governments, and the diaspora

suggest the strongest and lengthiest impact, while for irregular migration topics, local social

contacts are primary. Within the policy of migration information campaigns, the latter may

be reached through a long-lasting multiplier effect, hence the effect of re-communication of the

information by those reached by the direct information campaign. The results of repeated ex-

posure suggest that additional campaign implementations might be useful, but the information

effect might be stronger following a self-selection of the information source. Besides, the study

also contributes to the research on implementation strategies to combat smuggling, traffick-

ing, and exploitative migration organisations. Knowing through which channel persuasion is

most effective gives guidance about not only which channels should be used to inform political

strategies, but also which channels to tackle the distribution of misinformation. With regard

to irregular migration intentions, and hence the path of smuggling and trafficking organisa-

tions, local social contacts reveal the strongest persisting effect. A finding that is supported

by qualitative fieldwork as well (Alpes 2017). This implies that these parties are not the most

pressing sender type to be addressed, but their ability to reach people through their social

contacts. Finally, the results give insights for researchers. Especially in current times, facing a

pandemic, researchers switch from personal contacts to online channels. Although this switch

is ethically recommended, it may come with a price on credibility.
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A Expectations Excluded Treatment

Since the manipulation of one of the three treatments implemented failed, I decided to exclude

it from the paper. All aspects regarding this excluded treatment are preserved in the appendix.

This deviation from the Pre-Analysis Plan as registered is clearly indicated in the text, fos-

tering transparency. In the following I describe the theoretical expectations with regard to

the failed treatment. The treatment operationalisation, empirical analyses and its treatment

manipulation check are reported in the respective appendix chapters in accordance with the

reporting of the remaining two treatments. The failed treatment was supposed to manipulate

the motivation to process the incoming information. The theoretical expectations build, like

the other implemented treatments, on the approach of dual process theories.

Similar to the underlying mechanism in the case of anxiety, high relevance of a topic leads to

a higher motivation to process the information. The latter is investigated in the present study.

The comparison is made between a normal state of processing and a high motivation state of

processing based on the level of relevance of migration information. Following from this elabo-

ration it is assumed that a high level of topic relevance for oneself leads to a primarily system 2

processing, while a low level of relevance leads to a superficial system 1 information processing.

Expanding the path to the outcome of interest, a high level of topic relevance for the individual

is assumed to have a higher increase in the level of knowledge and a greater impact on attitude

and behaviour change, compared to a low level of relevance for the individual.

The core model of the dual process theory suggests that in case of low motivation, system 1

processing is the pre-dominant at work and that in case of high motivation, system 2 becomes

the dominant information processing system. In the latter, system 2, the importance for per-

suasion lies in the message, while in the former, system 1, peripheral cues are theorized to have

a high influence. In the present case the level of motivation is caused by the level of relevance

of the information. From this follows that in case of low relevance, system 1 is assumed to be

the primary system at work. At the same time, peripheral cues play a higher role in case of

system 1 processing. Thus, it is expected that the lower the topic relevance for the information

receiver the higher the effect of sender credibility.

Hypothesis 1b: The effect of source credibility on the impact of the information on attitudes

and behaviour of the individual is higher, the lower the relevance of the topic for oneself.

Applying these insights to the proposed mechanisms in case of migration information campaigns

allows to make claims on the expected durability of information campaign effects based on the

moderator of information relevance. The central path in the proposed theoretical model are the

two systems of information processing: the superficial system 1 and the in-depth processing

system 2. Connecting this model with information science insights leads to the assumption

that primarily system 2 information processing suggests a higher durability compared to the
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superficial processing with primarily system 1, due to its depth and the resulting stability of

knowledge. Like elaborated previously, the dominance of either of the systems is influenced

by the relevance of the topic for the recipient. Thus, high topic relevance of the topic of the

information provided by the campaign, is expected to lead to primarily system 2 processing.

System 2 processing is expected to be deep and deliberative and is therefore expected to lead

to a higher level in knowledge and thus a higher duration of potential attitude and behaviour

change based on the information provided. In comprised words and putting the generally pri-

marily activated system 1 in focus, it is expected that low information relevance leads to a

lower durability of impact based on the information.

B Research Design (Setup, Operationalisations, PAP,

Power Calculation)

Setup

Figure B.1: Design Setup

Operationalisation: Treatment

With the aim of achieving an authentic treatment the information is based on a real-world mi-

gration information campaign output. The output are letters from students who wrote about

the workshop in a foregoing study. Only the control group output of this study is used. The

content of the letters is qualitatively synthesized and the content is used for the creation of this

study’s treatment. In the process of treatment creation through merging from different sources

within the type of information source a central task is to reach comparability. Thus, besides

authenticity the aim is to develop flyers and letters with similar level of logic, demand, length
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and argument strength. This is qualitatively assessed. To enhance credibility of the treatment,

leaflets and letters are deigned depending on sender type. For the design of the NGO treatment

leaflets from NGOs which are online accessible are gathered and synthesized. Following, the

synthesized campaign information is used to develop one flyer. The same procedure is followed

to create the governmental treatment condition. The social influence treatment is handwritten

by myself, copying grammar and spelling as best as possible.

Treatment T1 at t0.

The first treatment is the state of engagement or motivation to process the information. This

is operationalized through the level of relevance of the topic for oneself. It is distinguished

between a high level of relevance and a low level of relevance. The relevance is manipulated

by giving the participant an interpretation advice. The idea behind this stems from the so-

cial psychological research literature. From this research literature all people have different

social roles and apply different roles at different points in time. Thus, the interpretation advice

merely triggers as which role the student should read and process the following information.

The two distinctions are: interpret this as a potential migrant (relevance/motivation high),

and interpret this as a settled student (relevance/motivation low).

The treatment allocation happens randomly through a random distribution of varying survey

questionnaires. A simple random allocation is used, independent of the treatment allocation

of the second treatment.

Treatment T2 at t0.

Excursus: Sender Credibility in Nigeria

The credibility of a sender is subjective to the audience. This implies, that whereas the the-

oretical framework of sender credibility is widely applicable, the subjective audience needs to

be taken into account. Albeit there are high variations on an individual level basis, following

literature some culturally overarching coherence in credibility perception exist (Putnam 2000;

Uslaner 2002). A classic target group of migration information campaigns are young Nigerians,

and hence the sample group of interest in this research study. Besides a high variation on ethnic

groups (over 50 different exist), I expect, in accordance with literature a certain overarching

credibility perception of young Nigerians and will review in the following the literature to get

some indication which sender type might be perceived as more credible than another. The

senders of interest are based on real world occurrence and are: governments, NGOs, and social

contacts, each distinguished in being international and national. Since no data exists for this

quite specific interest, a step-wise approximation is used. First (1), the concept of credibility is

defined to build a foundation. Second (2), the types of trust defined in literature are matched

to the senders of interest. Third (3), insights from different sources, literature and data, are

step-wise introduced. The steps start with (A) knowledge about the Sub-Saharan Africa re-

gion, (B) narrows then to survey insights for Nigeria, (C) goes over recent findings for young

Nigerians, and (D) ends with theoretically developed factors relevant for the context under
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study. Fourth, a summary of these step-wise insights leads to the working assumption for this

article on the credibility distribution by migration information sender from young Nigerians as

receiver target group.

The first (1) central knowledge needed with regard to the definition of the concept credibil-

ity is that, many names with many definitions exist (Hardin 2002). Following McCroskey

& Teven (1999) and Briñol & Petty (2009b), the concept of credibility consists of three as-

pects: expertise, trustworthiness and goodwill (ibid.). Expertise implies the ability to provide

valid information, trustworthiness the motivation to provide accurate information in general

and goodwill the intention to provide accurate information toward the receiver (McCroskey &

Teven 1999). Expertise is expected to vary highly on individual basis within the information

source categories. The latter two are most often taken as one category, generally under name

’trust’.

Second (2), I’m linking now the variation of concepts on trust and credibility, to the sender

types under study, the central link of this assumption. As a basic foundation the concepts

defined in literature can be differentiated between generalized trust and specific trust. In this

study specific trust, the trust towards a particular source, is the one of interest. Yet, generalized

trust, the level of trust which is defined as how much a person believes that other people can be

trusted, is also relevant for the present case. Following literature, the level of generalized trust

gives an indication for expectations on trust towards international sources (Brewer et al. 2005),

a central component of the present study. The variation in sender of interest is on the one hand

among sender types, such as NGOs, governments, and social contacts, and on the other hand,

between international versus local sender types. Bach to the ’trust of interest’, specific trust,

another distinction can be made: specific trust in form of political trust and in form of person-

alized trust (Uslaner 2002). Each form, again can be subdivided. Political trust may be with

regard to state institutions, such as courts, police, and civil service, or towards organizations of

the government, like cabinets, parliaments, political parties (Rothstein & Stolle 2008; Zmerli

& Newton 2017). Personalized trust, on the contrary, is generally sub-divided into circles of

closeness (Hardin 2002). Applying these insights to the present sender types under study, I

study political trust and specifically governmental trust through the sender type ’government’,

specific social trust through the sender type ’social contact, and an in-between trust concept

(Uslaner 2018) in form of an ’NGO’ sender type. Both, internationally and locally, which is

influenced by the generalized trust concept.

In a third (3) I am now engaging with different insights of research. Since none is giving di-

rectly insights on credibility levels young Nigerians adjust to the three different sender types,

internationally and local ones, I proceed step wise to reach an assumption. Firs (A) I look

on the overall knowledge about the Sub-Saharan Africa region on trust. Macro-level studies

reveal an tremendously low level of generalized trust for evolving democratic states (Draude et

al. 2018), with Sub-Saharan states being particularly low (Inglehart & Welzel 2010; Mattes &

Moreno 2018), a potential relic from the African history of slavery (Nunn & Wantchekon 2011).
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The low level of generalized trust indicates a lower level of trust in international organisations

compared to local ones. Besides a generally low level in trust, Sub-Saharan Africans show to

have a particular high level of inner-circle trust (i.e. close family)(Mattes & Moreno 2018), and

high levels of political trust, in institutions of the state and organizations of governments. Mat-

tes & Moreno (ibid.) indicate a high proportion of ’blind’ institutional trusters and low level of

institutional ’cynics’, in their comparison between Sub-Saharan Africans and Latin-Americans.

While following from ancient literature voluntary organizations are expected to enhance high

levels of trust, empirical evidence does not confirm this expectation (Delhey & Newton 2003).

Narrowing the focus towards (B) the country Nigeria, results from the most recent World

Value (WVS, Wave 6, 2010-2014) and Afrobarometer (Round 7, 2016-2018) survey give deeper

insights. However, only for social trust (WVS) and political trust (Afrobarometer), leaving

NGOS aside. Wave 6 of the WVS (2010-2014) confirms the low level of generalized trust7 for

Nigeria. 15% say that most people can be trusted, whereas 85% declare that one needs to

be careful. Similar results exist for other Sub-Saharan African countries. Western European

countries, on the contrary show a balanced distribution between the two extremes of general

trust (e.g. in Germany 45% claim that most people can be trusted and 54% express that one

needs to be careful). Regarding personalized trust, the trust in the family, Nigerians demon-

strate particular high values. 89% indicate they trust completely in their family and 11% trust

somewhat in their family. These values are somewhat higher compared to other Sub-Saharan

African countries and notably higher compared to western European countries. Afrobarometer

round 7 (2016-2018) data complements with insights regarding political trust. Trust in organi-

zations of government, (the parliament/national assembly, the county assembly) is particularly

low for Nigerians compared to other (West) Sub-Saharan Africans. 75% do not trust at all in

the parliament/national assembly or just a little bit. Similar values for the county assembly

and the ruling coalition and the opposition of political parties8. The distinctiveness of Nigeria

is also reflected in the trust in institutions of the state. 48% of Nigerians do not trust in the

police at all, and additional 25% merely a little bit. For comparison in other West African

countries both categories of distrust comprised are around 40%. Similar values are shown for

trust in courts of law and Independent Electoral Boundaries Commissions (IEBC). This reveals

that regarding social trust the Nigerian case is similar to other Sub-Saharan countries and thus

at a later stage comparable or generalizable, but distinct for political trust.

Staying with the focus on Nigeria, I now narrow further to insights on the target group, (C)

young Nigerians. In a baseline survey from a prior study by the author, students from a

university in Abuja, Nigeria rated their level of trust regarding several persons, institutions,

organizations and the media. This gives insights about the trust levels regarding different

senders for young adults - the target group of this article. The results reveal that the highest

level of trust is associated with NGOs, having a 68% level of trust. In the baseline survey no

distinction was made between international or local NGO. The second highest level of trust

7Survey Question: Most people can be trusted or you need to be careful.
8Interestingly the trust level is also particularly low regarding traditional leaders and religious leaders in

Nigeria, compared to other West African countries.
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is indicated for local social contacts (61%), friends and family in Nigeria. However, interna-

tional contact (friends and family living abroad) is merely indicated on the fourth level, but

with still a 50% level of trust. Governments are indicated with the third highest trust level

in this study. No significant difference between the level of trust regarding local (59%) and

international (59.1%) governments exists. Besides showing that the level of trust associated

with the three types of senders under study is not too diverse for young Nigerians, it also shows

that the sub distinction plays a more relevant role for social trust compared to political trust.

additionally, the baseline survey gives a first more precise indication for the placement of NGOs

in the credibility hierarchy.

Finally, since all insights on credibility and trust are asked without context, I want to elaborate

on (D) factors developed from theory. Transferring these indications of trust in the different

sources in the situation migration information needs to include additional aspects. Goodwill,

the sub-component from the concept of credibility, is here the relevant one. From literature

goodwill can be expected to be highly influenced by the generalized level of trust (Brewer et

al. 2005; Hardin 2002), such as a high level of general trust might be highly correlated with a

a high level of goodwill expectation towards others. As seen in the ESS survey insights in (B),

Nigerians have a pretty low level of generalized trust. From that, I expect a low level of good-

will expectations from Nigerians with regard to the sender types under study. From theoretical

logic governments can be expected to have the highest self-interest, social contacts a medium

level and NGOs the lowest level of self-interest and thus the highest level of goodwill. For gov-

ernments negative assumptions are that the information is provided to either relief themselves

from an ethical burden (burden shift through responsibility shift based on full information)

or because they want to prevent themselves from financial costs due to immigration. Social

contacts could be said against the push into migration for remittances or the deterrence due

to social capital provision. The same reasons but vice versa on pushing and deterring hold for

international contacts, the diaspora.

Figure 1 summarizes the step-wise approach towards sender credibility of young Nigerians in

the context of migration information campaigns. Step A gives first insights for a general place-

ment of the case, especially for non-specialist western minds. Step B, then, learns from survey

results for Nigeria, allocating the country in the region. Step C adds insights from the trust

perceptions of the target group. Lastly, step D, adds the context component. From this results

the following hierarchy of credibility by source: (1) NGO local, (2) social local, (3) social inter-

national, (4) NGO international, (5) governmental local, (6) government international. This

hierarchy is the assumed for the present article. When talking about a high level of sender

credibility, local NGOs (1) are implied, for low levels international governments (6) are meant

and accordingly in between.
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Figure B.2: Credibility in Nigeria per Sender over research sources

Note: A=Sub-Saharan Africa region, B=survey insights for Nigeria, C=recent findings for young Nige-
rians, D=theoretically developed context factors; all international non-social sources are divided by 2 to
account for the low level of generalized trust.

This results in six different sources for manipulation: International NGO, local NGO, interna-

tional social contact, local social contact, international governments and the local government.

The latter, local governments, are up to now not engaging in the topic of migration informa-

tion campaign provision in African countries, but it might become a source. In Asian countries

some national governments already engage in migration information transmission through cam-

paigns. The treatment is communicated through the indication of the source of information

before, during and after the information. Similar to treatment T1 at t0, the treatment is ran-

domly allocated. The treatment allocation of T2 is independent of the other treatments.

Treatment T3 at t1.

The third treatment is implemented in the second survey wave. Here, the effect of repeated

treatment exposure in two distinct forms is tested. One form is through external induced

repeated exposure and the other through self-induced repeated exposure. The first is opera-

tionalized by repeating the exact same treatment condition like at t0 for each individual. This

implies that we have 12 different groups of the same external treatment exposure group. The

self-induced treatment exposure arm gets to choose between all 6 treatment sources, while be-

ing again in the same motivation-group like at t0. Based on the well defined theory of selective

exposure an individual is expected to choose the same source to strengthen their information.

The treatment construction of the treatment T3 at t1 equals the treatment construction for
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T2. In contrast to the treatment arm distribution at t0, at t1 an additional treatment arm is

operationalized: the control group. The control group does not receive any additional treat-

ment exposure at t1.

The treatment allocation to one of the two treatment arms or the control arm is completely

random and independent of T1 and T2 treatment group belonging.

Operationalisation: Variables of Interest

The central concept of interest is attitude change and the change in intentions. As side variables

of interest, behavioural change in form of migration behaviour and information search behaviour

are measured and the level of knowledge regarding the topic is tested. The operationalization

for the concepts attitudes, migration behaviour and knowledge equals the operationalization

in foregoing studies to enhance comparability.

Attitudes. The central outcome of interest are attitudes regarding irregular migration. Atti-

tudes of a participant regarding the topic are measured in two ways. One way measures general

awareness by asking in a direct question how common irregular migration is in their area of

living. The participant answers on a scale from highly common to not common at all. The

second measurement aims to capture more the own attitudes of the participant with regard to

this topic. Since own attitudes are often difficult to express, the question is formulated more

indirectly, by asking how common irregular migration is for oneself. In accordance with the

first question, the participant can rate his/her answer on a scale.

Migration Behaviour. Actual migration behaviour is difficult to capture. Therefore the preced-

ing concept is studied: migration intentions, general ones and irregular migration intentions.

Intended migration, is operationalized through a direct survey questioning. The students are

asked to rank the level they consider to migrate, in general and the irregular way, on a 7 level

scale. This is interpreted as stated migration intention.

Information Search Behaviour. The concept of information search behaviour is especially rel-

evant in the investigation of effect durability and selective exposure influence. Information

search behaviour is measured in 2 ways: Information seeking Intentions and Information seek-

ing behaviour. The intentions are measured through direct questions regarding whether there

is an intention to seek for further information regarding the topic of irregular migration, where

the person plans to seek for information (which source) and what kind of information (topic;

e.g. destination circumstances, journey challenges) he/she is interested in. Measuring informa-

tion seeking behaviour is combined with being the treatment for the selective exposure group

for T3 at t1. The act of selectively deciding on which information to get is the dependent

variable and the treatment at the same time. To make sure that actual behaviour is measured

and not merely motivation a cost is introduced to get the information for half of the sample.
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Knowledge. The level of knowledge is the outcome variable which is expected to reveal differ-

ent results depending on system 1 and system 2 processing. Therefore, only in the knowledge

measurement a differentiation between high anxiety and high sender credibility should be ob-

servable. Knowledge is measured in form of the so-called objective knowledge. Through a small

quiz, the level of knowledge regarding the topic is investigated. This is to check whether the

level of knowledge changed through the intervention.

Manipulation check: Sender credibility. The concept of sender credibility consists of three com-

ponents: sender expertise, sender trust and the senders’ goodwill. Sender expertise measures

the perception of the participant to which degree the sender is able to provide reliable infor-

mation. Sender trust, on the other hand, measures the perceived motivation to provide valid

information. The goodwill of the sender indicates whether the sender is willing provide the

accurate information or has any self-interest in not doing so. The item battery to measure this

concept consists of several rating scales adapted from the well established and tested credibil-

ity scale of McCroskey & Teven (1999). Here, the students rate the sender of information for

example from trustworthy to not trustworthy (example item for trust) and from experienced

to non-experienced (example item of expertise) and from ’has my interest in mind’ to ’does not

has my interest in mind’ (example item of goodwill).

PAP

The Pre-Analysis Plan was registered on EGAP prior to treatment implementation. In be-

tween EGAP migrated to the overall OSF platform. The Pre-Analysis Plan can now be found

following this link: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (last accessed 09/27/2020). The following is

the copied chapter ’Empirical Analysis’ from the PAP without changes:

Estimands of interest

A first interest point is to see whether the ’migration information campaign’-information reaches

their aim in the sense of influencing attitudes of the target group under study and to foster

a diffusion behaviour of the information. Following from this the first estimand of interest,

indicating a pre- post- treatment comparison from the panel measurement of the surveys at

different points in time, is

(1) τ = E[panelt1 − panelt0].

The second step of analysis and the heart of the research study, is to investigate the effect of

the mediating variables, relevance and sender credibility, of the campaign effect on attitudes,

behaviour and as a second order dependent variable on the level of knowledge.

The first hypothesis 1a is regarding the single effect of sender credibility.
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Hypothesis 1a: The higher the credibility of the information source, the higher the impact of

the information on attitudes and behaviour of the individual.

The estimates of interest following from the hypothesis 1a is a comparison between the two

states of treatment for each treatment under study (see formalization (2)). Additionally, the

assumption is tested that the higher the relevance of the treatment for oneself, the higher the

impact of the information on attitudes and behaviour of the individual. The same formaliza-

tion applies.

(2) τ = E[treatmentA − treatmentB].

To investigate the second hypothesis 1b the effect of both treatments, relevance and sender

credibility, are investigated in interdependence.

Hypothesis 1b: The effect of source credibility on the impact of the information on attitudes

and behaviour of the individual is higher, the lower the relevance of the topic for oneself.

(3) τ = E[treatmentAhigh
− treatmentBlow

].

The estimands of interest following from the second hypothesis are focusing on the durability

of the impact effect. For the second hypotheses (2a and 2b) the dependent variable is measured

at t1 or even t2 instead of t0.

Hypothesis 2a: The lower the relevance of the topic for oneself, the lower the durability of

the impact of the information on attitudes and behaviour of the individual (without additional

exposure).

Hypothesis 2b: The lower the relevance of the topic for oneself, the higher the effect of repeated

exposure, externally and self exposure, of the information on attitudes and behaviour of the

individual.

Formalization (4) presents the estimand of interest for both second hypotheses. The difference

is based on the dependent variable to be explained.

(4) τ = E[treatmentC − treatmentD].

A third step of interest are insights on the effects for sub-groups. Heterogeneous effects are

expected for different characteristics of the variables prior to treatment implementation: future
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job prospects, risk aversion, migration history, prior migration attitudes and intentions, and

the level of self-attribution of the information.

A forth step of interest is the treatment manipulation check and a potential spillover check.

The treatment group belonging is compared to the survey answering behaviour for the con-

cept of sender recognition and credibility. Lastly a check for spillovers is conducted through

investigating potential influenced effects by networks. The networks are created based on the

assumption of homophily. Covariates used for network creations are: gender, age, education,

self-placement in society, religion, ethnicity and student accommodation (hall, room).

Estimation

Analytically an OLS model is used to estimate the sample average treatment effects (ATE),

first without covariates, then including them. In the formalization of the model, k indicates a

vector of the before mentioned covariates being zero in the first calculation of the model.

For the simple difference in means calculation the first model has the following formalization:

(I) Yi = β0 + β1 ∗ Treatmenti + k + εi

with Yi indicating the dependent variables under study - diffusion behaviour, attitudes, and

knowledge -, i the individual and εi the error component. For the first step of interest, the pre-

post treatment comparison (Individual Treatment Effect ITE calculation), Treatment indicates

the various measurements in time. In order to investigate the proposed hypotheses 1a and 1b,

Treatment indicates the treatment arms of each of the treatments, independent of each other.

To test the interdependent effects, an interaction model (II) is used to study the effect of each

treatment state in interdependence with the treatment state of the other treatment. Addition-

ally, this model gives information about the calculation of the heterogeneous effects analyses.

(II) Yi = β0 + β1 ∗ Treatment1i ∗ Treatment2i + k + εi.

Power Calculation

Assessing the power of the experiment is relevant to engage in what is needed to be able to

reject the null hypothesis of no treatment effect (Gerber & Green 2012). Since the present

study happens over-time an attrition rate per wave needs to be assumed to assess the number

of participants (N) per wave. The attrition rate for this study is based on a prior study of the

author, recontacting university students of another university in Nigeria half a year after the

first survey on site. In the prior study out of 200 students only around 50% where possible to
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recontact due to the existence of the phone number half a year later. From these around 100

contacted students around 50% completed the survey. Since the present study has a much lower

time interval between gathering the phone number and contacting the students (1-3 weeks) a

lower attrition based on ’number non-existence’ is assumed. For the calculation an attrition

rate of 25% based on ’number non-existence’ is assumed. Additionally, there is an attrition

rate due to loss in motivation or interest in participation by the student. In the foregoing

study this rate was again 50%. Since in the present study the distance between the waves is

lower (1 week instead of half a year) and the student achieves merely the incentive in case of

completion of all three waves an attrition rate of 30% is assumed. The probabilities are high

that the attrition rate becomes smaller with each wave of completion. To have an conservative

estimate this is not included in the present calculation.

In the foregoing section the estimates of interest are described. These are the key estimates

which need to be estimated with a sufficient power to investigate the hypotheses proposed in

the theoretical section. The N we have in each treatment group described to get τ depends on

the number of groups we divided the overall sample in. The number of groups depends on the

number of treatment arms. This is described in the section treatment allocation. Thus, for

hypothesis 1a / estimand 2 a number of six groups is given; for hypothesis 1b, the interaction

hypothesis / estimand 3 a number of 12 groups exists. The dependent variable for the first

hypotheses is measured at the first wave (t0), which suggests a lower level of attrition compared

to the second and third treatment wave (t1, t2). For hypothesis 2a / estimand 4 a number

of 2 groups is given, but the dependent variable is measured at t1. Hypothesis 2b / estimand

5 is based on 6 groups (2*3) and is measured at t1 but for the durability effect also at t2.

Therefore, the crucial point to start for calculation is to get a sufficient power for analyzing

the hypothesis 2b with the expansion at t2.

To get a point of reference for the power calculation estimates, values from the foregoing study

by the author are used. Balanced groups are assumed and the power is calculated including a

a significance level of 0.05 in 10,000 simulations. The rule of thumb is to achieve a power of

around 80 to make qualified claims about the results. With a sample number of 1500 at t2,

divided in six groups implies 250 students per comparison group. The power calculation based

on the above valued reveals a power of 74.73. This is the bare minimum acceptable.

Calculating backwards from the minimum needed 1500 participants at t2 to the number of

people to contact shows a need of contacting 5833 students. Therefore, 6000 students are

randomly sampled from the student registry. The step-wise path to reach this results is as

follows: Starting at t2 with an N of 1500 the assumed attrition (from t1 to t2) of 30% is added;

this leads to an N of 2143 at t1; adding again the assumed attrition (now from t0 to t1) of

30% shows a N of 3062 at t0; adding to this again the attrition rate (this time from contacting

point X to participation at t0) leads to a number of 4375 students in need to be contacted;

lastly the attrition rate of 25% based on ’number non-existence’ is added, which results in the

amount of student numbers needed to sample: 5833.
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C Detailed results: STRONG Attitude and Inten-

tion Change

Descriptives Dependent Variable

Table C.1: Overview Treatment Group Distribution Wave 1 by Sample

Topic Relevance Credibility

T1 T2 T1 Loc. T2 Int. T3 Loc. T4 Int. T5 Loc. T6 Int. Total

Stud. Migr. NGO NGO Gov. Gov. Social Social N

Sample 1 66 66 20 22 25 23 21 21 132

Sample 2 2 6 1 2 2 1 2 0 8

Sample 3 195 195 63 64 62 67 66 68 390

Outsiders 46 43 15 16 11 14 13 20 89

Total N 309 310 99 104 100 105 102 109 619

Note: The indication ’Outsiders’ stands for the sample of people contacted in the second spill of the
snowball in the snowball technique applied to sample 1 to get sample 3.

Table C.2: Overview Treatment Group Distribution by Treatment & wave

Topic Relevance Credibility

T1 T2 T1 Loc. T2 Int. T3 Loc. T4 Int. T5 Loc. T6 Int. Total

Stud. Migr. NGO NGO Gov. Gov. Social Social N

Wave 1 309 310 99 104 100 105 102 109 619

Wave 2 82 84 24 23 32 34 21 32 166

Wave 3 69 68 19 18 28 25 20 27 137

Total N 460 462 142 145 160 164 143 168 922
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Table C.3: Summary Statistics Covariates Wave 1

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Age 22.86 3.60 16 29

Gender (fem) 0.32 0.47 0 1

UniBen 0.73 0.45 0 1

Uni 0.96 0.19 0 1

Uni Faculty 9.46 4.44 1 17

Mig. Hist. National 0.66 0.47 0 1

Mig. Hist. International 0.13 0.34 0 1

Housing 9.89 3.60 1.00 12.00

Job prospects 6.89 2.73 1.00 10.00

Self Attribution 2.80 0.45 1 3

Figure C.3: Faculty Descriptives
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Table C.4: Summary Statistics Prior to Treatment Variables Wave 1

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min Max

PRE migintend 7.74 2.39 1 10

PRE migintendB 2.33 2.47 1 10

PRE topicrel 3.69 2.92 1 10

PRE infohist dummy 0.84 0.37 0 1

PRE infohist workshopUNI 0.13 0.34 0 1

PRE knowconfi 6.39 2.85 1 10

PRE Attgen 6.86 2.58 1.00 10.00

PRE Attself 4.81 2.99 1.00 10.00

PRE Att poor 3.12 2.98 1.00 10.00

PRE Att job 2.64 2.56 1.00 10.00

PRE Att danger 4.35 3.83 1.00 10.00

Table C.5: Summary Statistics Variables of Interest Wave 1 = DV of wave 1

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Search Intentions 7.18 2.61 1 10

Search Source 3.75 1.87 1 6

General Awareness 6.81 2.44 1.00 10.00

Self Attitudes 4.98 2.84 1.00 10.00

Att. poor 2.40 2.62 1.00 10.00

Att. job 2.02 2.16 1.00 10.00

Att. danger 3.74 3.65 1.00 10.00

Know Risk 57.58 24.78 0.00 100.00

Know Cost 357,311.70 2,973,703.00 0.00 70,000,030.00

Know Resid. 52.16 44.31 0.00 100.00

Know Quiz 1 0.93 0.25 0 1

Know Quiz 2 0.90 0.30 0 1

Know Quiz 3 0.30 0.46 0 1

Mig. Int. 7.22 2.65 1 10

Mig. Int. EU 6.50 2.76 1.00 10.00

Irreg. Mig. Int. 1.94 2.07 1 10

Mig. return 6.94 2.57 1 10
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Table C.6: Summary Statistics Variables of Interest Wave 1 by T1

student migrant

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

Search Intentions 7.24 2.73 7.12 2.48

Search Source 3.70 1.85 3.80 1.89

General Awareness 6.57 2.61 7.05 2.25

Self Attitudes 4.94 2.83 5.03 2.87

Att. poor 2.53 2.77 2.26 2.47

Att. job 1.90 2.00 2.14 2.31

Att. danger 3.82 3.74 3.66 3.57

Know Risk 56.47 24.69 58.70 24.85

Know Cost 447,345.30 4,040,686.00 267,570.50 1,181,385.00

Know Resid. 51.79 44.20 52.52 44.49

Know Quiz 1 0.94 0.25 0.93 0.26

Know Quiz 2 0.89 0.31 0.90 0.30

Know Quiz 3 0.28 0.45 0.31 0.46

Mig. Int. 7.20 2.64 7.23 2.67

Mig. Int. EU 6.55 2.76 6.45 2.75

Irreg. Mig. Int. 1.94 2.14 1.94 2.00

Mig. return 7.03 2.53 6.86 2.61
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Table C.7: Summary Statistics Variables of Interest Wave 1 by T2 International

International Local

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

Search Intentions 7.18 2.64 7.18 2.58

Search Source 3.83 1.87 3.66 1.87

General Awareness 6.75 2.47 6.89 2.41

Self Attitudes 4.85 2.87 5.15 2.81

Att. poor 2.43 2.74 2.36 2.52

Att. job 1.82 1.85 2.21 2.41

Att. danger 3.91 3.77 3.58 3.54

Know Risk 58.15 24.42 56.99 25.18

Know Cost 459,242.20 3,986,877.00 249,585.80 1,181,241.00

Know Resid. 50.15 44.39 54.27 44.21

Know Quiz 1 0.95 0.21 0.91 0.29

Know Quiz 2 0.92 0.28 0.88 0.33

Know Quiz 3 0.32 0.47 0.27 0.45

Mig. Int. 7.11 2.62 7.33 2.68

Mig. Int. EU 6.47 2.66 6.54 2.86

Irreg. Mig. Int. 1.73 1.77 2.16 2.33

Mig. return 6.95 2.55 6.93 2.59
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Table C.8: Summary Statistics Variables of Interest Wave 1 by T2 Sender Type

NGO Government Social Contact

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

Search Intentions 7.18 2.41 7.14 2.73 7.22 2.67

Search Source 3.49 1.96 3.60 1.76 4.14 1.82

General Awareness 6.92 2.38 6.98 2.48 6.54 2.47

Self Attitudes 5.31 2.77 5.02 2.91 4.62 2.84

Att. poor 2.78 3.02 2.08 2.13 2.35 2.65

Att. job 2.29 2.53 1.75 1.75 2.03 2.14

Att. danger 3.66 3.62 3.65 3.69 3.89 3.67

Know Risk 60.48 25.26 58.74 23.85 53.68 24.81

Know Cost 320,480.20 1,455,589.00 232,079.00 745,562.80 512,463.30 4,822,284.00

Know Resid. 49.08 44.61 54.16 44.34 53.18 44.05

Know Quiz 1 0.93 0.25 0.93 0.26 0.93 0.25

Know Quiz 2 0.91 0.29 0.89 0.32 0.90 0.31

Know Quiz 3 0.21 0.41 0.13 0.34 0.54 0.50

Mig. Int. 7.27 2.67 7.30 2.51 7.09 2.77

Mig. Int. EU 6.70 2.78 6.62 2.59 6.19 2.87

Irreg. Mig. Int. 2.07 2.29 1.71 1.84 2.03 2.05

Mig. return 6.81 2.69 7.07 2.51 6.94 2.50

Balance Test

Treatment 1: balanced , slightly higher experience of national migration (national migration

history) in t1: potential migrant compared to t2:settled student

Treatment T2: balanced , slightly higher international migration experience with increasing

treatment group belonging

Sample: quite unbalanced , high varying level of education at University of Benin, and level of

national migration history

Survey ordering: highly balanced
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Table C.9: Balance Table Treatment 1 : Interpretation advice & Treatment 2: Sender
type/credibility

Dependent variable:

Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Sample Survey ordering

Age 0.002 0.02 −0.03∗∗ 0.002

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

Gender (fem) 0.04 0.25 0.11 0.02

(0.05) (0.18) (0.08) (0.05)

UniBen −0.04 0.14 −0.75∗∗∗ 0.08

(0.07) (0.26) (0.07) (0.08)

Uni −0.001 −0.56 −0.09 −0.06

(0.14) (0.42) (0.08) (0.13)

Uni Faculty −0.001 0.005 −0.01 −0.0004

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

Mig. Hist. National −0.13∗∗ 0.08 −0.27∗∗∗ 0.05

(0.05) (0.18) (0.09) (0.05)

Mig. Hist. International −0.02 0.51∗ 0.01 0.01

(0.09) (0.31) (0.06) (0.09)

Housing 0.01 0.01 −0.03∗∗∗ 0.002

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

Job prospects −0.01 0.03 0.04∗∗∗ −0.001

(0.01) (0.03) (0.01) (0.01)

Self Attribution −0.01 −0.10 0.12 0.08∗

(0.05) (0.18) (0.08) (0.05)

sample −0.002 −0.08 0.02

(0.03) (0.11) (0.03)

Constant 1.60∗∗∗ 3.41∗∗∗ 3.62∗∗∗ 1.11∗∗∗

(0.29) (0.98) (0.38) (0.29)

Observations 471 471 471 471

Adjusted R2 0.002 −0.002 0.18 −0.01

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.10: Balance Table, additional prior to treatment variables

Dependent variable:

PRE migintend −0.01

(0.03)

PRE migintendB −0.05

(0.03)

PRE topicrel 0.03

(0.02)

PRE knowconfi −0.003

(0.03)

PRE Attgen −0.003

(0.04)

PRE Attself 0.004

(0.04)

Constant 3.65∗∗∗ 3.56∗∗∗

(0.26) (0.35)

Observations 619 305

Adjusted R2 0.0004 −0.01

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Within Wave 1 Pre-Post Treatment Comparison

Table C.11: Migration Intentions Attitudes - withinwave-comparison (not STD)

Dependent variable:

panel panel OLS OLS

Migration Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Att. general. Att. self

wavei1 −0.53∗∗∗ −0.39∗∗∗ −0.05 0.17

(0.08) (0.09) (0.20) (0.23)

Observations 1,238 1,238 617 617

Adjusted R2 −0.87 −0.94 −0.002 −0.001

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Sample ATE Analyses : H1: Credibility → DV

Table C.12: Mediator Comparison of the Credibility Treatment groups

Awareness Migration Intentions Irreg. Migration Intentions

NGO 0.63 −0.07 −0.01

vs. Soc. (0.49) (0.37) (0.29)

I. NGO 0.80 0.04 −0.62∗∗

vs. Soc. (0.49) (0.37) (0.29)

Gov. 1.47∗∗∗ 0.22 −0.70∗∗

vs. Soc. (0.52) (0.37) (0.29)

I. Gov. 0.27 −0.18 −0.66∗∗

vs. Soc. (0.48) (0.37) (0.29)

I. Soc. 0.60 −0.39 −0.70∗∗

vs. Soc. (0.48) (0.37) (0.28)

Observations 312 619 619

Note: ’I.’ indicates ’International’ and no additional indication implies the local agent, ’Gov.’ = Gov-
ernment and ’Soc.’ = Social Contact; local social contact sender type ’Soc.’ is the comparison group,
being the most common channel for communication.

In a direct comparison of the six mediator, the effect differences come particularly clear. Table

C.12 shows the mean comparison of each sender type with the sender type ’local social con-

tact’. The reasoning for the choice of this comparison group is twofold. First, in accordance

with retrospective surveys of information sources about irregular migration (reference XXX),

local social contacts are the most frequent information sender indicated. Second, local social

contacts are expected to have the highest level of credibility in the audience, which would allow

for a comparison to the extreme. The results reveal a slightly higher level of topic awareness

for all sender types than the local social contact, although only the ’local government’ estimate

is significantly different. The estimates regarding general migration intentions are unstable.

Regarding irregular migration intentions, no significant differences between a local NGO and a

local social contact as a sender exist. All other sender types lead to significantly lower irregular

migration intentions than in the presence of a local NGO or a local social contact.
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Table C.13: Migration intentions & Attitudes

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T2.f1 −0.07 0.12 −0.01 −0.19 0.63 −0.21 0.56 0.17

(0.37) (0.44) (0.29) (0.34) (0.49) (0.55) (0.58) (0.67)

T2.f2 0.04 0.22 −0.62∗∗ −0.56 0.80 −0.17 0.37 −0.56

(0.37) (0.44) (0.29) (0.34) (0.49) (0.58) (0.58) (0.72)

T2.f3 0.22 0.17 −0.70∗∗ −0.66∗ 1.47∗∗∗ 0.63 0.30 −0.42

(0.37) (0.44) (0.29) (0.34) (0.52) (0.58) (0.61) (0.72)

T2.f4 −0.18 0.02 −0.66∗∗ −0.66∗∗ 0.27 −0.69 0.09 −0.51

(0.37) (0.43) (0.29) (0.33) (0.48) (0.55) (0.57) (0.68)

T2.f6 −0.39 −0.16 −0.70∗∗ −0.72∗∗ 0.60 −0.33 −0.39 −1.06

(0.37) (0.43) (0.28) (0.33) (0.48) (0.53) (0.56) (0.66)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 619 471 619 471 312 236 312 236

Adjusted R2 −0.003 0.02 0.02 0.16 0.02 −0.02 −0.004 −0.01

Note: Each sender type is compared to ’Local social contact’, since that’s the most common channel for
communication.

Table C.14: Migration intentions & Attitudes based on international versus local sender

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T2 int −0.23 −0.08 −0.43∗∗ −0.36∗ −0.14 −0.55∗ −0.30 −0.66∗

(0.21) (0.25) (0.17) (0.19) (0.28) (0.31) (0.32) (0.38)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Obs 619 471 619 471 312 236 312 236

Adj R2 0.0002 0.02 0.01 0.16 −0.002 −0.01 −0.0004 0.0004

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.15: Migration intentions & Attitudes based on NGO (1) versus Social contact (0)
sender

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T2 T1t3 0.19 0.23 0.04 0.04 0.37 0.06 0.69∗ 0.48

(0.27) (0.31) (0.21) (0.24) (0.33) (0.38) (0.39) (0.45)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Obs. 414 310 414 310 211 157 211 157

Adj. R2 −0.001 0.04 −0.002 0.20 0.001 −0.06 0.01 0.02

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.16: Migration intentions & Attitudes based on Government (1) versus Social
contact (0) sender

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T2 T2t3 0.21 0.21 −0.32∗ −0.30 0.44 0.003 0.40 0.18

(0.26) (0.31) (0.19) (0.23) (0.34) (0.40) (0.40) (0.49)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Obs. 416 321 416 321 206 160 206 160

Adj. R2 −0.001 −0.01 0.004 0.09 0.003 −0.05 −0.0000 −0.002

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.17: Search Behavior & Satisfaction with information based on International (1)
versus Local (0) sender

Dependent variable:

Search Int. Search Int. Info Satisfaction Info Satisfaction

T2 internat −0.003 0.04 0.39∗∗ 0.33∗

(0.21) (0.23) (0.16) (0.17)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 619 471 619 471

Adjusted R2 −0.002 0.07 0.01 0.11

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.18: Search Behavior & Satisfaction with information based on NGO (1) Social
Contact (0) sender

Dependent variable:

Search Int. Search Int. Info Satisfaction Info Satisfaction

T2 typeT1t3 −0.04 0.05 0.32 0.36∗

(0.25) (0.28) (0.20) (0.21)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 414 310 414 310

Adjusted R2 −0.002 0.03 0.004 0.13

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.19: Search Behavior & Satisfaction with information based on Government (1)
Social Contact (0) sender

Dependent variable:

Search Int. Search Int. Info Satisfaction Info Satisfaction

T2 typeT2t3 −0.08 0.15 0.27 0.20

(0.26) (0.28) (0.20) (0.22)

Covariates NO YES NO YES

Observations 416 321 416 321

Adjusted R2 −0.002 0.09 0.002 0.08

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure C.4: Knowledge level
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Sample ATE Analyses : H2: Relevance * Credibility → DV

Effect of Treatment 1 on the dependent variables. Treatment 1, the manipulation of reading

the information piece from the perspective of a settled student or a potential migrant, does not

reveal any noteworthy effect. The absence of effect is in accordance with the results for the

treatment manipulation check, revealing no meaningful relation between the treatment group

belonging of treatment 1 and the topic relevance measurement after treatment (see appendix).

In accordance to that, is the interaction effect between treatment 1 and treatment 2 not of

substantial interest. The second hypothesis, suggesting an interacting effect between high rel-

evance and high sender credibility can not be proofed with the present study.

Table C.20: Migration intentions & Attitudes based on international versus local sender

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T1 −0.17 −0.38 −0.27 −0.60∗∗ −0.17 −0.14 −0.16 −0.51

(0.31) (0.36) (0.24) (0.28) (0.41) (0.45) (0.48) (0.56)

T2 internat −0.77 −0.93 −1.19∗∗ −1.54∗∗ −1.89∗∗ −1.98∗∗ −0.93 −1.76

(0.68) (0.79) (0.52) (0.61) (0.88) (0.96) (1.04) (1.19)

T1:T2 internat 0.37 0.57 0.51 0.78∗∗ 1.19∗∗ 0.98 0.42 0.73

(0.43) (0.50) (0.33) (0.38) (0.55) (0.61) (0.65) (0.75)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 619 471 619 471 312 236 312 236

Adjusted R2 −0.002 0.02 0.01 0.16 0.02 −0.004 −0.01 −0.004

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.21: Migration intentions & Attitudes based on NGO (1) versus Social contact (0)
sender

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T1 −0.19 0.13 −0.45 −0.67∗∗ 0.30 0.36 0.66 0.18

(0.38) (0.44) (0.30) (0.34) (0.48) (0.54) (0.55) (0.65)

T2 typeT1t3 0.06 1.16 −1.38∗∗ −1.46∗ 0.61 0.05 2.35∗ 1.19

(0.84) (0.99) (0.67) (0.76) (1.05) (1.19) (1.21) (1.42)

T1:T2 typeT1t3 0.08 −0.64 0.95∗∗ 1.02∗∗ −0.17 0.004 −1.12 −0.49

(0.54) (0.64) (0.43) (0.49) (0.67) (0.77) (0.77) (0.92)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 414 310 414 310 211 157 211 157

Adjusted R2 −0.01 0.04 0.005 0.21 −0.01 −0.07 0.01 0.01

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.22: Migration intentions & Attitudes based on Government (1) versus Social
contact (0) sender

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T1 −0.19 0.004 −0.45∗ −0.69∗∗ 0.30 0.20 0.66 0.12

(0.36) (0.44) (0.27) (0.32) (0.48) (0.55) (0.56) (0.68)

T2 typeT2t3 −0.62 −0.03 −1.04∗ −1.06 −0.59 −0.94 1.37 0.60

(0.83) (1.01) (0.61) (0.75) (1.09) (1.24) (1.27) (1.54)

T1:T2 typeT2t3 0.55 0.16 0.48 0.51 0.65 0.59 −0.67 −0.27

(0.52) (0.63) (0.38) (0.46) (0.69) (0.78) (0.81) (0.96)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 416 321 416 321 206 160 206 160

Adjusted R2 −0.003 −0.02 0.01 0.10 0.01 −0.04 −0.003 −0.02

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.23: Migration intentions Attitudes based on Migrant (1) versus student (0)
perspective /relevance

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T1 0.03 −0.09 0.003 −0.19 0.48∗ 0.43 0.10 −0.06

(0.21) (0.25) (0.17) (0.19) (0.28) (0.31) (0.32) (0.38)

Covariates NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 619 471 619 471 312 236 312 236

Adjusted R2 −0.002 0.02 −0.002 0.15 0.01 −0.02 −0.003 −0.01

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Assumption check and Manipulation check: Sender credibility

and sender type

Almost as last survey question of the first wave, the participant is asked to remember the

sender of the information piece she read regarding irregular migration and afterwards the ten-

item-scale of sender credibility needs to be answered. Interestingly, only around half of the

participants are able to correctly answer the sender question. The low ability to memorize the

sender type results in the relatively large difference between the distribution of sender credi-

bility based on the thought sender type (figure xx) and the distribution of the actual sender

type, i.e. actual treatment group belonging (figure xx).

Table C.24: Ranking of sender types by Mean Credibility Score

Assumed

Credibility

Measured

Credibility

C. Compe-

tence

C. Trust C. Goodwill

1 L. NGO I. NGO I. NGO L. Gov. I. NGO

2 L. Soc. L. Gov L. NGO I. NGO L. Gov.

3 I. Soc. L. NGO L. Gov. L. Soc. I. Soc.

4 I. NGO L. Soc. L. Soc. L. NGO L. Soc.

5 L. Gov. I. Gov. I. Gov. I. Gov. L. NGO

6 I. Gov. I. Soc. I. Soc. I. Soc. I.Gov.
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Table C.25: Treatment Manipulation Check: sender

Dependent variable:

Credibility C. Competence C. Trust C. Goodwill

T2.f1 0.05 0.17 −0.05 −0.04

(0.16) (0.17) (0.17) (0.27)

T2.f2 0.10 0.26 0.002 0.30

(0.17) (0.18) (0.16) (0.26)

T2.f3 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.28

(0.16) (0.18) (0.16) (0.25)

T2.f4 −0.17 −0.13 −0.15 −0.16

(0.17) (0.19) (0.17) (0.26)

T2.f6 −0.34∗∗ −0.32∗ −0.35∗∗ 0.01

(0.16) (0.18) (0.16) (0.25)

Constant 5.81∗∗∗ 5.79∗∗∗ 5.80∗∗∗ 5.47∗∗∗

(0.11) (0.12) (0.11) (0.18)

Observations 540 562 562 585

Adjusted R2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.001

Residual Std. Error 1.14 (df = 534) 1.26 (df = 556) 1.15 (df = 556) 1.76 (df = 579)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure C.5: Assumption check and Manipulation check: T2 sender type

(a) Assumption

(b) Manipulation
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Figure C.6: Manipulation/Assumption Check Detailed Sender Credibility

(a) Assumption

(b) Manipulation
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Additional Analyses

Additional Analyses: 2stage OLS Model

Table C.26: T2 actual → T2 thought → Migration & Attitudes (2stageOLS)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Awareness Att. Self Att

sendertype recap.f1 −1.10 −1.11 −2.40 −1.53

(1.63) (1.46) (11.71) (8.99)

sendertype recap.f2 −0.31 −3.16∗∗ 1.73 −1.02

(1.48) (1.33) (3.73) (2.86)

sendertype recap.f3 0.69 −3.83∗∗ 4.69 −1.59

(1.97) (1.76) (4.91) (3.77)

sendertype recap.f4 −2.20 −3.71∗ −8.49 −3.94

(2.40) (2.15) (18.21) (13.98)

sendertype recap.f6 −1.51 −3.22∗∗ −1.45 −3.37

(1.64) (1.46) (8.02) (6.16)

Constant 7.94∗∗∗ 4.01∗∗∗ 7.74 6.64

(1.05) (0.94) (6.12) (4.70)

Observations 619 619 312 312

Adjusted R2 −0.13 −0.48 −1.87 −0.25

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.27: T2internatactual→ T2internatthought→ Migration & Attitudes (2stageOLS)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Awareness Att. Self Att

sendertype recap internat −0.90 −1.70∗∗ −0.53 −1.13

(0.87) (0.70) (1.06) (1.23)

Observations 619 619 312 312

Adjusted R2 −0.05 −0.13 −0.03 −0.03

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.28: T2 (1 NGO vs 0 social) actual → T2 thought → Migration & Attitudes
(2stageOLS)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Awareness Att. Self Att

sendertype recap typeT1t3 0.36 −0.26 0.74 1.48∗

(0.56) (0.42) (0.76) (0.88)

Observations 376 376 188 188

Adjusted R2 −0.01 0.004 0.002 −0.03

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.29: T2 (1 Gov vs 0 social) actual → T2 thought → Migration & Attitudes
(2stageOLS)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Awareness Att. Self Att

sendertype recap typeT2t3 −0.03 −0.51 1.43 2.02

(0.83) (0.60) (1.28) (1.53)

Observations 321 321 160 160

Adjusted R2 −0.004 0.01 −0.01 −0.09

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Additional Analyses: Mediation analysis

For the mediation analysis I used the ’mediation’ package of R. The package documentation

indicates to use the more recent bootstrapping method of Preacher & Hayes (2004) to address

the power limitations of the Sobel Test. This method computes the point estimate of the indi-

rect effect (ab) over a large number of random sample (typically 1000) so it does not assume

that the data are normally distributed and is especially more suitable for small sample sizes

than the Barron Kenny method.

Figure C.7: Mediation analysis : General migration ← T2 internat
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Figure C.9: Mediation analysis : General Attitudes ← T2 internat
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D Detailed results: LONGLASTING Attitude and

Intention Change

Descriptives Sample

Table D.30: Overview Treatment Group Distribution by Treatment & wave

Repeated Exposure

T1 T2 T3 Total

Internal / Choice External / Repeat Control / Nothing NA N

Wave 1 51 54 61 453 619

Wave 2 51 54 61 0 166

Wave 3 38 39 50 10 137

Total N 140 147 172 463 922

Note: The 3rd treatment ’Repeated Exposure’ is allocated in wave 2; hence, wave 1 and 2 are identical,
except of the Missings in wave 1 based on the attrition between waves; the NA’s in wave 3 are due to
participants taking part in wave 3 but not in wave 2.

Table D.31: Summary Statistics Variables of Interest Wave 2 by T3 group 1 ’Internal
exposure’

Statistic Mean St. Dev.

Search Intentions 6.98 2.23

Search Source 3.24 1.78

General Awareness 6.89 2.08

Self Attitudes 5.05 2.44

Att. poor 1.66 1.79

Att. job 1.25 0.88

Att. danger 2.53 3.02

Confidence Knowledge 6.98 2.14

Mig. Int. 7.27 2.25

Irreg. Mig. Int. 1.67 1.74
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Table D.32: Summary Statistics Variables of Interest Wave 2 by T3 group 2 ’External
exposure’

Statistic Mean St. Dev.

Search Intentions 7.48 2.59

Search Source 3.57 1.79

General Awareness 7.15 2.38

Self Attitudes 5.15 3.41

Att. poor 2.00 2.29

Att. job 1.68 1.85

Att. danger 4.04 4.00

Confidence Knowledge 7.70 2.30

Mig. Int. 7.33 2.58

Irreg. Mig. Int. 1.50 1.49

Figure D.11: T3 Internal exposure/ Choice group in comparison to (thought) T2 group in
wave 1
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Attrition Tests & Balance Tests

Table D.33: Attrition between the waves

Dependent variable:

wave 1 to wave 2 wave 2 to wave 3

Age 0.01 0.005

(0.005) (0.01)

Gender (fem) 0.01 −0.004

(0.04) (0.07)

UniBen 0.14∗∗∗ 0.06

(0.05) (0.12)

Uni 0.05 −0.12

(0.09) (0.26)

Uni Faculty 0.005 0.001

(0.004) (0.01)

Mig. Hist. National 0.08∗∗ 0.01

(0.04) (0.07)

Mig. Hist. International 0.002 −0.08

(0.06) (0.16)

Housing 0.01 −0.01

(0.005) (0.01)

Job prospects 0.001 0.004

(0.01) (0.01)

Self Attribution 0.01 0.01

(0.04) (0.07)

Baseline Relevance of irreg. mig. topic in life −0.01∗ −0.01∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Baseline Confidence on Topic Knowledge 0.004 0.004

(0.004) (0.004)

Baseline mig. intentions −0.02∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)

Baseline irreg. mig. intentions 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Observations 623 270

Adjusted R2 0.02 −0.03

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table D.34: Balance test third treatment ’repeated exposure’ in wave 2

Dependent variable:

T3

Age −0.02

(0.02)

Gender (fem) −0.20

(0.15)

UniBen −0.09

(0.26)

Uni −0.18

(0.67)

Uni Faculty 0.03∗∗

(0.02)

Mig. Hist. National 0.02

(0.16)

Mig. Hist. International −0.34

(0.31)

Housing −0.02

(0.02)

Job prospects 0.01

(0.03)

Self Attribution 0.10

(0.17)

Observations 152

Adjusted R2 0.002

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Persistence over time dependent on Treatment groups

Treatment T1 Topic relevance

In correspondence with the direct treatment effects reported in wave 1 and the treatment ma-

nipulation effect estimates, there are no noteworthy effects of the treatment 1 manipulation.

Whether the participant is asked to interpret the information piece as a settled student or a

potential migrant has no significant effect on any of the durability of the dependent variables

effects (see appendix). The third hypothesis can, thus, not be studied in this paper.
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Table D.35: Peristence wave1-wave 2 (1week)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T1 −0.13 −0.04 0.14 0.04 −0.54 0.15 0.32 −0.27

(0.26) (0.26) (0.18) (0.18) (0.40) (0.28) (0.65) (0.71)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 332 304 332 304 92 84 92 84

Adjusted R2 −0.002 0.03 −0.001 0.01 0.01 0.35 −0.01 0.16

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Figure D.12: Persistence wave1-wave 2 (1week)
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Table D.36: Peristence wave1-wave 2 (1week)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T2.f1 −0.44 −0.60 0.23 0.19 −0.58 −0.18 −1.08 −0.14

(0.49) (0.50) (0.35) (0.34) (0.87) (0.55) (1.37) (1.46)

T2.f2 −0.45 −0.79 0.23 0.04 −0.75 −0.96 −1.92 0.23

(0.50) (0.53) (0.35) (0.37) (0.87) (0.66) (1.37) (1.77)

T2.f3 −1.10∗∗ −1.30∗∗∗ 0.44 0.23 −0.45 0.50 −1.45 0.86

(0.46) (0.48) (0.33) (0.33) (0.80) (0.60) (1.26) (1.61)

T2.f4 −0.87∗ −0.86∗ 0.28 0.07 −1.42∗ −0.40 −2.36∗ 0.001

(0.46) (0.47) (0.33) (0.33) (0.81) (0.52) (1.28) (1.39)

T2.f6 −1.07∗∗ −1.08∗∗ 0.72∗∗ 0.76∗∗ −0.48 0.39 0.39 2.40∗

(0.46) (0.48) (0.33) (0.34) (0.79) (0.52) (1.24) (1.39)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 332 304 332 304 92 84 92 84

Adjusted R2 0.01 0.04 0.003 0.02 −0.01 0.43 0.06 0.20

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table D.37: Peristence wave1-wave 2 (1week) : t2 NGO (1) versus Social Contact (0)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T2 typeT1t3 0.20 0.04 −0.20 −0.40∗ −0.32 −0.67∗∗ −1.78∗ −1.53

(0.33) (0.35) (0.22) (0.23) (0.52) (0.29) (0.90) (1.11)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 200 186 200 186 54 50 54 50

Adjusted R2 −0.003 0.03 −0.001 0.19 −0.01 0.37 0.05 0.21

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table D.38: Peristence wave1-wave 2 (1week) : t2 Government (1) versus Social Contact (0)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T2 typeT2t3 −0.34 −0.43 −0.08 −0.31 −0.56 −0.14 −2.16∗∗∗ −1.38∗

(0.33) (0.34) (0.24) (0.24) (0.53) (0.32) (0.69) (0.75)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 238 216 238 216 68 62 68 62

Adjusted R2 0.0002 0.06 −0.004 0.03 0.002 0.58 0.12 0.40

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure D.13: Persistence wave1-wave 2 (1week)
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Figure D.14: Average Mean per Credibility Treatment Group over Time
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Table D.39: Panel Comparison per Credibility Treatment group: Baseline Wave 1 - Endline
Wave 1

Awareness Migration Intentions Irreg. Migration Intention

NGO −0.23 −0.44∗∗ −0.33∗

(0.48) (0.18) (0.19)

I. NGO 0.21 −0.37∗ −0.48∗∗

(0.51) (0.22) (0.20)

Gov. 0.73 −0.76∗∗∗ −0.36∗∗

(0.47) (0.17) (0.18)

I. Gov. 0.08 −0.47∗∗∗ −0.85∗∗∗

(0.52) (0.18) (0.25)

Soc. −0.71 −0.43∗ −0.09

(0.53) (0.24) (0.25)

I. Soc. −0.26 −0.68∗∗∗ −0.24

(0.48) (0.19) (0.18)

Observations [98-109] [198-218] [198-218]

Note: ’I.’ indicates ’International’ and no additional indication implies the local agent, ’Gov.’ = Gov-
ernment and ’Soc.’ = Social Contact; pre- post- treatment comparison for the dependent variable ’aware-
ness’ is no actual panel estimation, since the awareness questions where randomly allocated to a sub-
group of participants per wave to prevent ordering effects; variation in the number of observations are
due to slightly different group sizes per treatment group (see table 2).

Table D.40: Panel Comparison per Credibility Treatment group: Baseline Wave 1 - Baseline
Wave 2

Note: XXX

Awareness Migration Intentions Irreg. Migration Intention

NGO −0.83 −0.54 0

(0.97) (0.38) (0.27)

I. NGO −0.13 −0.35 −0.43

(1.05) (0.51) (0.27)

Gov. 0.73 −1.56∗∗∗ −0.06

(0.64) (0.40) (0.35)

I. Gov. −0.19 −1.12∗∗∗ −0.65

(0.78) (0.39) (0.53)

Soc. −1.18 −0.48 −0.67

(0.86) (0.39) (0.48)

I. Soc. −1.62∗ −1.41∗∗∗ 0.50

(0.94) (0.46) (0.42)

Observations [20-37] [42-68] [42-68]
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Table D.41: Panel Comparison per Credibility Treatment group: Baseline Wave 1 - Endline
Wave 2

Note: XXX

Awareness Migration Intentions Irreg. Migration Intention

NGO −0.23 −1.06∗∗ 0.12

(0.88) (0.42) (0.15)

I. NGO 0.71 0.36 −0.36

(1.09) (0.69) (0.29)

Gov. −0.23 −1.26∗∗ 0.53

(1.13) (0.60) (0.49)

I. Gov. 1.11 −1.27∗∗ −0.41

(0.84) (0.56) (0.70)

Soc. −0.28 −0.71 −0.29

(0.99) (0.49) (0.54)

I. Soc. −0.06 −0.75 0.20

(0.68) (0.62) (0.37)

Observations [50-64] [115-129] [115-129]

Table D.42: Panel Comparison per Credibility Treatment group: Baseline Wave 1 - Baseline
Wave 3

Note: XXX

Awareness Migration Intentions Irreg. Migration Intention

NGO −0.58 −0.37

(0.48) (0.22)

I. NGO −0.44 −0.00

(0.54) (0.00)

Gov. −1.14∗∗ −0.39

(0.54) (0.33)

I. Gov. −0.72 −0.60

(0.50) (0.40)

Soc. −0.85 −0.95∗

(0.54) (0.53)

I. Soc. −1.63∗∗∗ 0.11

(0.43) (0.14)

Observations [36-56] [36-56]
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Repeated Exposure Treatment

Table D.43: Panel Comparison per Repeated Exposure Treatment group: Baseline Wave 2 -
Endline Wave 2

Note: XXX

Awareness Migration Intentions Irreg. Migration Intention

Self Exposure 0.69 −0.75∗∗ 0.12

(0.77) (0.36) (0.27)

External Exposure −0.57 −0.94∗∗∗ −0.15

(0.62) (0.31) (0.30)

Observations [39, 51] [102, 108] [102, 108]

Table D.44: Panel Comparison per Repeated Exposure Treatment group: Baseline Wave 2 -
Baseline Wave 3

Note: XXX

Awareness Migration Intentions Irreg. Migration Intention

Self Exposure −1.74∗∗∗ −0.08

(0.44) (0.12)

External Exposure −1.10∗∗∗ −0.26

(0.34) (0.22)

Observations [76, 78] [76, 78]

Table D.45: T3 repeated exposure on direct outcomes (wave 2)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T3 T1t3 0.64 0.86∗ −0.05 −0.18 0.24 0.13 −0.02 1.02

(0.48) (0.50) (0.32) (0.33) (0.59) (0.65) (0.78) (0.97)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 112 112 112 112 48 44 48 44

Adjusted R2 0.01 0.05 −0.01 0.01 −0.02 0.22 −0.02 0.004

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table D.46: T3 repeated exposure on direct outcomes (wave 2)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Mig. Irreg. Irreg. Aw. Aw. Self Self

Int. Int. Mig. Mig. Att. Att. Att. Att.

T3 T2t3 0.69 0.96∗ −0.22 −0.24 0.50 0.63 0.08 0.48

(0.50) (0.52) (0.30) (0.31) (0.59) (0.61) (0.84) (0.95)

Covariats NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 115 115 115 115 55 51 55 51

Adjusted R2 0.01 0.02 −0.004 0.01 −0.01 0.12 −0.02 −0.05

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table D.47: T3 repeated exposure on direct outcomes (wave 3)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int.

T3 T1t3 −0.50 −0.31 −0.08 −0.05

(0.54) (0.58) (0.22) (0.23)

Covariats NO YES NO YES

Observations 88 88 88 88

Adjusted R2 −0.002 −0.01 −0.01 −0.05 1

Note:
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table D.48: T3 repeated exposure on direct outcomes (wave 3)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int.

T3 T2t3 0.24 0.55 −0.19 −0.21

(0.58) (0.59) (0.18) (0.20)

Covariats NO YES NO YES

Observations 89 89 89 89

Adjusted R2 −0.01 0.12 0.001 −0.01

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table D.49: Migration intentions T1vsT2 (not STD) - persistence variable (wave 2 wave 3)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int.

T3 T1t3 −0.85∗∗∗ −0.49 0.09 −0.11∗

(0.30) (0.31) (0.17) (0.06)

Covariats NO YES NO YES

Observations 176 158 176 158

Adjusted R2 0.04 0.10 −0.004 0.19

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table D.50: Migration intentions T1vsT2 (not STD) persistence variable (wave 2 wave 3)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int.

T3 T2t3 −0.32 0.13 −0.14 −0.32∗

(0.28) (0.29) (0.22) (0.19)

Covariats NO YES NO YES

Observations 178 162 178 162

Adjusted R2 0.002 0.09 −0.003 0.08

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table D.51: Migration intentions and a wave 1 - wave 3 comparisons by T1 (1) and T3(0)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int.

T3 T1t3 −0.95∗∗∗ −1.08∗∗∗ −0.02 −0.002

(0.32) (0.35) (0.11) (0.12)

Covariats NO YES NO YES

Observations 176 158 176 158

Adjusted R2 0.04 0.10 −0.01 0.09

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table D.52: Migration intentions and a wave 1 - wave 3 comparisons by T2 (1) and T3(0)

Dependent variable:

Mig. Int. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int. Irreg. Mig. Int.

T3 T2t3 −0.30 −0.23 −0.30∗ −0.20

(0.28) (0.33) (0.16) (0.19)

Covariats NO YES NO YES

Observations 178 162 178 162

Adjusted R2 0.001 0.10 0.02 0.04

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Additional Analyses: Remember sender type over time

One often discussed issue is the sender type an that the people will not believe the information

based on the sender. The sleeper effect theory suggests that people forget over time from which

sender they had the information, but still remember the information, which plays out for the

less believable sender. I have results on three levels: 1st, few seconds after communicating

the sender and the information (= within wave 1): at maximum - int. social - half of the

participants per group remember the correct sender of information; the 2 government groups

(local and international) are significantly less well correctly remembered compared to the the

other groups. 2nd, 1 week later: similar to within wave 1 recap, just social contact got a bit

worse than NGO - but not significantly. 3rd, 2 weeks later: only an N=2 is still correct in

remembering, the social contact group is a bit better than all the others. Additionally i can

compare whether people can remember the sender better when it was their own choice or when

it was decided externally. The results show that overall self chosen sender are remembered bet-

ter, but the highest correctness score is reached for repeated exposure by an international NGO.
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Figure D.15: Remember sender - wave comparisons
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(c) 2 weeks:wave 1 - 3

Figure D.16: Remember sender after 1 week, from wave 2 to wave 3 differentiated by
Internal and External Repeated Information Exposure
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Additional Analyses: Spillover analysis

Within the waves the potential is high that the students of the sample under study communicate

among each other. Thus, a spillover of information - of the information piece - is likely.

However, the probability that the information of the manipulated treatments is communicated,

is rather unlikely. I assume no noteworthy level of spillover which could potentially influence

the estimated treatment effect. In case of a information spillover of the information piece in

the study, merely an overall shift in the direction of stronger results would be expected based

on repeated exposure, since all information pieces contain the exact same information.

Figure D.17: Geographic Location by Treatment Group

(a) International vs Local

(b) Sender Type
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5.1 Concluding Synopsis of the Three Papers

With the exceptional change in irregular immigration to Europe in the year 2015, national and

supra-national European governments increased their migration management practises. Within

remote management, the policy tool of migration information campaigns became highly rushed

highly popular. However, along with the new prevalence of this tool comes the scarcity of state-

of-the-art knowledge on that topic. Within this limited literature, qualitative and quantitative

methodological evidence even seem to contradict each other, although quantitative and rigorous

evidence only exists in grey literature. This is where this dissertation aims to contribute. This

dissertation is guided by two overarching questions: What is the effect of political information

about migration on irregular migration behaviour? and What are the mechanisms activated

to reach the highest impact of political migration information on migration behaviour?

I build on a combination of theoretical approaches from related disciplines and apply them

to the case of interest. As general decision making theory I use prospect theory (Kahneman

& Tversky 1979), apply it to the interdisciplinary migration behaviour research, and add as

chronologically preceding theoretical strain information processing theories. Within the latter,

I obtain insights on emotion and credibility mechanism effects, particularly through a combina-

tion of the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) (Petty & Cacioppo 1986) and the Heuristics

Systematic Model (HSM) (Chaiken & Trope 1999), as well as the Affective Intelligence Theory

(AIT) (Marcus et al. 2000) for emotions. I argue (1) that political migration information

increases awareness of the topic and decreases irregular migration intentions and behaviour,

and (2) that this effect is mediated by the emotions triggered in the audience, such as anxiety,

and the credibility of the sender.

With the aim being to generate causal evidence, for the effect in general and the mechanisms

activated, I implement one pre-post treatment study and three experimental designs in the

field. The first experiment, described in Paper I, studies the campaign effect with regard to

different emotions, such as anxiety and calmness, triggered in the audience. In the second

experiment (Paper II), the emotion manipulation is compared to the variation in sender credi-

bility of the migration information campaign. Both treatments are implemented independently

of each other. The third experiment of Paper III shifts to an online survey experimental design

to enhance internal validity, but it still reaches a similar sample group as in the other papers.

As a typical case for this type of information provision, all field studies are implemented in

Nigerian cities with high recent irregular immigration rates to Europe and among the typical

age group in secondary schools and universities.

Summarising the results of all three papers, an increase in awareness after political migration

information is evident. Paper II indicates no awareness-fostering effect through the trigger-

ing of the emotion anxiety, while Paper II and III reveal significant increasing estimates for

credibility levels of all sender types. However, Paper III indicates no persistence of awareness,

independent of the mediator. General migration intentions are seen to decrease with the in-
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formation in Paper I and III. In Paper III, the effect shows itself to be stronger by sender

type and scores of the highest size and persistence are seen for governments and social contact

sender types. Irregular migration intentions do not change after the campaign in Paper I,

while hypothetical irregular migration behaviours do. Paper I shows the effects to be larger

when anxiety is triggered in the audience. Paper III supports the mediating effect per sender

type, but it reveals a strong direct effect without persistence for some information types and

a mediocre but durable negative effect for local social contacts. From Paper II it follows that

re-telling intentions increase with credibility but not with induced anxiety.

5.1.1 Discussion

The similarity of all three papers may provoke a direct comparison of the outcomes. Yet, the

ability to do so needs further discussion. In the following, I first elaborate on the central pitfalls

which might limit the comparability of the three papers. Second, I discuss one example with

putative contradicting outcomes, and third, examples of insights from one paper seemingly

clarifying ambiguous outcomes of another.

The comparability of the results from the three papers could be limited in four central aspects:

(1) the field setting, (2) the study design, (3) the treatment design, and (4) the operationalisa-

tion of the dependent variables. The (1) field setting varies on the one hand by school versus

university, and on the other by the city in Nigeria. While the former primarily has implications

for the age, education level, and strategic behaviour, the latter, the variation between capital

city Abuja and Benin City, differs by average socioeconomic status and the density of irregular

migration hub circumstances. While the (2) study design and the (3) treatment design are

comparable for Paper I and II, both being field experiments with actual migration information

campaigns as treatments, these are distinct from Paper III with a campaign imitation presented

in an online setting. Field effects might be more prone to social desirability effects, while online

treatment manipulations tend to be weaker (Gerber & Green 2012; Groves et al. 2011). The

(4) operationalisation of variables of interest is kept the same across all three papers, which

allows for a certain degree of comparability.

The synopsis of paper outcomes sheds light on one presumably discrepancy between the out-

comes of the papers. The outcomes for general and irregular migration intentions differs be-

tween the capital university sample in Paper I and the Benin City university sample in Paper

III. Paper I suggests a strategic answering behaviour by the students, based on the divergence

between the direct measurement of irregular migration intentions and the indirect hypothetical

irregular migration measurement, while this is not assumed for Paper III, where a correct an-

swering of the two concepts seems plausible. Albeit both samples are from a university setting,

reasons for this divergence and the resulting interpretation of it, are the distinct overall socio-

economic statuses: in Abuja, where Paper I is implemented higher mean socioeconomic status

is given compared to Benin City. Additionally, in Benin City a higher everyday presence of
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general and irregular migration is prevalent, which might make people less reluctant in stating

irregular migration intentions.

An aspect where the conflation of the different papers’ results generates more clarity is the

similarity of effects in Paper II, based on an international government and local NGO treat-

ment, and the more lab-like Paper III conditions. Although one study is conducted in a school

setting and the other in a university, Paper III is able to show high similarity among credibility

levels for a variety of sender types. This suggests that the subjective credibility estimation is

higher than the one across age or education groups in Benin City. Similarly enlightening is the

synopsis with regard to the anxiety treatment manipulation in the Benin City school setting

in Paper I and the Benin City school setting in Paper II. While having the same setting, the

treatment is manipulated through the actual campaign in Paper I and using an AEMT task

in Paper II. The results go in the same direction, but the manipulation check shows that the

anxiety triggering is higher with the actual campaign treatment.

Overall, the results of the three papers give insights on the micro-level research question regard-

ing the mechanisms activated in the effect relation of political migration campaign information

on awareness raising, migration intentions, and hypothetical migration behaviour. Short-term

awareness levels are positively mediated by the credibility of the sender, but not by anxiety

creation in the audience. For general migration intentions, again, no significant mediator effect

is observed for emotion triggering, but one is seen for sender type variation. The impact is

highest in magnitude and persistence when local and international governments and the dias-

pora are the sources of information. Irregular migration intentions are mediated significantly

by anxiety creation in the audience and through credibility per sender type. The latter effect is

strongest and most durable for local social contacts. Re-telling intentions increase with credi-

bility mediators, but not with emotion manipulation.

5.1.2 Conclusion

The results of all three papers suggest an increase in topic awareness through the provision

of migration information. Sender credibility fosters this effect as a mediating force (Paper II,

III), while anxiety triggering does not have an enforcing effect (Paper II). Paper III reveals,

however, that the effect of information on behavioural intentions is not lasting. Re-telling

intentions regarding the information are fostered only through the mediator of sender credi-

bility and not by triggering emotions in the audience (Paper II). Regarding general migration

intentions, political migration information is revealed to have a decreasing effect (Paper I, III)

that may even be enforced by the sender type of the information (Paper III). Local and in-

ternational governments and the diaspora as sender types score highest and most persistently.

For irregular migration intentions, the overall campaign effect is a decreasing one (Paper I).

This link is mediated through anxiety triggering (Paper I) as well as by sender type (Paper III).
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The three paper reveal the expected increase in awareness through information campaigns, and

the change in general and irregular migration intentions. Two aspects are crucial to re-scale

the estimations to the macro-level question of what the effect is of political information about

migration on irregular migration behaviour. First, the dependent variables studied resemble

a step prior to the actual migration behaviour. Although the investigations by Docquier et

al. (2014) and Ortega & Peri (2013) show a high correlation between migration intentions

and migration behaviour, literature also indicates that only a subsection of aspiring migrants

become actual migrants, often due to capabilities (Carling & Collins 2018). Hence, even for the

non-representative samples of the studies in my three papers, only some of the overall people

intending to migrate may be expected to show on show up in migration statistics by virtue

of having actually initiated migration. The second aspect at hand is that all studies here are

based on one and the same migration information campaign (the actual one and an imitation

of it). As Tjaden et al. (2018) show in a systematic review, a huge variety of these campaigns

exists. Without insight on what is implemented and where, macro-level claims regarding po-

litical information transmitted through campaigns is limited.

5.2 Recap of the Central Contributions

The insights of this dissertation are important for several reasons. Most notably, the disser-

tation contributes to the current state-of-the-art literature regarding the influence of political

migration information on migration behaviour in two areas. First, the dissertation represents

central advancements for reaching a theoretical framework which results from a combination

of two theory strains from related research disciplines. Second, all three papers of this work

contribute to an understanding of causal empirical evidence and the overall effect of political

information on migration and gives insights into causal mechanisms.

5.2.1 Theoretical Framework

Literature on the current state of the art from a theory point of view reveals that a unifying

theory describing the link between political migration information on migration behaviour has

been missing. The few studies that exist instead build on one general migration theoretical

model and add assumptions, such as the qualitatively identified ones by Schans & Optekamp

(2016), to it (Bemmel 2020; Dunsch et al. 2019). The assumptions can be structured in two:

(1) regarding the situation, and (2) regarding the effect of information. While the former refers

a lack of information or prevailing misinformation, the latter is categorised on assumptions

regarding the credibility of the source, the motivation to process the information, and that

the information transforms into attitude or behaviour changes. I contribute to this gap by

combining two theory strains from related disciplines, without neglecting any of the previously

identified assumptions.
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The first theoretical strand is a decision making model. I use prospect theory (Kahneman &

Tversky 1979) and apply it to the field of migration, since it has three key advantages for the

setting under study in comparison to traditionally used rational choice or utility expectation

models. First, the theory incorporates situations without full information. Second, prospect

theory incorporates human imperfections, such as insecurities and risk-aversiveness, and puts

these, third, in relation to the situation of the individual. All three aspects are crucial in

migration decision making. In particular, the aspects of incomplete information or wrong per-

ceptions of information speak to the (1) assumption regarding the information situation in

foregoing research. Empirically, the baseline knowledge values of each study show the absence

of full information and levels of misinformation. Although these results do not solve the gap of

generalisable data (Bemmel 2020; Carling & Talleraas 2016), the work as a whole shows that

for the present cases, an information campaign implementation is justifiable since a need for

knowledge is given. Additionally, the decision making model replaces the assumption under

(2), assuming that information transforms into attitude or behaviour change.

The second theoretical strain has to do with the chronologically prior step to the prospect

theoretical decision making model, the input of information. I build mostly on dual process

theories, such as the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) Petty & Cacioppo (1986) and the

Heuristics Systematic Model (HSM) Chaiken & Trope (1999) from the field of psychology, and

I add the Affective Intelligence Theory (AIT) (Marcus et al. 2000) for insights on the impact

of emotions. The resulting model describes whether and how information is processed, which

fits the second set of assumptions regarding the effect of information. As in the assumptions,

following the model, motivation is central for the choice of the dominant processing system,

but here motivation can be triggered through mediating aspects such as anxiety creation. The

assumption of sender credibility is incorporated in the mediating effect on the generally more

superficial processing system and is theorised to enhance the information effect.

5.2.2 Causal Mechanism Evidence

Empirical evidence on the relation of political migration information in the form of information

campaigns on migration behaviour is rare. Within this limited literature, views on the effec-

tiveness of the link under study even contradict each other. While qualitative peer-reviewed

evidence suggests that this means of information provision does not influence the migration

decision making of potential migrants (Bemmel 2020; Hernández-Carretero & Carling 2012),

causal quantitative evidence from the grey literature indicates it does (Dunsch et al. 2019).

However, both sources of evidence may have their flaws. While qualitative evidence may suffer

from small-N biases, the grey literature results could be founded on self-evaluation biases. This

dissertation contributes to this gap in reliable and causal empirical evidence in two components:

regarding the causal effect as such, and regarding insights on the mechanism.

In an optimum study design, I would have reached for a random allocation of the information
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treatment among the individuals under study, including a control group which does not re-

ceive any information. Due to ethical considerations, I decided not to exclude any group from

receiving information. However, in all three studies I am able to compare base- and endline

data as a pre-post model and have evidence for a pure, untreated control group regarding a

repeat instance of information reception. All results tend in the same direction. With regard

to the discrepancy between current qualitative peer-reviewed and quantitative grey literature

(Dunsch et al. 2019; Hernández-Carretero & Carling 2012), the causal evidence of the three

papers supports the arguments of the latter by showing a significant effect of this way of infor-

mation provision. Although the effect seems small in size, it needs to be set in relation with

the treatment of a one-time information distribution (Mesquita & Tyson 2020).

In contrast to the overall effect, the mediators and moderators of interest are allocated randomly

on an individual-level basis in all three field studies. Non-biased causal evidence regarding me-

diators or moderators is here a contribution in itself, since it is still rare in field research.

I manipulate emotions (inducing anxiety and calmness) in Paper I, sender credibility in the

form of sender type variation in Paper III, and both of them independently from each other

in Paper II. Thus, I contribute the first mechanism insights on the topic of hand in detail on

two crucial aspects and their combination. Overall, the present results warrant a doubting of

qualitative and non-empirical research literature (Nieuwenhuys & Pécoud 2007; Oeppen 2016)

by revealing the credibility of the sender as a crucial mediator. Anxiety creation in the audience

(Fiedler 2020; Heller 2014), whose ethical justification has been repeatedly questioned, seems to

be less effective, but still powerful. The two do not reinforce each other in joint implementation.

5.3 Discussion: Ethics

The topic of migration is in itself a sensitive one, often loaded with emotions. The sensitiv-

ity intensifies for irregular migration and even more when power asymmetries, colonial ties or

‘western’ and ‘non-western’ or ‘developed’ and ‘undeveloped’ countries are involved. All that

is the case for the European policy of migration information campaigns. Therefore, I want to

dedicate space to discussing some ethical aspects regarding migration information campaigns.

First (1), I want to dive into the ethics of migration information campaigns as such, since these

are widely discussed in the literature (Fiedler 2020; Haas 2020; Schans & Optekamp 2016).

Since the literature on this issue is often unsystematic or ideologically laden, I try to bring

some overall clarity in this current state and add my perceptions on the ethics of migration

information campaigns. Second (2), I want to discuss ethics of research, and in particular my

research, on migration information campaigns.

A starting point for the discussion about (1) ethics on migration information campaigns is the

paradox of information. As indicated in the State of the Art (1.2), the prevalence of missing

information and misinformation is discussed, and given the current basis of data it is hard to
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prove one of the sides wrong. Yet it should not be neglected that for an irregular migration

journey, specialised information is needed, like information regarding rights, duties, and lan-

guage in the political systems in transit and destination, so that one does not find oneself in

an state of ‘information precarity’ (Wall 2019), which enforces power asymmetries. This leads

to the task at hand: to enable access to reliable information (Belloni 2019). But then it’s said

when the ‘west’ is providing the ‘rest’ with information, paternalistic and colonial world views

awaken (Haas 2020), reinforcing and legitimising the binary ‘us’ versus ‘them’ (Musaro 2019),

which then again reinforces power asymmetries.

From my point of view, this circle of ethical judgement sums up to the necessity that two

aspects of migration information campaigns be ethically justifiable: (A) the intention behind

the campaign implementation, and (B) the unbiasedness of the information. In the literature,

unethical (A) intentions behind migration information campaigns are described based on the

assigned intention of these campaigns or their implementer, to educate the supposedly irra-

tional and unintelligent (Bemmel 2020), implying a certain hierarchy. To implement migration

information campaigns with the intention to foster informed decision making, on the other

hand, would be judged as moral. The intention behind a migration information campaign also

solves the discussion about denying a potential migrant’s agency with these campaigns (Fiedler

2020) versus fostering agency through providing information.

To foster the potential migrant’s agency through informed decision making, the (B) unbiased-

ness of information is key. However, assessing unbiasedness is difficult. It is a balancing act to

decide between providing migrants with information about risks, deterring them, and scaring

them off.1 What makes information unbiased is its reliability and honesty, two cornerstones,

as the communicated aim is to combat misinformation (ibid.). Following Carling & Talleraas

(2016), the variety of information is what makes it more reliable, including input (for example)

on risks of the journey, legal opportunities, and, as Alpes & Sørensen (2015) add, information

on protection along the irregular journey. However, especially for the latter aspect, one needs

to take care not to switch from a potential scaring off mode to a pushing mode which would

again hamper unbiasedness.

That being said, I want to discuss the (2) ethics of my research on migration information

campaigns. In particular, I want to elaborate on three aspects of interest. First, I want to

introduce my thoughts on ethics with regard to the decision to study migration information

campaigns. Second, I focus on my ethical guided behaviour in the research design of the three

studies of this dissertation. Third and last, I share my ethical concerns with regard to potential

misuse of the knowledge generated in this research.

My ethical take regarding the consideration to study migration information campaigns is the

1I leave ‘deterring’ by intention in the middle of the scale described, since deterrence is generally used in
the respective literatures as synonymous with scaring off, although it would actually be rather an equivalent to
informing about risks (Kent et al. 2019).
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lack of knowledge on this topic in the literature combined with a societal need for this infor-

mation. Independent of whether migration information campaigns are in the end ethical or

not, it is in my view crucial to generate well-identified causal evidence regarding whether and

how these campaigns work, since more societal parties are involved than the ones deciding

on the policy. The policy implementation of migration information campaigns is paid for by

the general taxpayers within the implementing country; often local or international NGOs are

commissioned to implement the campaigns, and the target audience of these campaigns is the

last societal party involved. Thus, the ethics of doing research in this field is based strongly on

the big real-world practical need of knowledge.

In the research designs of my studies, I considered ethical standards in the aspects of study

design, survey design, and the presentation of the researcher, myself, in the field. First, I

must say that the NGO I was cooperating with fulfilled my intention for an ethical migration

information campaign, including the motivations and the unbiasedness. Building on the ex-

pertise of the NGO regarding implementation needs and with the aim of not interfering too

much in real-world behaviour, my study designs cut back on random sampling of the schools

and universities, as well as the creation of a pure control group that does not receive any

information. Regarding the survey design, ethical considerations mostly concern wording par-

ticipation prompts without pressure, informed consent, and especially confidentiality in the

form of anonymity and high data protection. The ‘white researcher’ issue is not deniable due

to the visual identity of myself, the researcher. Here, white researcher biases may be from a

normative view primarily effects of white supremacy thinking and empirically mostly a halo

effect tendency fostering strategic answering behavior. I followed all suggestions I could get

from local informants to be culturally respectful.

Lastly, I want to engage in the possibility of misuse of the knowledge generated with this

dissertation. Interpreted with bad intentions, the outcomes of my studies could bring more

harm than support to parts of the societies I had in mind when justifying the need for research

on migration information campaigns. The activated mechanisms I reveal in order to foster

the impact of information on behaviour change may be used against the target audience in

my studies within migration information campaigns with bad intentions. With bad intentions,

it might also be attributed to related or different topics and taken as representative of first

insights with regard to anxiety and credibility creation in political election campaigns, or

political mobilisation in form of social movements, to name a few. Unfortunately, I am aware

of this possibility, but I do not see a way to protect these insights from misuse.

5.4 Implications

In accordance with the recent character of an extensive European implementation of migration

information campaigns comes the sparse state of the evidence on their effectiveness. With my

aim being to contribute to the understanding of whether and how political migration infor-
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mation influences migration decision making, I set a first stone with this dissertation to build

a rather new road of research. This initial causal evidence needs to be further tested to be

falsified or supported, and many avenues are yet to be investigated to create a full picture of

understanding. In the following, I will elaborate on the paths that are of interest directly from

my findings, paths not to embark on, and aspects I perceive to be the most pressing.

5.4.1 Implications for Future Research

The theoretical framework I present as the central contribution combines and applies theo-

retical models from neighbouring fields of research. Applying theories from psychology to a

sub-field of political science, migration research, without neglecting any qualitatively identified

assumptions, indicates once again how fruitful interdisciplinary research may be. However, the

introduced theoretical model was kept more open than it would have had to be for the present

case. Future research should apply this model to different settings to take advantage of its flex-

ibility through the reference point inclusion. Examples might be to study transit migrants in

‘safer’ places of passage and more dangerous ones, such as Libya. Additionally, deeper research

disentangling the dominant processing system following sender credibility effects even further

than what is done in these papers would be valuable for the multitude of theories based on

dual process theories.

A most pressing issue of interest would be the ability to make generalisable claims about the

effectiveness of this relatively new policy tool. A macro-level study based on who is implement-

ing what kind of campaign where, combined with reliable irregular migration flow data, would

be needed to do so. Unfortunately, this is not feasible with the current data available. Nonethe-

less, I would encourage ambitious researchers to improve this data quality to pave a way for

many more research questions subsequent to the one proposed. At the same time, building

directly on the findings of this dissertation, multiple research studies represent valuable future

paths on the micro-level perspective. To falsify or support the present results in different (1)

settings and samples, with further (2) outcome measurements, other (3) time-frame foci, and

with divergent (4) information treatment variations would make necessary contributions and

bring our understanding closer to generalisable conclusions.

Relevant and interesting examples for a variation in (1) settings and samples would be a ge-

ographic country shift to extreme cases, as compared to the typical implementation country

Nigeria, or insights regarding rural areas such in the work of Obi (2019) or larger settings

(Beber & Scacco 2018) or comparable settings as in the follow-up work by the authors of

Bah & Batista (2017). Although young adults are the main target group, anecdotal evidence

suggests that targeting the parents might be highly influential. Improvements with regard to

the (2) outcome measurements would be particularly helpful with regard to gaining insight

about actual migration behaviour observations. As tracking people brings many ethical issues

into place, I tried to stay in touch through phone and Facebook to get a glimpse into actual
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behaviour in relation to stated intentions in my sample. This, however did not work, due to a

high fluctuation in phone numbers and social media accounts, but this failure should used to

build new creative solutions. Longer (3) time foci would additionally reveal deeper long-term

insights, especially with lower attrition as in Paper III.

One of the aspects which hampers generalisabiliy most is that the information campaign tested

is just one migration information campaign out of many. As the high variation in implemen-

tation organisations suggests and the systematic literature review conducted by myself with

colleagues (Tjaden et al. 2018) indicates, (4) campaigns vary. As Paper III shows, differ-

ent sender types can mediate the effect of the information on behaviour. The results suggest

that this might be based on a form of topic-dependent credibility, but this needs to be fur-

ther confirmed. As shown in Paper I, the campaign message induces mediating emotions in

the audience. Further emotions besides anxiety may be worth studying (after further ethi-

cal assessment)—in particular the now well-researched ones in political psychology, anger and

happiness. Other message variations can be positive or negative content (with implications on

theory loss/gain calculation), the logic of the content (Aristotle’s Logos), competing informa-

tion like in Druckman et al. (2010), or repeated information exposure as in Paper III, but with

higher analytic power.

Information & (Migration) Behaviour

Besides having implications for future research within the research path on political migration

information in form of information campaigns and their effect on migration behaviour, the

results of this dissertation are relevant for neighbouring research fields as well. The basic link

under study is the relation between information, be it migration information or political infor-

mation, on behaviour, which is in the present case migration behaviour. As I looked for first

tendencies in the state-of-the-art literature in 1.2.1 Information & Migration Behaviour and

1.2.2 Information & Behaviour, the insights from this study may now work as first tendencies

for the respective fields as well, and highlight research paths to pursue.

Those following the newer tendency in the general migration research literature increasingly

include agency and imperfect information in their theoretical models. The application and

results of the present studies support this direction. Regarding the role of information on mi-

gration behaviour, empirical research literature shows a supporting effect in a wide range of

information settings, such as different types of mass media (King & Wood 2013) or the internet

(Farré & Fasani 2013). For information distributed through migration agencies, the effects are

mixed (Shrestha 2017). As most of these studies come up short on true causal estimations and

miss out on identifying mechanism effects, such as those of emotions or credibility, these stud-

ies’ results may now present a tentative suggestion to pursue further. Especially, the mediating

aspect of credibility may have relevant insights with regard to the mixed results on migration

agency effects.
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With regard to the psychological framework of information processing, this dissertation con-

tributes by applying it to a different field of study with reasonable results. However, also in

this empirical study, the causal evidence on the ‘multiple role hypothesis’ (Luttrell 2018) is still

vague with regard to the dominant processing system with the mediator inclusion of credibility.

Future research with an improved identification would be an asset to the literature. A high

volume of field experimental evidence on the effect of political information on different kinds

of behaviour exists. I contribute to that by showing that the positive effect of information

works for an additional field of research and setting. Mechanism investigations on emotions

and credibility have mostly been conducted for the North American and European context.

The evidence of this dissertation want to encourage researchers to learn about mechanisms

influencing behaviour outcomes about migration in a new setting.

5.4.2 Policy Implications

In particular, as a reaction to the tremendous change in irregular immigration to Europe with

the long summer of migration or the migration crisis in the year 2015, European national

and supranational governments intensified their remote migration management tactics. One of

these became highly rushed a highly popular tool: the implementation of migration information

campaigns. The knowledge base on which policy makers need to make decisions with regard

to these campaigns is scarce. In sum, the state of the art consists of incomplete information

on campaign implementations, assumptions, with qualitative and recent quantitative evidence

contradicting each other (Dunsch et al. 2019; Hernández-Carretero & Carling 2012). The

last AMIF calls (Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund, European Commission) show that

financial spending on campaigns is high, but enforcement of at least some part of an evaluation

component is increasing.

The ethical considerations behind migration information campaigns are an often discussed issue

(see 5.3 Discussion: Ethics). The crucial aspects in the discussion about the morality of these

campaigns are the (1) intentions behind the campaign and (2) the unbiasedness and truth of

the information. The communicated policy aim is to raise awareness, inform or combat misin-

formation, and change irregular migration behaviour (European Commission 2015a). However,

the intention is undisclosed. Whether the intention behind this information provision is to de-

ter irregular migrants to save social welfare investments, to shift the responsibility of migrants

reported as dead or missing in the Mediterranean, or to foster a dignified informed decision

making, is unknown. Another shortcoming that corresponds to the unknown intentions is the

political communication on that topic with one’s own national society. Anecdotal evidence sug-

gests that this way of policy implementation is barely known across European public society.

The reasoning is only open to speculation.

Before now drawing more explicit policy implications from the results of this dissertation I want
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to make the limitations of these studies clear again (elaboration in 5.4.1 Implications for Future

Research). Although uncertainties are unpleasant, they are crucial in order not to be mislead.

Most central are the uncertainties which arise from the micro level of the studies in this disser-

tation, investigating the effects of one particular migration information campaign on one rather

coherent study sample (students in schools and universities in the main irregular emigration

areas in Nigeria). The attribution to other settings and campaigns is for now possible, but

with the uncertainties in mind. Further research in (1) different settings and samples, (2) with

other outcome measurements, (3) new variations in time frame, and (4) distinct information

campaigns, such as topic-wise, sentiment-wise, implementer-wise, and an overall macro-level

study are needed to make stronger claims on whether and how these campaigns work.

That being said, the overall results of all three studies in this dissertation suggest an gen-

eral (short-term) increasing effect on awareness, and decreasing (rather long-term) effects on

irregular migration intentions or hypothetical migration behaviour. These results fit the IOM-

GMDAC study of Dunsch et al. (2019). Although the effects are relatively small in magnitude,

the interpretation needs to be set into relation with the treatment (Mesquita & Tyson 2020).

The treatment is a one-time provision of information with the aim of changing a life deci-

sion. From a policy perspective, the effect needs to be set into relation with the costs of

implementation. In comparison with other migration management strategies, such as resettle-

ment activities or border control, information campaigns are rather cost efficient (Carling &

Hernández-Carretero 2011). Although a high correlation exists between migration aspirations

and actual behaviour (Docquier et al. 2014), observable macro-level immigration flows would

be lower than the number of aspiring migrants in the present study (Carling & Collins 2018).

Regarding the mechanisms activated, I focus on two central moderating or mediating variables

influencing the effect of the political migration information on migration behaviour: emotions

such as anxiety and the credibility of the sender. Paper I and II show that anxiety triggering in

the audience leads to a higher campaign information effect, increasing awareness and reducing

irregular migration intentions, but it has no effect on the re-telling practices of the audience.

The implications of these results for future campaign implementations seem cruel. However,

Paper II tests the effect of anxiety creation in comparison to sender credibility, as a more moral

effect enhancing option. The results reveal a superiority of the credibility moderator in mag-

nitude and particularly with regard to re-telling intentions. The mediators are not reinforcing

each other in effect size, which makes a ‘the more the better’ implementation utterly worthless.

The third study, see Paper III, investigates the effect of credibility further. In both credibility

studies, the sender’s credibility is manipulated through a proxy, a variation in sender type of the

information source. The results reveal different information effects with the variation across an

NGO, government, or social contact, each being international or local, working as information

sender. The effects do not vary just in direct effects but also in the persistence of effects over

time. Taking magnitude and permanence together, the strongest effect on irregular migration

intentions comes with a local social contact as sender type. For policy, this result emphasises
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the relevance of the so-called multiplier effect: the re-telling of information among the target

audience. Following Paper II, credibility enhances the effect of re-telling, in contrast to anx-

iety creation. First insights support the idea that repeated information exposure fosters the

effect’s durability, and even more strongly when agency is involved in the information gathering.

Summarizing, based on the existence of an outcome effect a continuance of this policy is plau-

sible. Yet, I see the further path for policy implementations only based on true unbiased

information provision and guided by moral intentions. Funding organs of these campaigns

would do well to implement a systematic control and guiding of campaign implementations

to warrant these core aspects. If this foundation is build, I don’t see a reason for hesitating

in policy communication with the own national society. Regarding impact enhancing mech-

anisms for further implementations the results suggest to build on sender credibility instead

of emotion triggering in the audience. To build on credibility knowledge on the target audi-

ence, i.a. with regard to the assigned credibility levels towards different sender types, is crucial.

Information & (Migration) Behaviour

The results of this dissertation may not only have a political impact on the continuance and

the advancement of migration information campaigns as such. As the core link under study is

the effect of information on behaviour, it may also be used to generate insights on the effect

of information on (1) migration behaviour and (2) general behaviour. First (1), the knowledge

generated may also be applied to the understanding of how to combat misinformation, dis-

tributed for example by smuggling and trafficking organisations. The results of Paper I reveal

that anxiety creation can enhance the effect of information on migration behaviour. Although

Paper II shows that sender credibility works better than the creation of anxiety, it still shows

that anxiety triggering has an effect. Plus, it demonstrates that anxiety creation may even

have an enhancing effect of information in irregular migration decision making in the absence

of credibility attributed to the sender. Besides the harmful power of anxiety creation, Paper

II and III study the effect of sender credibility in more depth. By revealing which sender type

works best for migration information campaigns, these studies also indicate which channels to

tackle in the spread of misinformation. With regard to effects on irregular migration intentions,

local social contacts have the strongest and most persistent mediator effect among the different

sender types. Policy interventions aiming to stop misinformation would do well to support

local networks and protect them from organisations spreading misinformation.

Lastly (2), the effects studied may be attributed to even broader contexts and settings with

competing information. With the recent increase in fake news and conspiracy theories in North

American but also European national politics, it may be advisable to take the learning from

this dissertation as a starting point for taking the power of information—especially combined

with mediating factors such as those examined in this research—seriously for further endeav-

ours in this direction.
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